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eddy transverse length scale
radial location of the maximum distortion in
the cone model
n order Glauert coefficients
a mode amplitude, or coefficient of eigenfunc-
tion expansion of the pressure spectral density
blade spacings of a two-dimensional cascade of
blades
airfoil chord lengths
switches used in the generalized equations
for the potential flow field interactions
airfoil section drag coefficient
axial spacing between midchords of two blade
rows
slope of steady lift versus angle of attack
V V
a function defined by equation (B41)
a function defined by equation (2.1.22)
a function defined by equation (2.1.15)




bandpass filter factor; see equation (3.3.23)
f ratio of maximum camber to the half-chord of
a thin airfoil
F strength of single dipole or a surface distri-
bution of dipoles; also, function defined by
equation (3.1.15)
** ^
F, F. spectral density of the strength of a single
J dipole, or a surface distribution of dipoles
F function defined by equation (3.1.20)
a
Ff function defined by equation (3.1.21)
G j, G complex term in the equation for the induced
m:i mnCT velocities resulting from a potential flow
field interaction
g , i G i» G m airfoil acoustic response function, defined
a,l a.l K,K1
 by equat±on (3.1>39)
h oblique gust wave number
A
H the nondimensional dipole surface density re-
sponse function for convected, harmonic gusts
Hm Hankel function of the first kind of order m
H(2) Hankel function of the second kind of zero
0 order
u(2) Hankel function of the second kind of order
"i1 one
HO» „, H^ „ complex term in the equation for the induced
* velocities resulting from a potential flow
field interaction, equation (3.2.31)
I. modified Bessel function of the first kind
and order £
1 dummy index or blade number index
J JQ + ±Jl
Jm Bessel function of order m
JQ Bessel function of order zero
JT Bessel function of order one
VI
k wave number ; also , dummy index
K one-dimensional Fourier space wave number
K_ Kemp-Sears lift response function
K~ axial propagation wave number of mn mode
mn




j, dummy index, or harmonic index
L airfoil section lift force
A
L spectral density of airfoil section lift
J force
L , L, eddy axial length scale
Z 9
m polar angle harmonic index, or spinning mode
index
M duct uniform, axial flow velocity for acoustic
calculations
M , M- , M- , M^ „ mean exit velocity from a blade row, relative
IE M JE E.K
 of
» >L , M,_> M-T, M^ „, mean inlet velocity to a blade row, relativell zi Jl M,K1
 to the blades of the row
V M1M' M2M' M3M
mean velocity through a blade row, relative
K* "M. " to the blades °f the row
M tip velocity of rotating blades
M , M. , M- , M, , M mean axial flow velocity
Z Iz 2.Z JZ Z,K
M mean axial flow velocity when there is steady
distortion
n dummy index, harmonic index, or radial mode
index
N, NL, N2, N3, NR2 number of blades in a blade row
vu
p linear pressure perturbation
p spectral density of linear pressure pertur-
bation JB#*i-.C>
q exponent in the "power law," equation (3.3.8)
Q complex terra in the equation for the induced
°» velocities resulting from a potential flow
field interaction, equation (3.2.3)
~r*" position vector, field location
r , r position vector, source location
o s
R radial location of eddy center
R unnormalized radial eigenfunction
m
R* distance from origin in Prandtl-Glauert scaled
coordinates
s axial propagation wave number of ran mode in
Prandtl-Glauert scaled coordinates and
frequency
S Sears function
SPL sound pressure level, measured in decibels
t time at field location
t , t time at source location
o* s
T function defined by equation (3.1.17)
T"*" Filotas lift response function
^z* ^4 ^ A eddy temporal length scale
U relative velocity of two-dimensional cascade
of blades
A A
u, u. spectral density of perturbation velocity
V gust convection velocity
V. value of the maximum velocity distortion in
the cone model
vm
V.. value of the velocity at the outer radius in
the cone model
W, W. perturbation velocity, viscous wake defect,
•* unsteady induced velocity
W single spatial Fourier transform of W
W double spatial Fourier transform of W
W , W perturbation velocity components at the eddy
Z d)v
 center
W ., W I Fourier series coefficient of the eddy
Z X » f f l J L - m tvelocity components
I _ r f t
Y, Y , Y i Y., Y. rectangular coordinate
Y!, rectangular coordinate
*J
Y Neumann function of order m
Y width of viscous wake; also, Neumann function
of order o
Z, Z1 , z1 , Z' rectangular coordinate
Zj . rectangular coordinate
ZM « axial position of midchord planen«t.e
* multiplier
<* mean blade angle of attack
8 relative stagger angle
Bmn square root term defined by equation (2.1.16)
Y
,
 Yl, Y2, YK1, YK2 stagger angle
Y Helmholtz equation Green's function
^ acoustic propagator
r r
2 ' K2 steady-state circulation of cascade airfoil
IX
6 Dirac delta function
6 „ „ Kronecker delta symbol
m-£,,oN
A factor in viscous wakes formula, equation
0
 (3.1.35)
A , A. axial eddy strength modulation function
z 9
e small, positive constant; also, unit step
function
C rectangular coordinate normal to the airfoil
n hub-to-tip ratio, annular duct inner radius
0 inverse cosine of nondimensionalized chord-
wise coordinate
K temporal or spacial harmonic index
K± chordwise compactness parameter; see
equation (2.2.18)
A, A., A ., AK j... wave number; also, reduced complex frequency
' ' of the chordwise velocity distribution
A. A Fourier coefficients of typical wake profile
x»' 0
V i complex frequency of the chordwise velocity
' distribution







 vi» v« i» vr vi "duced frequencyA* u J. O , J. K, XX
C chordwise rectangular coordinate
5 chordwise rectangular coordinate nondimen-
sionalized to the half-chord
P, p , p polar radial coordinate of cylindrical
coordinate system
0 temporal Fourier series coefficient, dummy
index used in summations
1 time delay resulting from the axial distance
between the midchord plane and the eddy center
position at the temporal prigin ; also, T - TO
<i> t 4> > 4" » 4>M o
o s n.u. polar angle coordinate of cylindrical
4>. » $ ' » 4> coordinate systemJ s
<|> polar angle coordinate of eddy center
ty relative exit flow angle; also, oblique gust
angle
a) , o>* , w - angular frequency
o, i
fl angular velocity of rotor
Subscripts:
E blade row exit flow
I blade row inlet flow
j jth blade
K either Kl or K2
Kl sound-producing blade row
K2 velocity-inducing blade row
£ spatial harmonic index
m spinning mode index
M blade row mean flow
M. C. midchord point location
n radial mode index
S source
z axial direction, axial eddy velocity
component
< either a or £
o temporal Fourier series index




1 inlet stator parameter, upstream component in
viscous wakes interaction, or unsteady lift-
producing component in potential flow field
interaction
2 rotor parameter, downstream component in
viscous wakes interaction, or velocity-inducing
component in potential flow field interaction
3 outlet stator parameter
Superscripts:
± downstream (+) and upstream (-) propagation
t complex conjugate
* complex conjugate; also, generalized Prandtl-
Glauert transform > variable
« blade-attached rectangular coordinate non-
dimensionalized to the half-chord
—*• vector
temporal Fourier integral transform
- spacial Fourier series transform
_ blade-attached rectangular coordinate system
in viscous wakes interaction, polar angle in
the rotating system, or averaged value of a
variable
= double spatial Fourier series transform
Xll
1.0 INTRODUCTION
The subprograms described herein are designed to calculate the acoustic
pressure annular duct mode amplitudes for a given harmonic of blade passing
frequency, with upstream or downstream propagation, for the acoustic sources
described in volume I. Subroutines AAAAA, AABAA, BCPAA, and BBCAA are the pri-
mary subprograms provided for this purpose. These subroutines, along with the
secondary subprograms, are described in section 3. The primary and secondary
subprograms receive standardized treatment, if they are considered as special-
purpose routines dependent on the details of the primary subroutine; otherwise,
as in the case of the general-purpose math routines, the secondary subprograms
receive nonstandardized, or general-purpose, treatment.
A subprogram is treated in a standardized way by having all of its FORTRAN
variable names drawn from a dictionary of such names. Thus, any name used in
any of the standardized subprograms is defined in the dictionary and nowhere
else, and has the definition and use given it in the dictionary and no other,
regardless of the subprogram in which it is used.
In the description of a subprogram, the question of output variable
accuracy is generally answered by placing the operation performed in producing
the output in one of a number of categories. Thus, the output variable may be
limited in accuracy by the particular computer, or machine, or by the nature
of the algorithm. If the algorithm is of the converging iteration type, then
the convergence criterion sets the accuracy. If the algorithm results from an
approximation formula, then the remainder term associated with the approximation
sets the accuracy. These are not always specified in detail for each subprogram,
but a note is made when necessary to indicate whether the accuracy is limited
by the algorithm or not. Comparison with other sources is made when comparable
numbers are available.
2.0 DICTIONARY
This dictionary replaces the list of definitions usually included in a
subprogram description for all the subprograms written specifically for this
work. General mathematical routines are documented in the usual way. The pur-
pose of the dictionary is to standardize the use and definition of all FORTRAN
variable names within the several primary and secondary subprograms. This is
desirable for purposes of modifying or updating the routines as well as aiding
in understanding the coded algorithms and the relationships between the dif-
ferent subprograms.
2.1 Guide to Dictionary
For each FORTRAN name, the dictionary indicates:
1) The subprograms in which the variable appears; see location code
2) The function performed by the variable in each subprogram in which
it appears; see function code
3) The variable definition, by a phrase or sentence
Itens 1 and 2 are contained in the location-function code (LOC-FNC code)
occupying the middle column of the dictionary. In many cases, the item 3
definitions contain equations and figure numbers. All equation numbers refer
to the equations in appendix I of volume I; all figure numbers refer to the












Calling sequence input 1
Calling sequence input/output 2
Special calling sequence: the fev 2S
variables and arrays that are reused
in subsequent calls to the primary
subroutine—they must not be changed
by the user
Calling sequence output 3
Internal name 1*
Name in common 5
Name of subroutine 6
Name of function subprogram 7
2.2 Dictionary of FORTRAN Names
FORTRAN LOC-FNC
nane code Definition
AAAAA 1-6 Primary subroutine which calculates the
acoustic pressure mode amplitudes result-
ing from the interaction of a turbomachinery
blade row with the viscous wakes of another
upstreen-located blade rov
AABAA 9-1 Primary subroutine vhich computes the
acoustic pressure mode amplitudes resulting
from the interaction of a turbomachinery
blade rov vith the potential flow field of






Array of dimension 2 which contains the
cosine and sine distortion coefficients
a( i(p), bi i(p) of index |A| and radial1*1 1*1
position p




18-U Absolute value of RKAPA, ic
' mno1
Absolute value of the reduced frequency
RNU, |v|
ALFA 19-1* The blade angle of attack, a; this quantity
is input in AR(l,ll,K) as a function of
radial position
ALGAMF 59-6 The standard LRC subroutine which computes




Tan 9, where 6 is the gust yaw angle used
in the Filotas lift response function;
also, name of common block containing ALPHA
ALPHAMN 1-3,9-3,
12-3,17-3
Complex array of dimension NDIM x MDIM
which contains the matrix of mode amplitudes,
a , where a » ALPHAMH(H,I) with M -
mn' mn
MUSE(I)
AFROX1 3-U.50-6 Subroutine which calculates approximate zeros










Subroutine which calculates approximate




Array of dimension MAXDIM x MAXJ x 3,
where AR(l,J,K) contains data described
as follows:
K = 1: Inlet stator data
K = 2: Rotor data














Drag coefficient, C (p)
Steady-state lift coefficient,
C (p), which is not required as
Lt
an input for any of the existing
primary subroutines




Relative inflow Mach number of a
blade row, M (p); see figure 3
Relative exit flow Mach number of
a blade row; Mp(p); see figure 3






Note: ARMISC(l8+K) can be
zero, in vhich case
no Glauert coefficients
are input.
If ARMISC(25) = 3,
Description
J = 10: Glauert coefficients of order 0
J = 11: Glauert coefficients or order 1
J = ARMISC(l8+K) + 9: Glauert coefficients
of order ARMISC(18+K) -1
J = ARMISC(l8+K) + 10: The ratio of maxi-
mum blade camber to the half-chord,
f(p), used in the lift response
function
J - ARMISC(l8+K) + 11: The blade angle of
attack, ct(p), used in the lift response
function
If ARMISC(22) = 2,
J = ARMISC(l8+K) + P: Parameter a , which
is used in the power model, where:
P = 10 if ARMISC(25) ;* 3
P = 12 if ARMISC(25) = 3
If ARMISC(22) = 3
J = ARMISC(l8+K) + P: Cosine distortion
coefficient of index r, a
J = ARMISC(l8+K) + P-H: Sine distortion
coefficient of index r, b
J = ARMISC(l8+K) + P+2: Cosine distortion












J = ARMISC(18+K) + P+2-MAXCOEF+1: Sine





P = 10 if ARMISC(25) / 3
P = 12 if ARMISC(25) = 3
r = MULTFCT
1=1: The number of radial positions,
where the parameters contained
in the AR array are defined
or
0 if only a value averaged in
the radial direction is given
for the (K,J) parameter in
the AR array
1=2: Radially averaged value of the
(K,J) parameter of the AR array
1=3: Set of values corresponding to
I = ^ : nondimensional duct radial
positions. The nondimensional
duct radial positions must be in
increasing order.
Argument -1$ of the exponential in
equation (1*8)
Product of eigenvalue and hub-to-tip
ratio, p »n
ran
Argument of the exponential in the constant









Arg-ument of the exponential in the
oscillatory factor of the integrand; see
equation (36)
ARGS Argument (\i *S) of the unnormalized
mn
duct radial eigenfunction R in equation
(6), It is actually the product of an
eigenvalue y and the dummy argument S
mn
of subroutine UNEGNFTI.






Array of dimension 1+0, where ARMISC(l)
contains data described as follows:
1 = 1: Hondimensionalized average dis-
tance between the midchord planes
of the inlet guide vanes and the
rotor; see figure k
1=2: Nondimensional average distance
between the midchord planes of
the rotor and the outlet guide
vanes; see figure 5
1=3: Hub-to-tip ratio, n
1 = 1*: Option IFLOW, where:
-1 indicates upstream sound
propagation








1=5: Option ISOROS, where:
1 indicates inlet stator-rotor
interaction
2 indicates rotor-outlet stator
interaction
1=6: Option ITRACE, where:
0 indicates no printout
1 indicates printout from pri-
mary subroutine
2 indicates printout from pri-
mary subroutines and subroutine
ZEROS
1 = 7: Rotor blade tip Mach number,
1 = 8: Number of inlet, stator vanes,
NISV
1=9: Number of outlet stator vanes ,
Nosv
I = 10: Number of rotor blades, N.RB
I = 11: Not used
I = 12: Phase angle for adjustment of
skewness of the incident wake at









13: Phase angle for adjustment of
skevness of the incident wake




I = 15 : Axial position of the inlet
stator, ZTO
J.D
I = 16: Axial position of the outlet
stator, ZQS
I - 17: Axial position of the rotor, Z
K
I = 18: Option IAERO, vhere in a poten-
tial flow field interaction:
-1 indicates the upstream blade
row is the sound generator
1 indicates the downstream
blade row is the sound generator
I = 19: Number of inlet stator vane
Glauert coefficients
I = 20: Number of rotor blade Glauert
coefficients









22: Distortion model selector, where:
0 indicates no distortion
1 indicates distortion is
represented by the cone model;
see equation (U8)
2 indicates distortion is
represented by the power model;
see equation (^ 9)
3 indicates that the distortion
coefficients are input; see
equation (50)
23: Distortion input, where:
If ARMISC(22) = 1, ARMISC(23)
VADBV1.
If ARMISC(22) = 2, ARMISC(23)
If ARMISC(22) = 3, ARMISC(23)
MAXCOEF.
Q.
I = 2U: Distortion input, where:
If ARMISC(22) = 1, ARMISC(2U) =
CAPADIS.
If ARMISC(22) = 3, ARMISC(2U) *
MULTFCT.
I = 25: Lift response function selector,
where:
2 indicates the generalized Sears
lift response function (LIFTFN2)
used with the primary subroutine








I = 25: 3 indicates the combination of
lift response functions as
developed in reference 6 (LIFTFN3),
or the lift response function for
noncompact source theory NONCPT
(see ARMISC [38]). It can be used
with the primary subroutines
AAAAA, BBCAA, and BCDAA; see
equation (22).
k indicates the Filotas lift
response function (LIFTFlrt) used
with the primary subroutine BBCAA;
see equation (25)
I = 26: Not used
I = 27: Not used
I = 28: Nondimensional radial position
of the eddy center, R
1-29: Angular position of the eddy center,
<J>, in radians
I = 30: Axial eddy velocity component, W ,
L*
at the eddy center, nondimension-
alized with the average axial flow
velocity; see figure 10.
I = 31: Angular eddy velocity component,
W , at the eddy center, nondimen-
sionalized with the average axial
flow velocity; see figure 10
I - 32: Nondimensional eddy length scale in
the direction normal to the average
flow velocity for the axial eddy









I = 33: Nondimensional eddy length scale
in the direction normal to the
average flow velocity for the
angular eddy velocity component,
a ; see figure 10
9
1=3^: Hondimensional eddy length scale
in the direction of the average
flov velocity for the axial eddy
velocity component; L ; see fig-
Lt
ure 10
I = 35: Nondimensional eddy length scale
in the direction of the average
flow velocity for the angular
eddy velocity component, L.; see
<P
figure 10
I = 36: Upper "bound of the frequency band
considered in the generation of
tone duct mode amplitudes by non-
steady distortion, B; see figure 11
I = 37: Time when eddy center is located in
rotor plane, T
I = 38: Compactness selector
0 indicates compact source option
(LIFTFN3 is used)
5^0 indicates noncompact source option
(HONCPT is used); can be used only
if ARMISC(25) = 3
I = 39: Not used











Array of dimension NDIM x MDIM which
contains the matrix of eigenvalues where
ARMUMN(N,M) = v
AV Array of dimension 11 which contains
radially average values. An average
value is calculated if a set of values
is used. The input average value is used
if this is indicated by a 0 in the cor-
responding element AR(l,J,K) or array AR.
The contents of AV(l) are described as
fallows t
I » 1: Midpoint of the subinterval
locally used in the integration
of the integral of equation (9)
2:
In
Average inlet stator vane chord
if ISOROB « I
Average rotor blade chord if
IBOROS * 2
Used with primary subroutine
AAAAA only.
I « 3: Average blade chord of the sound-
generating blade row
Average inlet stator vane drag
coefficient if IBOROS « 1
Average rotor blade drag coefficient
if IBOROS « 2
Used with primary subroutine
AAAAA only.








1 = 6 : Average derivative of the steady-
state lift coefficient with
respect to the angle of incidence
for the sound-generating blade rov
1 = 7 : Average relative inflow Mach
number of the sound-generating
blade row
1 = 8 : Average relative exit flow Mach
number of the sound-generating
blade row
1 = 9 : Average axial flow Mach number of
the sound-generating blade row
I = 10: Average value of f, the ratio of
the maximum camber to the half-chord
for the sound-generating blade row
I = 11: Average value of a, the blade angle
of attack for the sound-generating
blade row
AVSPAN l-lf.12-lt.17-1* Midpoint of the subinterval locally used in
the computation of the integral of equation
(9). It is equivalenced to AV(l).
AXIALM
12-U,17-U
Average axial Mach number of the sound-
generating blade row
Al A value of J«(x), Bessel function of first
kind and order M
A2 A value of J...,(x), Bessel function of
M+J.









A value of YM(X), Bessel function of second
kind (the Neumann function) and order M
A value of Y,,., (x), Bessel function ofM+l
second kind (the Neumann function) and
order (M+l)
B 9-5,10-5 In the case of an inlet guide vane-rotor
interaction (K1+K2 = 3), B = ARMISC(l).
In the case of a rotor-outlet guide vane
interaction (K1+K2 = 5), B = ARMISC(2).
BBCAA 17-6 Primary subroutine vhich computes the
acoustic pressure mode amplitudes result-
ing from the interaction of a rotor with
the nonsteady distortion resulting from a
convected eddy
BCDAA 12-6 Primary subroutine which computes the
acoustic pressure mode amplitudes result-





Array of dimension 1000 in common block
SCRATCH used as a scratch array by Bessel
function subroutines
BESIE -XThe subroutine which computes I.(x)e"
when I is the modified Bessel function, I


















e J , j = 1,2
with I. a modified Bessel function of order
£; see equation (68).
Subroutine which computes modified Bessel
functions with real argument x, I (x),
I^ x), KQ(X), (^x)
A value of I (x), a modified Bessel
function of order 0
BESI1 21-U A value of I-(x), a modified Bessel
function of order 1
BESJLA 61-6 Subroutine that computes J (x), a Bessel
function of the first kind and order v,
where x » v
BESJLAM 11-U A variable which contains JQ(LAMDA)
i J (LAMDA)
BESKO 21-U A value of K (x), a modified Bessel
function of order 0
BESK1 21-U A value of K-(x), a modified Bessel
function of order 1
BESNX l8-U,62-6 Subroutine which computes the Bessel
function of the first kind J (x) with no
n
restrictions on the magnitude of the






8 . vhich is defined in equation (l)
mn
15-U,l8-U,55-6
Standard LRC library subroutine which
calculates the Bessel function of the






Array of dimension 250 containing the
imaginary parts of the Bessel function
of the first kind with complex arguments,
J0(hK2[p]), J^ hj^ Ip]), ...
Array of dimension 250 containing the
real parts of the Bessel function of
the first kind with complex arguments,
J0(hK2tp])» J1(hK2[pl)» •*•
Array of dimension 250 containing the
imaginary parts of the Bessel function
of the first kind with complex arguments,
JQ(LAMDA), J^LAMDA)
Array of dimension 250 containing real
parts of the Bessel function of the first
kind with complex arguments, J0(LAMDA),
J^LAMDA)
Jn(x), a value of the Bessel function of











J (LAMDA), a value of the Bessel function
of the first kind, with order zero and
complex argument LAMDA
JO(RNU), a value of the Bessel function of
the first kind, with order zero and real
argument RNU
BJ2 15-1*,18-U J-.(x)$ a value of the Bessel function of
the first kind, with order one and real
argument x
BJ2LAM J (LAMDA), a value of the Bessel function
of the first kind, with order one and
complex argument LAMDA
BJ2RNU 11-1* J (RNU), a value of the Bessel function of
the first kind, with order one and real
argument RNU
BSSLS ,5-1*,11- Subroutine which calculates the Bessel
function of the first kind, J. This
subroutine is a modification of the
standard LRC library subroutine of the
same name. The order used by BSSLS is
less than or equal to 100; see MBES.
BTAU 19-1* Variable containing B«T; see equation
(61).
BTJ 19-1* Array of dimension 2 which contains










Array of dimension 50 which is required
in calling subroutine ROCABES
BYLAMR 11-14 Array of dimension 50 which is required
in calling subroutine ROCABES
BY1
BY1RNU 11-1*
Y (x), a value of the Bessel function
of the second kind, with order zero and
argument x
Y (RIJU), a value of the Bessel function
of the second kind, with order zero and
real argument RNU
BY2 15-M8-U Y (x), a value of the Bessel function of
the second kind, with order one and
argument x
BY2RTIU 11-14 Y (RNU), a value of the Bessel function
of the second kind, with order one and
real argument RNU
Bl, B2, B3 1-1*,12-U,15-1,
18-1,19-1*
Coefficients used with subroutines LIFTFN3
and HONCPT; see equations (21) and (22)
CAPA 10-1* Array of dimension 15 which contains
average Glauert coefficients for com-
ponent K2
CAPADIS lU-5,16-5 Contains A used in the cone model of








Variable containing F - ( p ) ; see equations
(6U) and (65)
CAPF2 Variable containing Fp(p); see equations
(66) and (6?)
CAPHRHO A variable which contains H ,..0(p); see
K ,ft.c
equation (Ul)
CAPKL 11-U A variable containing 1C. (v, A); see











A variable containing K ...... (p)
K K-L
Contains a value of the combined lift
response function.
If ARMISC(38) = 0, CAPLT = L (v ) ;
see equation (21).





The normalization factor for the duct
radial eigenfunction, H , which is
defined by equation (7)
CAPRETA 6-U R (w n), value of unnormalized eigen-
m mn
functions with argument the product of











R (y ), value of unnormalized eigen-
m mn
functions with argument an eigenvalue;
see equation (6).
If ISOROS = 1, CAPROIIE contains
average inlet stator vane drag
coefficient.
If ISOROS = 2, CAPRONE contains
average rotor "blade drag coefficient.
CD is made equivalent to AV(10.
Common block containing CAPADIS and
RHOIHC
CEQUA1 Conmon block containing CETA, the hub-to-








Common block containing CAPNMH, ETA, L,
M, N, RMUMN, SIGH, CAPKMN






Common block containing B, CAPKMK, CAPNMN,
C3, C6, C7, CB, C9, Cll, C12, C13, ClU,
Kl, K2, L, M, N, NK2, RMUMII, SIGOL






CHORD 10-U.19-U Array of dimension 3 which contains values
of nondimensional chords for the three
components
CI 21-U Value of the cosine integral Cl(x), where
x > 0
CLIFTU Variable containing T*(x,y), the complex











Contains a. used in the power model of
distortion; see equation (^ 9)
If v > 0, CONLIFT = Kj^ (v, X).
— * il '
If v < 0, CONLIFT = [K^ (-v, -X*)]*.
See equation (28).
Cosine of the angle fy, the relative exit
flow angle of the blade row upstream of




Cosine of mean flow angle y; see equation
(11)



















Variables used for temporary storage of
complex numbers
CTJ 19-5,20-5 Variable containing a value of T ; seeJ
equation (60)
Cl 1-U If ISOROS = 1, Cl contains average inlet
stator vane chord.
If ISOROS = 2, Cl contains average rotor
blade chord.
Cl is made equivalent to AV(2).
C2
17-^ ,18-1
Contains the average blade chord of the





9-5,10-5 Variables in common block CFACT2 which
















































































































Average derivative of the steady-state
lift coefficient with respect to the
incident angle for the noise-generating
blade rov. DCL is made equivalent to
AV(6).
DCSBL 10-U An array of dimension 3 which contains
slopes of the steady-state lift coefficients
for each of the three components
DELK Variable containing A = a /R; see equation
(70)
DELTALO Contains 6T _ where 6. . is the Kronecker
Ii,U J ,K
delta








The complex function subprogram which
~* *evaluates the integrand f(4>)e  used
in the cone model of distortion; see
equation (1*8)





If ISOROS = 1, DSPAC is the average
nondimensional distance between the
midchord planes of the inlet stator and
the rotor,
If ISOROS = 2, DSPAC is the average
nondimensional distance between the






used in the cone model of distortion; see
equation (U8)
Dl h-h JM (x) , a value of the Bessel function
rTT"_L
of the first kind, with order M+l and the
real argument x
D2 J (x), a value' bf^ ttte Bes^ el .










), a value of the Bessel function
of the second kind, with order M+l and
the real argument x
U-U Y...0(x), a value of the Bessel function
m"fc.
of the second kind, with order M+2 and






The upper bound on eigenvalues,
EGNBND = RK/(1 - AXIALM)2.
EGNBND = E_ of equation (3).
S3
Previous value (of last call to primary




Function subprogram which calculates
normalization factor N for unnormalized
mn
duct radial eigenfunction; see equation (7)
EGNVAL2 1-U.9-U.12-U,
13-6,17-U






Array of dimension 2 containing E.. and E
of equation (6l)
A numerical tolerance, EPS = 10~ . In
LIFTFNU, it is used in three different
ways; see methods description of that
subroutine.










Contains the value 10 ; used in
subroutine JARRATT
EQATION The function subprogram used to evaluate










Previous value (of last call to primary
subroutine) of ETA. It is initially set
to -1.
A variable which contains e
see equation (1*2)
EXPFACT Exponential factor in the oscillating
factor of the integrand in primary
subroutine AAAAA; see equation (36)
FACTAV 1-1*, 12-1*, 17- The factor in the integrand of equation
(9) which varies slowest in the radial
direction. It is averaged in each sub-
interval of the integration and is defined
by equations (3*0, (35), (1*6), (5*0, (55),




Constant factor in the integrand of
equation (9). It is defined by equations









Complex function subprogram which evaluates
the oscillatory factor in the integrand of
equation (9) for the primary subroutine
AAAAA; see equation (36)
FACTIN2 Complex function subprogram which computes
the oscillatory factor in the integrand of
equation (9) for the primary subroutine
AABAA; see equation (^ 7)
FACTIN3 Complex function subprogram which computes
the oscillatory factor in the integrand of
equation (9) for the primary subroutine
BCDAA; see equation (56)
FACTINlt 17-U.19-7 Complex function subprogram which computes
the oscillatory factor in. the integrand of
equation (9) for the primary subroutine
BBCAA; see equations (62), and (69)
FALPHNU 15-lt Contains the quantity F (v), where the
function F is defined by equation (l6)
and v is the reduced frequency
FFNU Contains the quantity Ff(v), where the
function Ff is defined by equation (20)
and v is the reduced frequency
FJFP
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It-It A value of J ' ( r rx ) , the derivative of the
m
Bessel function of the first kind of order
m and argument n*x, where n is the hub-to-









A value of J'(x), the derivative of the
m
Bessel function of the first kind of order
m and argument x, vhere x is the dummy
argument of EQATION
FKMAX 19-1* Upper limit used in the truncated integral
of equation (70). It is set equal to 20.
FME
17-1*
Relative exit flow Mach number of the
sound-generating blade row, NL, (p) . It is
made equivalent to A V ( 8 ) .
FMI 1-U.12-U,
17-1*
Relative inlet flow Mach number of the
sound-generating blade row, M (p). It is
made equivalent to AV(7).
FMM 1-U.12-U Mean flow Mach number at a radial position




Average axial flow Mach number at the loca-
tion of the sound-generating blade row,
Mz(p)
Relative exit flow Mach number of the next
blade row upstream of the sound-generating
blade row, M
 E(p)
A value of Y'(n'x), the derivative of the
m
Bessel function of the second kind of order
m and argument n*x, where n is the hub-to-













A value of Y'(x), the derivative of the
m
Bessel function of the second kind of
order m and argument x, where x is the
dummy argument of EQATION
F(v), a term in the equation for the
noncompact acoustic response function;
see equation (19)
Ratio of maximum blade camber to the
half-chord, f(p). It is input in
AR(I,10,K).
FRTH 21-U Variable defined by equation (A9) in
reference 36
FT The actual value of the left side of
equation (5) which corresponds to a zero
that was calculated by JARRATT
19_U,20-T Complex function subprogram which





Contains W(p, <f>), the distortion function
for the cone model; see equation















Modified version of subroutine GAUSS in
which the input arrays of the primary
subroutine are passed to the complex
function subprogram which evaluates the
oscillating factor
GJ 19- Array of dimension 2 containing, 6lj,(p)





Array of dimension 15 which contains
gl K2^' 62 K2^' "*' See ecluation (39)
Complex function subprogram, where:
GRTHFCN = e~lclZ K (Z)
o
with K a modified Bessel function, argument
Z > 0, and a passed through common block
ALPHA
GUESS Array of dimension 3 which contains three
starting values for zeros of equation (5)








HANKEL 11-U Variable which contains the ratio
IL(2) (RNU)
(RNU) (RNU)
where H (z) = J (z) - i Y (z) is a
n n n
Hankel function of the second kind and
order n
HRHO 10-U Variable containing h_.0(p); see equationr^ d
(1*0)
HRHOI 10-U Variable containing the imaginary part
of HRHO
HRHOK 19-U Variable containing h(p,k); see equation
(71)




Variable containing HQV ' (RNU) = JQ (RNU)
- i YQ (RNU), a Hankel function of the
second kind and order zero
H2RHU 11-U.15-U,
18-U
Variable containing H^ "' (RHU) = ^  (HNU)
- i YI (RNU), a Hankel function of the
second kind and order one














Option IAERO = ARMISC(l8)
-1 indicates the upstream component is
sound generator
1 indicates the downstream component
is sound generator
Error return from BESIK, where:
0 indicates no error
1 indicates input argument is nonpositive;
no calculation is possible
Error return from EGNVAL2, where:
0 indicates successful execution
2 indicates that there are more
eigenvalues required than there is
space for (i.e., MDIM and/or MDIM
are not large enough); as many as
possible are returned
1* indicates that there are no eigenvalues
IEREGNV is equivalent to IERROR.
IERJAR 3-U Error return from JARRATT
IERLFTU 19-1*, 21-3 Error return from LIFTFNh, where:
0 indicates no error
1 indicates integral in FRTH did not
















Error return from primary subroutines,
where:
0 indicates successful execution
2 indicates that there are more eigen-
values required than there is space
for (i.e., IIDIM and/or MDIM are too
small); as many eigenvalues as possible
are returned
h indicates that there are no eigenvalues
IERROR is equivalent to IEREGNV.
Option IFLOW = ARMISC(U)
-1 indicates upstream propagation
1 indicates downstream propagation
Option IFORM, where:
1 indicates that the exact form of the
Filotas lift response function is used
2 indicates that the approximate form of
the Filotas lift response function is
used





If RHU > 0, IGO = 1.
If RWU < 0, IGO = 2.























Previous value (of last call to primary
subroutine) of ILOGIC. It is initially
set to 0.
INDX 9-U Variable containing the sum of ILOGIC
and IAERO





Array of dimension 2 containing the
integrals I. and I?; see equation (70)
The value of the constant factor times
the integral over the interval (n,l). It
is equal to a mode amplitude, o ; see
equation (9).
IORDGS Option for GAUSS and GAUSS2 which, at
present, is set equal to 2, where:
1 indicates U-point Gaussian integration
2 indicates 8-point Gaussian integration
3 indicates 12-point Gaussian integration
IP 10-U.19-U Variable set equal to -1 which is used in
MTLUP











Option ISOROS = ARMISC(5), where:
1 indicates inlet stator-rotor
interaction
2 indicates rotor-outlet stator
interaction
ISOROSO l-l* Previous value (of last call to primary
subroutine) of ISOROS. It is initially
set equal to 0.




Option ITRACE = ARMISC(6), where:
0 indicates no printout
1 indicates printout from primary
subroutine
2 indicates printout from primary
subroutines and subroutine ZEROS
JARRATT 3-1*, 52-6 Subroutine which calculates the zeros
of equation (5)
JMAX 18-1* Upper limit of the summation in the
equation for the noncompact acoustic
response function; see equation (23).















Variable used as temporary storage for
Kl and K2




























Fourier series index of the incident
velocity, £
LAMDA 10-U,11-1 A variable which contains X ,..., ; see
K,K1
equation (hh)
LAMDAI 11-U A variable containing the imaginary
part of LAMDA
LAMDAR 11-1* A variable containing the real part of
LAMDA
LIFT 10-U,11-3 If v > 0, LIFT =
If v < 0, LIFT * K^ (-v, -X*)
See equation (2U).
LIFTFN2 10-U ,11-6 The subroutine which computes the lift
response function used with the primary










The subroutine which computes the combined
lift response function used with the pri-
mary subroutines AAAAA, BCDAA, and BBCAA;
see reference 35
LIFTFNl* 19-U,21-6 The subroutine which computes the Filotas
lift response function; see reference 36
19-U.21-3 Variable containing T ( X , Y ) , a value of
the Filotas lift response function
LIFTFNl*










0 indicates that L = 0 is acceptable
1 indicates that L = 0 is not acceptable
Spinning mode index m; see RM
MAXCOEF lU-U The number of indexes of the distortion





A variable dimension for array AR. It
must be greater than or equal to the
maximum number of radial input positions








A variable which contains the number of
Glauert coefficients for component K2
that were input. This is equal to N+l
of equations (39) and
MAXJ 1-1,9-1,
12-1,17-1"




An array of dimension MDIM which
contains for each spinning mode index
a maximum radial mode index
MBES 13-U Variable set equal to 100. It indicates
the maximum order of the Bessel function
which can be safely calculated by the
subroutine BSSLS.
MBESSEGN 13-1* Bound or magnitude of spinning mode index
M due to MBES and EGNBND
MDIM 1-1,9-1,12-1,
13-1,17-1




Previous value (of last call to primary




Maximum spinning mode index due to the
eigenvalue bound, EGNBITD
Contains the value max | |minnj , |maxn|| ,
where ft = set of spinning mode indexes










Contains M + 1, vhere M is the spinning
mode index























Contains MMAX + 1
Contains MP1 + 1
Contains |MUSE(l)|, the absolute value of
the I element of array MUSE
An array of dimension 3 which contains
relative exit flow Mach numbers for the
three components
An array of dimension 3 which contains
relative inlet flow Mach numbers for the
three components
An array of dimension 3 which contains
relative mean flow Mach numbers for the
three components; see equation (10)
Rotor blade tip Mach number, M,^ =
ARMISC(7)
An array of dimension 3 which contains
axial Mach numbers for the three
components
Standard LRC library subroutine which











The multiplicative factor in the indexes
of distortion coefficients. That is,
if r = MULTFCT, then the distortion
coefficients are ar, br> a2>r, t>2.r, •••,
ar-MAXCOEF, br-MAXCOEF '
An array of dimension MMIM which contains





N = n+1, where n is the radial mode
index
NB Variable set equal to 1. which is used in
BSSLS, BFltF, and ROCABES
HBESEGN 13-U Maximum radial mode index due to both the
restriction on BSSLS (the order used in
BSSLS restricted to be less than or equal
to 101) and the eigenvalue bound, EGNBND
NDIM 1-1,13-1,3-1,
9-1,12-1,17-1




Previous value (of last call to primary
















If KI = 1, NKI is the number of inlet
stator vanes.
If KI = 2, NKI is the number of rotor
blades.
If KI = 3, NKI is the number of outlet
stator vanes. »




Number of spinning mode indexes
NOFN
13-U.17-U
Contains the maximum radial mode index
corresponding to a spinning mode index
NONCPT
18-6,19-U
Subroutine which computes the noncompact
acoustic response function for the
noncompact source theory; see equation (22)
NOSCE 1-U.9-U.12-U,
1U-U,17-U,19-U
Number of equal subintervals used in
evaluating an integral
NPTS 10-U.19-U A variable containing the number of points
in an array
NSBIR 1-5,7-5 If ISOROS = 1, NSBIR contains the number of
inlet stator vanes, NTO .iov
If ISOROS = 2, NSBIR contains the number of










If ILOGIC = 1, NSBNKI is NK1.
If ILOGIC = 2, NSBNKI is NK2.
NSBRB
NSPN
Number of rotor blades, IL..J
nil
Contains the value of AR(l,J,K), which is:
The number of radial positions, vhere
the parameters of the AR array are
input
or
0 if only a value averaged in the
radial direction is given for the





A variable that indicates to APROX1 or
APROX2 which zero to approximate
Variable that is used to determine the
first subinterval used in the integra-
tion of equation (Al) in Reference 36.
Either:
N1*WIDTHI < x < (N1+1)*WIDTHI
(N1-1)*WIDTHI < x < N1*WIDTHI
PHISBIR 1-5,
7-5
If ISOROS = 1, PHISBIR contains the span
dependent phase angle at the rotor, 0R.
If ISOROS = 2, PHISBIR contains the span
dependent phase angle at the outlet




















Contains the value ir
Array of dimension 2 which contains P ,
J
J = 1,2; see equation (6l)
Variable containing iji (p, k), the gust
yaw angle used in Filotas lift response
function; see equation (72)
Contains the exponent q used in the
power model of distortion; see equation
q = ARMISC(23) if ARMISC(22) = 2.
2 2Contains the ratio, m /p , of the
mn
square of a spinning mode m over the
square of an eigenvalue p
mn










 - — FK* — 1
mno 2 |_ mn <J> p zj












Lower bound of a subinterval used in an
integration










Number of stator vanes. It is used in
calling subroutine EGNVAL2.
With primary subroutine AAAAA:
If ISOROS = 1, RNOFSV = number of
inlet stator vanes.
If ISOROS = 2, RNOFSV = number of
outlet stator vanes.
If primary subroutines BBCAA or BCDAA
are used, RNOFSV = 1.
RNOFSVO 1-U.12-U, Previous value (of last call to primary




Reduced frequency, v; see equation (32)











Subroutine which computes J (z) and
n
Y (z), the Bessel functions of the first
n
and the second kind for integer order n
and complex argument z
RSBNKI If ILOGIC = 1, RSBNKI is NK2.
If ILOGIC = 2, RSBNKI is NK1.
RSBNKIO 9-U Previous value (of last call to primary
subroutine) of RSBNKI. It is initially




Upper bound of a subinterval used in
evaluating an integral
5-1 Dummy argument of UNEGNFN, where 0 < S.
UNEGNFN calculates R (u *S), the
m mn
unnormalized duct radial eignfunction
with argument the product of an eigen-
value times S.
SAVELAM A variable used to temporarily save LAMDA
SAVERNU A variable used to temporarily save RNU
SC 3-1,13-1* Array of dimension 1*0 that is used as a






Common block name which contains the
array BBS, an array of dimension 1000











A value of the normalized duct radial
eigenfunction, R (y p)
ra mn
Value of sine integral Si(x) =J" dt
where x is real
SICI Subroutine vhich computes the sine and
cosine integrals




If ISOROS = 1, SIGN contains -1.
If ISOROS = 2, SIGN contains 1.
(-l)J of equation (23)
SIGWKI A variable which contains the product
of SIGMA and NSBNKI
SIGNKIO Previous value (of last call to primary




0 * N , the product of the harmonict\o
index times the number of rotor blades
SIGNRBO Previous value (of last call to primary












With primary subroutine AAAAA:
If ISOROS = 1, SIGOL = L.
If ISOROS = 2, SIGOL = SIGMA.
With primary subroutine AABAA:
If ILOGIC = 2, SIGOL = SIGMA.
If ILOGIC £ 2, SIGOL = L.






Sine of i|», the relative exit flow
angle of the blade row upstream of the
sound-generating blade row; see figure ^
Sine of the mean relative flow angle,
Y (p): see equation (11)
Contains the quantity S (v), where S is
the Sears lift response function and v
is the reduced frequency. See equation (15).
X/2T
SUM 18-1+ The sum that appears in the equation for
the noncompact acoustic response function
max











Time delay resulting from the distance
between the axial position of the eddy

















Variables which are used for temporary
storage in calculations
TERM io-U Array of dimension 15 which contains the
terms of a summation
THETA 10-U
21-U
Array of dimension 3 which contains the
stagger angles (or mean flow angles) in
radians for each of the three blade
rows; see equation (ll)
or
Gust yaw angle, if», used in the Filotas









Array of dimension 2 which contains T ,
J
j = 1,2, the temporal length of an eddy,
see equation (60)
TWOPI 2 ir
Tl 5-U Contains a value of Y1 (y * n), them mn
derivative of the Bessel function of the
second kind of order m and argument
the product of an eigenvalue times the
hub-to-tip ratio
T2 Contains a value of J (y * S), thein mn
Bessel function of the first kind of
order m and argument the product of
an eigenvalue, y , times the dummy
argument, S , of subroutine UNEGNFN
T3 5-U Contains a value of J* (y * n), them mn
derivative of the Bessel function of
the first kind of order m and argument
the product of an eigenvalue times the
hub-to-tip ratio
5-U Contains a value of Y (y * S), them mn
Bessel function of the second kind of
order m and argument the product of
an eigenvalue, y , times the dummy












Function subprogram which computes the
unnormalized duct radial eigenfunction,
Rm 'W'
Contains V./V vhich is used in the
cone model of the distortion; see
equation (U8)
VALUINT The value of the integral of the oscil-
latory factor over a subinterval. It is
calculated by subroutine GAUSS2.
The value of an integral in the oscilla-
tory factor of BCDAA or BBCAA. It is
calculated by subroutine GAUSS. See







Width of a subinterval used in evaluating
an integral. Every subinterval has the
same width, WIDTHI.
The L complex distortion coefficient
at a duct radial coordinate.
For the cone model, see equation (1+8).
For the power model, see equation (1+9)
For the case where the coefficients
are input, see equation (50).
Distance along mean streamline traveled
by wake
or








Contains x • n » the product of the
dummy argument, x , of EQATION times
the hub-to-tip ratio, n
YIM 10-1* Array of dimension 20 which is required
in calling subroutine ROCABES
YRE 10-1* Array of dimension 20 vhich is required
in calling subroutine ROCABES
ZERO Contains a zero of equation (5)




In primary subroutine AAAAA:
If ISOROS = 1, ZSBIR = axial position
of the rotor, ARMISC(l7).
If ISOROS = 2, ZSBIR = axial position
of the outlet stator, ARMISC(l6).
In primary subroutine AABAA:
If INDX = 1, ZSBIR = axial position
of the inlet stator, ARMISC(l5).
If INDX = 3, ZSBIR = axial position
of the outlet stator, ARMISC(l6).
Otherwise, ZSBIR = axial position
of the rotor, ARMISC(lT).
In primary subroutines BBCAA and BCDAA:
ZSBIR = axial position of the rotor,
ARMISC(lT).
3.0 SUBPROGRAM DOCUMENTATION
As previously discussed, each subroutine package consists of a primary
subroutine and a set of secondary subprograms. Each primary subroutine computes
mode amplitudes according to the expression:
The logical flow of the primary subroutines is shown on the next page.
The remainder of this section consists of descriptions of the primary
subroutines, secondary special-purpose and secondary general-purpose sub-
programs. Each subprogram is documented according to the format: a title and
statement of purpose, a step-by-step statement of the algorithm, a flow chart,









Calculate the spinning and
radial mode indices, and
the Eigen values.
i









values and evaluate the slowly
varying factor.
Integrate oscillatory
factor by Gaussian formula.
Multiply and accumulate





3.1 Primary Subroutine Descriptions
3.1.1 Subroutine AAAAA
Purpose: This subroutine computes the mode amplitudes for a given har-
monic from two acoustic sources—rotor blades-cutting through
viscous wakes from the inlet stator vanes, and the rotor blade
viscous wakes washing over the outlet stator vanes. The compu-
tation essentially consists of determining which modes con-
tribute significantly to the sum, computing the required modal
parameters, and evaluating a definite integral per mode. This
integral is equation (9) from appendix I of volume I and is
expressed as follows for numerical evaluation:
SIIR T
± /CONSTANT) V" ) AVERA™ °F*™r, ) f /OSCILLATORY) .
mna ^ FACTOR } ^  JON-OSCILLATORY| J {FACTQR } dp
i=l * FACTOR ;j
 a_
7(CONSTANT)
 = -i Ni N2 ~lKmno 2
(FACTOR )
( \ /dC1 NON-OSCILLATORY I [ I








 p ^ u n\ p % COS ^
1 FACTOR
See the FORTRAN dictionary (sec. 2.2) for CAPLT.
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Method: The procedure is as follows:
1) Set the phase angle, 0T_, occurring in the oscillatoryIn
factor.
2) Obtain the eigenvalue generation parameters (the input
to EGNVAL2).
3) Compare these parameters to stored values to determine
if the required eigenvalues are already available. If
values are equal, proceed to step 6.
U) Compute the mode indexes and the corresponding eigenvalues,
5) Error return if correct eigenvalues have not been
computed.
6) Loop on the spinning mode index.
7) Set values of required integers.
8) Loop on the radial mode index.
9) Compute the propagation constants and the normalization
of the duct radial eigenfunction.
10) Compute the constant factor in the mode amplitude
expression.
11) Initialize the value of the integral to zero.
12) Compute the number of equal subintervals required, vhich
is determined by the total number of zeros of the
oscillatory factor on the full integration interval.
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13) Loop on subintervals.
lU) Compute the lover and upper bound and the midpoint of
the subinterval.
15) Set up for accessing the input geometric and aero-
dynamic data.
16) If the average value over the full interval of a geo-
metric or aerodynamic variable is input, use it and
proceed to step 18.
17) Compute an average value on the subinterval for the
geometric or aerodynamic variable.
18) Initialize the nonoscillatory factor to the product of
the average value of the first three variables
appearing in that factor.
19) Compute flow angles and multiply the average value of
the next three variables in the nonoscillatory factor
into that factor.
20) Compute the reduced frequency and the lift function
coefficients (used for noncompact factor also).
21) When the compact option is specified, compute the value
for the frequency response function of the lift and
multiply this into the nonoscillatory factor.
22) When the noncompact option is specified, compute the
noncompact factor and multiply this into the non-
oscillatory factor.
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23) Compute the inner product, or projection, factor and
multiply into the nonoscillatory factor.
2U) Compute the relative streamvise distance traveled by
the wake, vhich is used to compute a wake Fourier
coefficient, and multiply this into the nonoscillatory
factor.
25) Integrate the oscillatory factor over the subinterval.
26) Multiply the nonoscillatory and the integrated oscilla-
tory factors together and accumulate in the integral
value, completing the loop on the subintervals.
27) Multiply the constant factor into the integral value
giving the mode amplitude for the current spinning mode
index and radial mode index.
28) Save the current eigenvalue generation parameters from
step 2. The eigenvalues will not have to be recomputed
in the next execution if these parameters remain unchanged,
Usage: CALLING SEQUENCE







Restrictions: The use and restrictions on the input arrays ARMISC and AR
and the input/output NOFM,MUSE ,MAXN,ABMUMN are given in
section 2.2.
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The maximum spinning mode is limited (see subroutine EGNVAL2)
in absolute value to 100, and the maximum radial mode index
as a result is at most UO.
Error Return: IERROR (see the FORTRAN dictionary, sec. 2.2)
Printout and See the definition of ARMISC(6),ITRACE, in the dictionary.
Diagnostics:


















THE EIGEN VALUE GENERATION
PARAMETERS
(LOGIC, EGNBND, ETA.






















CALCULATE THE NUMBER AND
WIDTH OF THE SUBINTERVALS
NOSCE, WIDTHI
LOOP ON THE NUMBER
OF SUB INTERVALS
DO 600 ITRVL-L. NOSCE
CALCULATE SUBINTERVAL
LOWER, UPPER, AND MIDPOINT
RLOW, RUP, AVSPAN
LOOP ON AVERAGE VALUE INDEX
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AVERAGE VALUE IS INPUT
AV(IAV)«AR<2, J. KU)
CALL
AVERAGE VALUE IS OBTAINED
BY INTERPOLATION
ALONG SPAN
COMPUTE FLOW ANGLES AND UPDATE
NON-OSCILLATORY FACTOR































INTEGRATE OSCILLATORY FACTOR | CALL
VALUINT
ACCUMULATE PARTIAL SUM




INTEGRL^ INTEGRL • FACTCON
STORE MODAL AMPLITUDE
ALPHAMN W,IOFM)= INTEGRL




SUBROUTINE A A A A A I A R M I SC » MAXDI M»MAXJ, AR» MD I M» NDl 1» A* .1UMN»
1NOFM* KUSE» MAXN. ALPHA *<N» IERRO* )
C
REAL MS8T
C O M P L E X A L P H A M N « N D I M , H O I M )
COMPLEX F A C T A V , F A C T : O N . F A C T I N T , 1 N T E G R L * C A P L T ,VALUINT
^
DIMENSION A R M I S C C I ) » A R I M A X O I M » M A X J , 3 » » A R M U M N < N O IM,10I«),
IMUSc « PD IM) ,1AXN(«OIM)
DIMENSION A V ( i l )
^
DATA ISaRaSa»EGNBNDO*ETAQ,MOIMO,NOIMO.RNa'FSVa»SlGN*f ta/
1 0.»-l.»-l. »0»0» O.»0. /
DATA P U T W O P I /3.1 V1592 05358979. 6. 28313530 71 7 9597
C
COM10N/CFACT/ M,N,?MU1N»CAPNMN.ETA,S IGN»L»CAPK1N
CQH10N/CFACTIR/NSBI i l ,S I5QL»PHlS8 lR
C
EQUIVALENCE ( A V ( 1 ) > A V S P 4 N ) » ( A V ( 2 ) , C 1 ) » ( A V ( 3 ) » C 2 ) » ( 4 » / ( 4 » , C O ) ,
H A V ( 6 ) , O C L ) , < A V m , F H I | , < A V ( 3 J , F M E ) , ( A V < 9 ) » F M Z ) , ( A / ( 5 ) » F M 1 E )
C




ISOLDS « A R H I S C < 5 )
I T R A C E " ARM I S C ( 6 )
I F U T R A C E .GE. 1) W R I T E ( fa» 10 10)
IF I ISORDS- l )10,10»20
13 PHISBIR - A » M I S C ( i 3 )
S I G < * -I.
GO TO 30




C G E N E R A T E THE E IGENVALUES
*»
NSBtB - A R M I S C ( I O )
SIG1A « A R U S C ( H )
SIG^RB • S IGMA*NS8R3
MSBT • A R M I S C ( 7 )
RK « S I G N R B * M S B T
RKS30« RK**2
IF( ISOLDS.EQ. l ) A X I A L M -A»(2 ,<? ,2)
IF ( I S 0 4 Q S . E 0 . 2 ) A X I A L H «AR(2 ,9 ,3 )CMA:H - I .-AXULM**?
EGNJND « RK/ S O R T « C N A C H >
IF I ISGR3S.E3.1 ) R N O F S V « A R M I S C O )
IFUSCf tOS.E3.2) RMOFSV « ARMISC19I
ETA « A 3 M I S C I 3 )
IFUTRA:E .GE. i) w « i T E ( 6 » 1020) NSBRB»s iG fu»s i3NR3 . i $9T»RK»RKSOD,
















R N O F S V
S I G S R 3









































•«-.i.L c G H V f c L 2 U S O R O S » E G N 8 N O , E T A , M D 1 M > N O I M » R N Q F S V » S 1GSRB. I TR AC E»
^QFM.MUS E.f lAXN.ARMJMN. I E R E G N V )
lEKtQr * I E 3 E G N V
CONr iNUE
ERROR RETURN
IFU E K E G N V . E Q . O ) GO TO 200
I F t I E F E 3 N V - 2 ) 150»130»150
IFdUiCE.NE.O) W R I T E « 6 # 1 * 0 ) '
r O R n A T ( / / l H O , 7 0 « l H * ) / / I H O » * A REDUCED SET OF E I G E N V A L U E S IS A V A I L A B
s . r * / i h O . ' C O N P U T A T I O N S W I L L Pa CCEOE* / 1HO> 70 ( 1H* ) )
T O 2 3 0
(U^.EONV-«»J 200, 160*200
• i. i T R A C E . N E . 3 ) W R I T E ( 6 , 1 8 0 »
, i ' - V 1 A T < / / 1 H O » 7 0 ( 1H*)/ /HG.*THERE ARE NO P R O P A G A T I N G R A D I A L MOOES*/
. l H w f * N 3 COMPUTATIONS CAN BE HftOE*/1HO*11H*) >
•• n t a IDOO
•\r i SUE
f i i s a ? a 5 . E Q . i » z s a i R » ARHISCU?)
i f i i S C K O S , £ 0 . 2 ) Z S B I R « ARMISCU6)
D S » A C > A R M I S C ( I SOROS)
LOOP ON M
DO 30C IOFM-l»NOFM
SET M,L, AND NOFN
M * M U S S ( I O F M )
L * < X - S I G N R 3 ) / R N O F S V
SIGDL » L
IFU 5 C R O S . E Q . 2 ) S I G O L « S I G M A
a )
No-i « 1»AM i JF 1)
I F ( IT f tACE .GE . l .ANO. IOF I .GT . 1» W R I T E ( 6 . 1 0 0 5 »
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I F U T R A C E .GE. 1) rfRITE(6» 10*0> H.L» SIGOL.HSB I* ,NOFN
LOOP ON N
00 700 N»l»NOFN *
C A L C U L A T E P R O P A G A T I O N F A C T O R S
RMUMN * ARMl»MN(N*IOF(1)
B E T A M N • SQRT(RKSOO-CMA:H*RM 'JMN**2 )
C A P < M N - ( - R K * A X U L M + I F LO W* BET AMN) / C M A C H
C A P ^ M N * EGNNGRfm,RrtU1N»ETA)
I F d T F A C E .GE. 1) W R I T E (6» 1050) N. R MUMN» 8 ET AMN. C AP < MN. C APNHN
COMPUTE NODAL A M P L I T U D E S
C A L C U L A T E CONSTANT FACTOR, F A C T C O N
feP.GEXP • - C A P K M N * Z S B I R
F A C T C O N • - { . 1 2 5 * N S B R B * R N O F S V f B E T A H N ) *
iCf- ' .PLX( C O S ( A R G E X P ) , S I M ( A R G E X P » I
SET THE NU1BER OF SUB- I N T E R V A L S FOR WHICH THE
L A S T T W O TERMS A R E E V A L U A T E D
IOKDGS • 2
INTEGRL > (O.»0 . )
SET NUMBER O S C I L L A T I O N S
KOS:£ « A 9 S ( 5 l G Q L ) * H S 3 I R * ( P H l S a i R * O S P A C I/PI
NOS:E • M A X O ( N O S C E » N )
NOS:E « 1.5 + NOSCE
NGS:E - M A X O ( H Q S C E » Z )
W I D T H I - ( 1 . - E T A I / N 3 S C E
I F < I T R A : E .GE. n w R i T E ( 6 * i o & 0 ) FACTCON.NOSCE
LOOP ON NUMBER OF SUBINTERVALS
DC i>00 1TRVL«UNOSCE
RLQ<< * ETA f ( ITRVL-U*MIDTHI
RUP * « L O W * WIDTHI
270 CONT INUE
E V A L U A T E T E R M TO BE A V E R A G E D
SET A V E R 4 G 5 3?1N
A V S P A N « JRIQW «• RUP )*.5
70
AVID « A V S P A N
SCT K INDEX
K . 3
IF( 150*05 .£0. i ) <»2




1FU A V . E O . 10) J - 9 + A R n i S C (
IFdAV.EO. l l ) J«9*A«MISC(18»<
1F( I A V . E 0 . 3 ) J»2
I F d A V . E 0 . 5 ) J»8
SET K INDEX TO BE USED
KU * K
IF( UV.EQ.2 ) KU«K-l
IF( l A V . E O . ^ t ) KU*K-1
l f d A V . E O . 5 ) KU-K-1
SET S P A N WHEN J«l
* A f t ( It J,KU»
A V E R A G E VALUE IS INPUT
i*< NSPN ) <rOO, 330»3<rO
-.20 AVI I A V ) * AR(2 ,J ,KU)
co ro
: I N T E R P O L A T E FOR A V E R A G E VALUE
3*0 IPA»-i
C A L L K T L U P < A V S P A N , A V ( IAV )» I»NSPN>NSPN, I , I P A, Aft ( 3 » 1» KU) » A R < 3» J»KU I )
C ONT I NUE
I F I I T R A C E .GE. 1) WR 1TE C 6» 10 70.) R L O r f » R U P » A V S P A - 4 , Cl » C 2 * C D , DCL»FH I ,
C A L C U L A T E T H E A V E R A G E F A C T O R , F A C T A V
F A C f A V » C l *C2*DCL
i F i J T S i C i ,ic. Li *•* ITS i;3 ,ij 5C J F i C ^ A V
COMPUTE HA:H NUMBER RELATED VARIABLES
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TEM!»l • S O R T t FM1**2 - FMZ**2 )
TEMP2 - S O R T ( FME**2 - FMZ**2 »
TEM?3 * .25*< T E M P I * TEMP2 ) **2
TEM?« • S O R T t FM1E**2 - FMZ**2 J
FMM - S O R T < FMZ**2 * TEMP3 )
C O S T H S " F M Z / F M M
SINTHS - SORT( l . -COSTHS**2 )
C O S T H S « - S I G N * C O S T H S
T E * P i - S Q R T ( F K M * * 2 - FMZ**2»
S I N 3 E T A » FMZ*( TEMPI * TEHP4 )/( FMM*FM1E )
C O S C S ! * F M Z / F M I E
C O T 3 E T A « | F M Z - T E M P l * T E H P * / F H Z » / ( TEMPI * TEMP* I
UPDATE A V E R A G E F A C T O R
TEMP3 - S I N B E T A / ( A V S P A N * C O S P S I »
F A C T A V * F A C T A V + F M M *F11E*TE'<P3
IF( I T R A C E . G E . l ) W R I T E 1 6 » 1 0 8 5 ) T E M P I , T E M P 2 » T E M P 3 . F M M » C O S T H S »
i S I N B E T A / C O S P S I . F A C T A V
COMPUTE THE REDUCED FREQUENCY
TE1P3-HS8T/FMH
RNU « .5 *S IGOL*NS8IR+C2*TENP3
Iff ISOROS.E0 .2 ) RNU - -RNU
81 « 1.
82 * - A V ( 1 1 » * C Q T 8 E T A
63 * - A V < 1 0 J * C O T B E T A
COMPUTE C O M P A C T OPTION - NAUMANN-YEH
IF( 4RMI SC ( 3 8 ) . NE.O. ) GO TO flO




CALL N O N C P T ( 8 1 » B 2 * 8 3 » C 2 » C A P K M N » C O S T H S » M » A V S P A N » X N U » S INTHS » C A P L T )
UPDATE A V E R A G E F A C T O R
F A C f A V * F A C T A V * C A P L T
1FI I T R A C E . G E . l ) WRI T E< 6 » 1090 I C A P L T » F A C T A V
TEMP2 « M * C O S T H S / A V S P A N * CA PKMN*S I NTHS
F A C T A V » F A C T A V * T E M P 2
I F U T F A : E .GE. D «a ITE (6» lice) T
X » ( D S P A C - . 2 5 * C 2 * F M Z / f MU/C05? JI
T £ M ? 1 « l . / I X / C 1 -0.2)
« 1 . 6 5 * C O * S O R T « TE MPl-3 . 15*TE MP1** 2 >
72
450
F A C T A V - F A C T A V * T E M P 2
I F U T R A C E .GE. l> riRlTE < 6» 11 101 T E M P 1, T E H P 2 , F A: TAV
T E M ? 1 « 1 . 3 6 * N S 3 I R * C 1 / < T W O P I * A V S P A N * C O S P S I )
T E M ? 1 « T E M P l * S O R T ( C O * t X / C l - 0 . 3 5 M * S I G O L
IF< T E M P 1 . N E . 1 . » GO T3 <• 50
T E N » 2 » .5
GO TO 460
T E M J > 2 « P I * T E M P i
I F U E K P 2 . E O . 0.) T E M P 2 - 1.
I F I F E M P 2 . N E . 0 . > T E M P 2 • S I M l T E M P 2 ) / T E M P 2
T E M ? 2 - T E M P 2 / J 1 . - I T E H P l ) **2»
F A C F A V « F A C T A V * T E M P 2




P E R F D R M G A J S S U N I N T E G R A T I O N
C A L L G A U S S 21 R L Q W . R U P . IQ^OGS . V ALU I NT » F ACT I NT, A R N l SC» -. AXD I H , MAX J, A« )
A C C U M U L A T E T H E T E R M S
I N T E G R L - I N T E G R L * F A C T A V* V A L U I NT
E N D I N T E R V A L L O O P
•
I F d T k A C E .GE. 1 ) W R I T E < 6 / U 2 0 ) I N T E G R L , V A L U I S T , F A C T A i
C O M T I N U E
A P P L Y F I R S T T6*M A N D S T O R E
I N T E G R L * F A C T C O M * I N T E a » L
A L P ^ A ^ ' N ( N * I O F M ) ' I M T E G R L











C ONT I NUE
CONT INUE
CONTINUE
I S O t O S O
EGN3NCO




S I G S R B O
END N AND M LOOPS
S A V E T H E E I G E N V A L U E DETERMINING P A R A M E T E R S











1010 FOtMATUHl,* O P T I O N A L PR INTOUT FROM SUBROUTINE A A A 4 A * )
1020 r O R I A T I IHO,* E I G E N V A L U E P A R A M E T E R S GENER AT ED* / ir l » 2 X , * N S B R 8 » *»
1I2.10X,*SIG1A = *.F3. 0»9X,*SI GNiiB • * ,F5 .0»7X,» H S 4 T « * » F 1 G . < « »
2 2 X , * R K * * t F l G . < t . 2 X . * * K S Q O « *.F10.4/IH » 2 X t * A X U L M « *»FlG. t»
3 2 X . * C K A C H « *»F 1C.4 .2X»*EGNB^D » *» F 10. 5» 2X. *RNJ FSV * *»F10 .<»»2X,
1030 F O * * . A T ( 1 H O » * THE E I G E N V A L U E S FRQ!1 P R E V I O U S C A L L TO SUBROUTINE *»
1 * A A 4 A A A R E REJSEO F D R T H I S C A S E * »
iO'tG FOKIATdHO.* H * *»I2,3X,*L » *» I 2» 9X, *S I GOL - * » Fa . 2» 3X » *NS BI«* »
1* « *» 1 2 » 6 X » * M O F N • * . I 2>
' C 5 0 F O R I A T t l H G / * >4 » *» I 2 »3X , *R MUHN - *,F 10 . <»» 3X» *Bc T A M N » *»F10 . *»3X»
1*CAS>K^N » *»F10 .< t»3X, *CAPN1N « *.F10.^.)
10bO F C R 1 A T ( 1 H C » * F A C T C O f 4 - * » 2F 10 . ^  . 5X , *NOSC E - * , I2>
1070 FORl iT ( 1HO»* R L O W * * .F9. <t» 3X > *RUP - *» F9. *t» 3X » * AV 5 PAI»4 « *»FQ.^»
1 3 X , * C 1 = *»F 1D. *»3X. *C2 « * » F 1 C . 1 » 3 X » * C O = *.F10.H/lH .* OCL » +•
2F10. «t,3X,*F1I « *f F9.<»,3X.*FME . *, FP. •«* 6X, *FMZ » *,F9.W
3 1 1 X » * 6 V ( i O J « + » F 9 . < » , 2 X , * A V U 1) « *, F9. 4 . 2X, *F Ml E « *,F?.<»)
1C3D F Q ^ 1 A T ( 1 H O » 3 0 X , * F A C T A V « *»2E12.<> )
IOS5 FO<1AT(1HO»* TE1P1 • *» F9.<t,3 X, *T EMP2 * * > F<J. <». 3 X . * TE1P 3 « *.F9.*/
1 IX ,* FM1 - *»F9.<»»2X»*COSTHS * *» FQ. <>, 3 X, » S IN3 1 T A -*,F9. <./
2 IX •* C O S P S I * * . F 9 . 4 . 3 X , * F A C T A V »**2E12. t )
•',*: F C ? H A T ( 1 H O » * C A P L T « *. 2 E 12 .•» » 3X, *F ACT AV « *»2E12. i )
* i O O r Q K - 4 A T ( l H O » 2 3 X , * T E M P 2 » * »F 10 . 4, 3<5X* *F AC TA V « * .2E12.<.> '
1UO F O R 1 A T ( 1 H O » * TEMPI « *» F 1 0. *»» 3X/ * TEMP2 " *. F 10. 4» 3 9X» *F A C T A V » *»
liElZ.'iJ
U2C. F G R H A T ( 1 H O » * INTEGRL « * » 2E1 2. H, <iX»* V ALU I NT « * » 2E 1 2. <•• <iX»
1* F A C T A V « *»2E12 . *J




Purpose: This subroutine computes the mode amplitudes for a given har-
monic. The noise is due to the nonstationary lift on the rotor
or stator blades resulting from the interaction of the poten-
tial flow field of two adjacent blade rows in relative motion.
Four basic interactions are possible: (1,2) interactions
between the inlet guide vanes and the rotor and (3,M inter-
actions between the rotor and outlet guide vanes. For these
cases interactions in the upstream (1,3) and downstream
direction (2,U) are possible. The computation essentially
consists of determining which modes contribute significantly
to the sum, computing the required modal parameters, and
evaluating a definite integral per mode. The integral is
























Method: The procedure is as follows:
1) Set the parameters to Kl, K2, N._ , and !!„_
KJ. fti:
2) Obtain the eigenvalue generation parameters (the input
to EGNVAL2).
3) Compare these parameters to stored values to determine
if the required eigenvalues are already available. If
values are equal, proceed to step 6.
U) Compute the mode indexes and the corresponding eigen-
values .
5) Error return if correct eigenvalues have not been
computed.
6) Loop on the spinning mode index.
7) Set values of required integers and C's.
8) Loop on the radial mode index.
9) Compute the propagation constants and the normalization
of the duct radial eigenfunction.
10) Compute the constant factor in the mode amplitude
expression.
11) Initialize the value of the integral to zero.
12) Compute the number of equal subintervals required which
is determined by the total number of zeros of the oscil-
latory factor on the full integration interval.
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13) Loop on subintervals.
lit) Compute the lower and upper bound and the midpoint of
the subinterval.
15) Integrate the oscillatory factor over the subinterval.
16) Accumulate the integrated oscillatory factor in the
integral value, completing the loop on the subintervals.
17) Multiply the constant factor into the integral value
giving the mode amplitude for the current spinning mode
index and radial mode index.
18) Save the current eigenvalue generation parameters from
step 2. The eigenvalues will not have to be recomputed









Restrictions: The use and restrictions on the input arrays ARMISC and AR
and the input/output HOFM,MUSE,MAXN.ARMUMN are given in
section 2.2.
The maximum spinning mode is limited (see subroutine EGNVAL2)
in absolute value to 100, and the maximum radial mode index
as a result is at most Uo.
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Error Return: TERROR (see the FORTRAN dictionary, sec. 2.2)
Printout and See the definition of ARMISC(6),ITRACE, in the dictionary.
Diagnostics:










































CALCULATE THE NUMBER AND
WIDTH OF THE SUBINTERVALS
NOSCE, WIDTH!
LOOP ON THE NUMBER
OF SUB INTERVALS
DO 600 ITRVL=1, NOSCE
CALCULATE SUBINTERVAL
LOWER AND UPPER BOUNDS
RLOW. RUP
81














S U B R O U T I N E A A B A A I A R M I S C . H A X D I M , M A X J » A R » H D I M . N D l 1 » A «
1 N O F H » P U S E » M A X N » A L P H A * N » I E R R O R )
REAL PS3T
C O I ' L E X A L P H A M N C N D I M * « > I M )
C O M P L E X f A C T C O N . F A C T I N 2 . I N T E G R L . V A L U I M T
D I M E N S I O N A » M I S C ( 2 1 ) f A < { M A X D I M , 1 A X J » 3 ) » A R M U M N < H D I H , M O T
1HUSE ( P t H N ) , 1 A X N < M O I M »
D A T A I L O G I C O . E G N 3 N 0 3 * E T A O » M DI MO » NO I M O » R S 8 N K I D » S I CN<< JO/
1 C . » - l . » - l . * 0 » 0 » 0 . » 0 . /
D A T A H » T W O P I / 3.1tl59£65358979,6.2831853D717?5«)/
i . K 2 » L » M » N . N K 2 » R M U M N » S I G O L
E X T E R N A L F A C T I N 2
t A R O * A R M I S C ( 1 3 >
150*05 - A R M I S C J 5 )
I L 0 2 I C • 1 S O R 3 S
I F ( I A E i * a . E O . - l . A N O . I SOROS. E 0 . 2 > I L O G I C « i
I F ( U E R Q . E . O . - L A N D . I S O L D S . E O . D I L O G I C - 2
I N O < = I L O G I C * U 6 R O
I T R A C E • A R » 1 I S C ( 6 )
I F U T t - A C E .3E. 1) WR ITE ( 6, 1010)
C O M P U T E Kl, K2, N K 2 » 8
Kl * I L 3 G I C * 1
I F d N O X . E Q . l t Kl -1
K 2 - K l - I A E R O
N K 2 - A R N I S C U O )
1 F U N L X . E Q . 2 ) N K Z ^ A R M ISC ( 8 )
I F U N D X . E O . O ) N K 2 « A R M I S C ( 9 )
N K l « A S M I S C U O )
I F ( I N C X . E 2 . 3 J N K l « A R 1 I S C J 9 I
I F M N O X . E 0 . 1 5 N K l - A R H I S C I 8 )
I F M A E R Q . E O . 1 > B - A R M I S C « K 2 )
I F ( I A E R O . E O . - l ) B ^ A R M t S C l K l )
I F C I T f . A C 6 . G E . i l W R I T E («>» 1015I K I , K 2 / N K 1 . N K 2 » B
G E N E R A T E T H E E I G E N V A L U E S
JFU L C G I C . E 3 . 1 ) N S 3 N < 1 - NKl
3 I'il A ' i".* I 3C '.!-•)
S I G ' J K l • S 1 G M A * N S B N < 1
M S 8 T - A R M I S C ( 7 )
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RK S 1 C S K I * H S B T
A X I A L M • A R < 2 . 9 » K 1 )
EGNJND « RK/ SQRTIC?UCH»
I F ( I L C G I C . E O . l ) RS3NKI «
IFULGGIC .E3 .2 ) R S B N K I *
ETA > A S M I S C I 3 )











T R A C E ,
0 120
EGNVAL2mOGlC»EGN8NO,ETA ,ND lM ,NDIM»RS3NK l»S IGMKI> lTRACE*





I F I I
GO n
















































t f .E3NV.EO.OI GO TO 200
E « E G N V - 2 » 150.130,150
T R A C E . NE . 3 ) W R I T E ( & , 1 ^ 0 )
A T ( / / 1 H O > 7 0 ( 1 H * » / / 1 H O * * A REDUCED SET OF E I G E N V A L U E S IS A V A I L A B
IHO. *C01.°UTATIONS W I L L P* OCEDE*/ IHO, 70 C 1H* I )
O 200
E f r ; 3 N V - 4 l 200,150.200
T U C E . N E . O ) W R I T E ( a , 1 3 0 )
A T ( / /1H0.70UH*) / / l H O » * T H E R f c ARE NO PRQPAGATIN3 R A O I A L NODES*/




l f ( 1NOX.E0 .3
J F ( INOX.EO. l
I 17»
) ZSBU
> Z S B I R
A R M I S C I l b l
A R M I S C ( 1 5 )
LOOP ON «
30C 1GF1- l . N C F I
SET 1.L, AND NOFN
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H « KUSE< IOFM)
L « if - S I G N < I ) / 3
SIG3L » L
I F < I L G G i : . E 3 . 2 > S I G Q L ' S I G M A
NOFH * lAXNt IJFM)
Ifi I T 3 A C E . G E . l .ANO. IQFM.GT. l I WR I T E ( 5. 1 005)
IF ( IT*A:E .GE. n w K i r E ( 6 » i 3 ^ G ) M » L * S I G O L » NOFN
C O M P E T E AIL THE C V A L U E S
C? * S I G N ( i . » S I GOD
C 11 = - : ? * F L O A T < I A E R O )
Co « 2 . * F L O A T ( I L O G I C ) - 3.






IF« I T R A C E .GE. 1 ) Wi* I T El 6» 10*5 J C 3 » C 6 » C7.C8> ^ 9.C i 1» C 1 2» C 1 3»C 1
LOOP ON N
DO 70C N»1»NOFN '
CALCJLATE PROPAGATION FACTORS
HK'J'SN =« A R M U M N J N, t OF H }
s E T A M N « S Q R T J RKSOD-C MAC H*R KJ«N**2)
C A P < M f * * C - R K * A X I A 1 . M * I F LQ ** 8E TAHN 3 /C MAC H
I r U T R A C E .GE. 1) WR I T E { 6, 105O N, R MUMN, flETi^. C J3 < ."N*C APN,UN
C O M P U T E M O D A L A M P L I T U D E S
C A L C U L A T E C O N S T A N T F A C T O R * F A C T C O N
A R G S X P » -CAPK1N*ZS8U
F A C T C O N - C - . 2 5 * N K i / a E T 4 M N ) + C M P L X ( C O S l A « G E X P > tSI NU*GEXi>) )
I * { T W O P I )
SET THE NUH3ER OF S J B - I N T E R V A L S FOS WHICH THE
L A S T T W O TE*MS A R E E V A L U A T E D
SET NUMBER O S C I L L A T I DNS
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NOSCE • ABS(S IGOU*NK2
NOS:E - MAXOINOSCE.NI
NOS:E - 1.5 * NOSCI
NOS:E * MAxo<NoscE»z )
WIDTHI « ( l . -ETAJ/NOSCE
IFU TRACE .GE. 1) Wk ITE ( 6» 1060> FACTCQN, NOSCE
LOOP ON NUMBER OF SUBINTERVALS
00 600 ITRVL«1»NOSCE
RLCW « ETA * t ITRVL- l )*WlDTHI
RUP - RICH * HIDTHI
? CONTINUE
I F t l T R A C E .GE. 1> WRITE(6»1070) RLOW.RUP
PERFORM GAUSSIAN INTEGRATION
I F d T R A C E . E O . 3 l WRITE(6 ,1115>
CALL GAUSS 2 (RLOW»RUP» IQROGS rf ALUINT»FACTIN2» ARMI SC» HAXOI M»/IAXJ. AR )
ACCUMULATE THE TERMS
:NTEGRL « INTEGRL + VALUINT
END INTERVAL LOOP
• '•
IFUTRA:E .GE. i> W R I T £ « 6 » 1120) INTEGRL » V A L U I S T
: CONTINUE
APPLY FIRST TERM AND STORE
INTSGRl FACTCON+INTEGRL
IOFM) "INTEGRL
I F C I T f c A C E .GE. 1) W R I T E ( t > » U 3 0 ) INTEGRL














M O I M
N D I . 1
SIGNKI
86
C R E T U R N
RETJRN
C
1005 F G R 1 A T U H 1 )
1010 F O R M A T t i m * * 3 P T F O N A L P R I N T O J T F R O M S U B R O U T I N E 4 A B A A * )
1015 F O R M A T t l H G , * < 1 « * » I 2 » 3 X , * K 2 « * , 1 2 * 6 X * * N K 1 « * » I 3 » 6 X . * N K 2 * *,
113*3X,*3 - *»F10 .*»
1020 F O R 1 A T U H 3 , * E I G E N V A L U E P A R A M E T E R S G E N E R A T E O * / H » 2 X , * N 3 B N K I » * ,
i I 2 * 1 0 X * * S l G 1 A « * » F 3 . 0 » 9 X . * S I C N K I « * » F 5 . 0 . 7 X » * M S B T » * » F I O . < » »
3 2 X » « C ^ A C H « * » F l O . ^ » f 2 X » * E G M B N O « *» F 10 . 5 » 2X, *RS3 NKI « * * F 1 0 . 4 * 2 X »
1030 F O R 1 A T « 1 H O » * T H E E I G E N V A L U E S F R O M P R E V I O U S C A L L T O S U B R O U T I N E * »
L * A A 3 A A A R E R E U S E D F O R T H I S C A S E * »
J O - 4 0 F O R I A T d H O . * .1 - * » l * » 3 X » * t « ** 1 2» = J X » *S I GDL » *»F6 .2*
I o X » * N O F N = * » 1 2 )
10*5 F Q R " U T U 1 1 X , * C 3 » *» F 2.0. EX,*C6 « *> F2 .0» 2X, *C7 » + » F2 .0» 2X, *C3 »
1 * . F 2 . C » 2 X » * C 9 * * . F 2 . C » 2 X » * C 1 1 3 *» F2. 0 » 2 X. *C 12 * * » F 2 . 0 » 2 X »
2*C13 » * » F 2 . 0 » 2 X . * C i ' t * * » F 2 . C )
I05C F O R " . A T ( 1 H O » * N « *» I <» *3X , * R M J H N * *> F 10. *» 3X» *8E T AMS * * » F I O . * » 3 X ,
l * C A P K K N » * » F 1 0 . 4 » 3 X # * C A P N M N * * » F 1 0 . < » ) *
1C60 F O R 1 A T I 1 H O » * F A C T C O N « * » 2F 10 . 4, 5X, *N3SC E " * * I 2 J
J070 F O R I A T t l H O . * R L O W * * ,F9. 4, 3X , * R U P » +, FQ.*)
i 115 F a R 1 A n i H O » 3 X » * « H Q * » 3 X » * M M K l * » 3 X » * G A M M A * » f e X , * 4 R H O * . 9X» *C A PHRHO*,
i l 2 X » * E X P O R H 3 * » i 2 X » * C A P K R H O * » 4 X . * F A C T * » * X » * S C P T R 1 N * » ^X» *F AC T I N2*/ )





Purpose: This subroutine computes the mode amplitudes, for a given
harmonic, when a rotor operates in steady distortion. The
computation essentially consists of determining which modes
contribute significantly to the sum, computing the required
modal parameters, and evaluating a definite integral per
mode. This integral is equation (9) from appendix 1 of vol-
ume I expressed for numerical evaluation:
N bjSUB J
A~ = \ /
mno I FACTOR f
J-l v~" 'j ~j
with





 = c ( __k J ^ M sing
FACTOR ) 2 (^ KH\da / M 2
( —*- + K* e \ CAPLT\ f> mn Z )
/OSCILLATORY)
\ FACTOR
See the FORTRAN dictionary (sec. 2.2) for CAPLT.
Method: The procedure is as follows:
1) Obtain the eigenvalue generation parameters (the input
to EGNVAL2).
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2) Compare these parameters to stored values to determine
if the required eigenvalues are already available. If
values are equal, proceed to step 6.
3) Compute the mode indexes and the corresponding eigen-
values .
U ) Error return if correct eigenvalues have not been
computed.
5) Loop on the spinning mode index.
6) Set values of required integers.
7) Loop on the radial mode index.
8) Compute the propagation constants and the normalization
of the duct radial eigenfunction.
9) Compute the constant factor in the mode amplitude
expression.
10) Initialize the value of the integral to zero.
11) Compute the number of equal subintervals required,
which is determined by the total number of zeros of the
oscillatory factor on the full integration interval.
12) Loop on subintervals.
13) Compute the lower and upper bound and the midpoint of
the subinterval.
Set up for accessing the input geometric and aerodynamic
data.
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15) If the average value over the full interval of a geo-
metric or aerodynamic variable is input, use it and
proceed to step 17.
16) Compute an average value on the subinterval for the
geometric or aerodynamic variable.
17) Initialize the nonoscillatory factor to the product of
the average value of the first two variables appearing
in that factor.
18) Compute flow angles and multiply the average value for
the next three variables in the nonoscillatory factor
into that factor.
19) Compute the reduced frequency and the lift function
coefficients (used for noncompact factor also).
20) When the compact option is specified, compute the value
for the frequency response function of the lift and
multiply this into the nonoscillatory factor.
21) When the noncompact option is specified, compute the
noncompact factor and multiply this into the nonoscilla-
tory factor.
22) Compute the inner product, or projection, factor and
multiply into the nonoscillatory factor.
23) Integrate the oscillatory factor over the subinterval.
2U) Multiply the nonoscillatory and the integrated oscilla-
tory factors together and accumulate in the integral
value, completing the loop on the subintervals.
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25) Multiply the constant factor into the integral value
giving the mode amplitude for the current spinning mode
index and radial mode index.
26) Save the current eigenvalue generation parameters from
step 1. The eigenvalues will not have to be recomputed








Restrictions: The use and restrictions on the input arrays ARMISC and AR
and the input/output NOFM,MUSE,MAXN,ARMUMN are given in
section 2.2.
The maximum spinning mode is limited (see subroutine EGNVAL2)
in absolute value to 100, and the maximum radial mode index
as a result is at most 1*0.
Error Return: IERROR (see the FORTRAN dictionary, sec. 2.2)
Printout and See the definition of ARMISC(6),ITRACE, in the dictionary.
Diagnostics:





































CALCULATE THE NUMBER AND
WIDTH OF THE SUBINTERVALS
NOSCE, WIDTHI
LOOP ON THE NUMBER
OF SUB INTERVALS
DO 600 ITRVL=1, NOSCE
CALCULATE SUBINTERVAL
LOWER AND UPPER BOUNDS
RLOW. RUP, AVSPAN
LOOP ON AVERAGE VALUE INDEX
94
[IFOAV.EQ. 3 ) J = 2 |
AVERAGE VALUE IS INPUT
AV (lAV)'AR (2, J. KU)
CALL
AVERAGE VALUE IS OBTAINED
BY INTERPOLATION
ALONG SPAN
INITALIZE THENON OSCILLATORY FACTOR
FACTAV = C2 •DCL
COMPUTE FLOW ANGLES AND UPDATE
NON-OSCILLATORY FACTOR
FACTAV = FACTAV*FMM» FMZ • SINBETA
COMPUTE REDUCED FREQUENCY
AND LIFT COEFFICIENTS
















INTEGRATE OSCILLATORY FACTOR CALL
VALUINT
ACCUMULATE PARTIAL SUM
INTEGRL - INTEGRL + FACTAV • VALUINT
600 CONTINUE
INCLUDE CONSTANT FACTOR









SUBROUTINE BCDAAURMI SC • MAX 01 M, MAX J» AR» MD I M. NDM » AR rtU«N» NOFM»MUS E
ALPHAMN. I E RROR)
REA. K S 9 T
C O M P L E X A L P H A M N < N D I M » MO I M )
C O M P L E X F A C T A V , F A C T C O N . F A C T l N 3 * l N T E G R L j C A P L T .VALUMT
DIMENSION A R M I S C d ) » A R I M A X D I M , M A X J . 3 » , A R M U H N ( N O I M , 1 D I M ) .
1MUSE ( ^ O I M ) , . M A X N ( M D I M )
D I M E N S I O N A V d D
D A T A E G N B N D 3 » E T A O » M D I KO. NO I MO. RNOF SVO» S I GN* 30/
1 -1 . »-l . »0»0» J .»0. /
D A T A P I .T r fOP I / 3 . l< .15 tJ2b5358979.b.283l353J7l7?59/
CUM10N/CFACT/ M,N,« MUMN* C APNMN. E T A. S I GN» L »C APK1N
E Q U I V A L E N C E ( A V ( 1 ) » AV SPAN )/ ( A V ( 3 > . C 2 ) >
E X T E R N A L F A C T I N 3
I T R 4 C F « A R M I S C ( 6 I
E . ii£. 1) WRITE(6 .
G E N E R A T E THE E I G E N V A L U E S
*
« A R M I S C J I O )
SIG1A *
S I G ^ R B « S I G M A * N S B R B
MSBT * A R M I S C < 7 )
RK « S 1 G N R B * M S B T
R K S 3 D * R K * * 2
A X I A L T - A R I 2 . 9 . 2 )
CMA:H » i . - A x i A L M * * 2
EGN3NC » RK/ S O R T ( C M A C H )
R N O : S V « I
ETA ' A * M I S C « 3 )
.GE. 1) WR ITEI6,1020) N S B R B . S I G H A , S I 3 N R 3 . M S 9 T . R K , R K S O D *








!Ft EGSaND .NE. EGNBND3
IF{ ETA .NE. E T A O
IF( MOIM .NE. ,101 MO
IF< NTI1 .NE. N01MO
IF( * N O F S V .NE. RNOFSV3
1F( S I G S ^ B .NE. SIGN*83
I F d T R A C E .GE. 1) W R I T E
GO TO 120
.10 C A L L E G N V A L 2 1 2 » 6 GN3 ND» ET A, 1J I *,ND I .1, RNJF S/. S 1 i ' 4R3 » I TR AC E»





IFUEREGNV.EO.O) GO TO 2CO
lFUEfcEGNV-2 ) 150,130,150
130 I F d T R A C E . N E . D ) W R I T E ( a , 1 4 0 >
140 FOR1AT( / / 1HO,70 (1H* ) / / 1HO, *A REDUCED SET OF E IGENVALUES IS A V A I L A B
HE* /1HO»*COMPJTATIONS W I L L PROC EDE* / IHO» 70 (1H* 1 >
GO TO 230
150 IFU EREGNV-* ) 200. 160,200
160 IFd T f c A C E . N E . O ) W R I T E ( b » 1 3 0 >
180 FOR1ATl/ / lHO,7C(lH*)/aHQ,*THtRE ARE NO PROPAGATING RADIAL MODES*/
11HO»*NO COMPUTAT IONS CAN BE HAOE*/1HO»70<1H* ) }
GO TO. 1000
2 0 0 C O N T I N U E
Z S B I R * ARHISCU7)
C LOOP ON H
C
00 300 I O F M - 1 » N O F M
: SET M,L* ANO NOFN
+,
H « MUSEdOFMJ
L * < M - S I G N R 8 > / * N O F S V
NOFS « .1AXN( I3FM)
IF(I O F M . G T . l . A N D . I T R A C E . G E . l ) WR I TE ( 6, 1005 )
I F d T R A C E .GE. 1) WR ITE ( 6, 10<«0) M»L,
A




C C A L C U L A T E P R O P A G A T I O N F A C T O R S
W^
RKU1N * ARMUMN(N» IOFH)
B E T X M N « S Q R T ( R K S Q D - C M A C H * R M J M N * * 2 )
C A P < M N « I - R K * A X I A L M + I F LO to* BETAMN) /CNACH
C A P M M N « E G N N D R M C H . R M U ^ S . E T A J
I F d T R A C E .GE. 1) WR ITE (to. 1350) N» RMUMN, BET AMN, CAi»KMN,C APNMN
!•
C C O M P U T E K03AL A M P L I T U D E S
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C A L C U L A T E C O N S T A N T F A C T O R , F A C T C O N
TEMPI « -CAPKMN*ZSBIR
F A C F C O N * - . 2 5 * N S B R 3 / ( B E T A M N )*t
1CHPLXI C O S I T E M P 1 ) * S I N C T E M P U ) )
SET THE NUM3EA OF SJ8- INTERVALS FOR WHICH THE
L A S T T W O TERMS A R E E V A L U A T E D
I O R 5 G S « 2
I N T E G R L - ( O . . 0 . »
SET NUMBER O S C I L L A T I O N S
NOS:E *
NOS:E - 1.5 * NOSCE
NOS:t * M A X O ( N O S C E » 2 >
W I O T H I - ( l . - E T A ) / N D S C E
I P C I T H A C E .GE. l» W « I T E ( 6 » 1360) F A C T C O N , NOSCE
LOOP ON NUMBER OF SUBINTERVALS
DO i»OC ITRVL»1, NOSCE
R L O r f = ETA * ( I T R V L - 1 ) * W I O T H I
RUP « R L O t f * W I O T H I
:?;> CONTINUE
E V A L U A T E T E R M TO BE A V E R A G E D
SET A V E R A G E SPAN
A V S P A N • ( R L O W * RUP )*.5
AVU > * A V S P A N
SET K INDEX
K * 2
S E T A V E R A G E VALUES
DO tOC I A V « 3 » 1 1
SET J INDEX
J * IAV
I F H A V . P 0 . 3 ) J - 2
! F ! f i V . ; 4 . 1 D ) J ^ « : ' ' - i J ' < r < i C ( I 'tK) » 1
IFii 1 '«.£.'. l l J j * 3 » i x - * ( ,-JJ . i + *i *t
IFl J.EJ.4 ) GO TO <«00
IF( J.E9. 5 ) GO TO 400
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SET K INDEX T3 BE USED
KU « K
SiT S P A N W H E N J* l
NSP>I - ARI 1»J»KUI
A V E R A G E V A L U E IS INPUT
1FI NSPN ) <»00,330*3<»0
333 AVI I A V ) * A R I 2 , J » K U >
GO TO <tOO
INTERPOLATE F3* A V E R A G E VALUE
j « 0 I P A * - 1
CALL P T L U P ( A V S P A N » A V < UV » » L »NSPN» NS PN» I, I PA» AR( 3 » 1. *U) • AR I 3» J»KU ) )
403 CONT I SUE
I F I I T R A : E .GE. n WR J T E ( 6 * 1 0 7 0 > R L O W » R U P , A V S P A S »cz
1 F M E » F M Z , A V ( 1 0 ) , AV{ 11)
C A L C U L A T E T H E A V E R A G E F A C T O R * F A C T A V
F A C f A V » C 2 * O C L
I F J I T R A C E .GE. I) WR ITE < 6# 10 80) F A C T A V
COMPUTE MACH NUMBER R E L A T E D V A R I A B L E S
T E K ? 1 - S O R T ( F M I * * 2 -FMZ**2 I
T E M a 2 « S O R T «
FMM « S O R T { FMZ**2 * T E M P 3 I
C O S T M S « F M Z / F 1 M
SINTHS « S O H T ( i . - COSTHS**2 I
S I N 3 E T A « S INTHS
C O T 3 E T A « C O S T H S / S I N T H S
UPDATE A V E R A G E F A C T O R
f A C T A V * F A C T A V * F M M * F H Z * S I N B E T A
IF( I T R A C E . G E . l ) WRI T E( 6/ 1085 ) TEMPI, T E M P 2 » T E H P 3 / F,11,CQS THS*
1 S I N B E T A » F A C T A V
COMPUTE REDUCED FREQUENCY
•Ji ' 1.
82 » - A V < l i ) * C O T B E T A
83 * -AVI 10 ) *COTBETA
100
C O M P U T E C O M P A C T O P T I O N
Ifi A R H I S C ( 38) .NE.O. ) GO TO <»10




CAU N O N C P T < B 1 , 8 2 » B 3 » C 2 » C A P K N N » C O S T H S » M . AVSPAN,*NU. S I N T H S » C A P L T )
UPDATE A V E R A G E F A C T O R
420 F A C T A V « F A C T A V * C A P L T
IF< I T R A C E . G E . l I W R I T E ( 6 » 1 C 9 G ) F A C T A V , C A P L T
TEM°2 - M * C O S T H S / A V S P A N * C AP KNN* S I NTHS
F A C T A V • F A C T A V * T E M P 2
I F U T R A C E .GE. 1) WR ITE ( bt 11 CO) F A C T A V . T E M P 2
PERFORM G A U S S I A N I N T E G R A T I O N
C A L L GAUSSZI RLOW»«UP» I O R O G S * V A L U INT. F A C T i N 3 » A R M i s c * - i A x o i M / M A X j » A R )
ACCUMULATE THE TERMS
INTeGRL * INTEGRL * F A C T A V* VALUI NT
END I N T E R V A L LOOP
1FM T k A C E . G E . l ) W R I T E C o . 1 1 2 C > F A C T A V » V A L U I N T * I N T E G R L
600 C O N T I SUE
A P P L Y F IRST TEUM AND STORE
INTEGRL - F A C T C O N * I N T E G R L
ALP^KNIN. I OF1) - INTEGRL
I F U T K A C E .GE. 1) WR ITE < 6. 11 30) INTEGRL
END N AND M LOOPS
70D CONTINUE
302 C O N T INUE
1000 CONTINUE
S A V E T H E E I G E N V A L U E DETERMINING P A R A M E T E R S
EGN3NCO - ECNJ




R N O F S V O - RNOFSV
SIGSR80 » S IGNR8
R E T J R N
1005 F O * 1 A T < 1 H 1 / / )
1010 F O ^ A T ( 1 H 1 / / 1 1 X » * O P T I O N A L PRINTOUT FROU SUBROUTINE B C 3 A A * )
1020 F O R 1 A T ( 1 H O , 1 0 X , * £ I G E N V A L U E P A R A M E T E R S G E N E R A T E O * / 1 3 X t * N S B R 8 * * ,
H 3 , 2 X , * S I G M A * * ,F3.J»2X,*S IliNRS - ** F 6. 0. 2X> * H5 3T * *, F 1C . * / 13X ,
2*RK * * tF l0 .4 t 2 X . * R < S Q O « * »F 10. <»» 2 X. * A X I AIM * * » F 1 J . 4 / 1 3 X *
3 * C 1 A C h « *»F 10. < » . 2 X , * £ i N B N O « *. 2 X. F 10 . 5 * 2X. *RN J F S/ « *. F 10. <»/1 3 X,
^ » * E T A * *»F10 .5 )
1030 F O R 1 A T ( 1 H O . I O X , * T H E E I G E N V A L U E S FROM P R E V I O U S C A L L TO SJBRDUTJNE B
1BCAA* /11X, *A*E REUSED FDR THIS C A S E * )
iG<»0 F O R H A T t IHO, IOX,*M « * .U»2X»*L » * » I « » 2 X /
1*NS3RB » »» I 3» 2 X » * N O F N * */I * J
1050 F D R 1 A T ( 1 H O > 1 0 X , * N - * ,\ <*, 2Xt *kMUMN - *» F 10. <»»2X» *8E T ANN * **F10.4X
1 2 0 X » * C A P K M N - * . F l C . t » 2 X » * C APNMN * *.F1D.<»)
10t>0 F C = M A T ( 1 H O » 1 0 X , * F A C T C O N * * ,1 E 12 . 4» 2X . *NOSCE - *>U)
5070 F O R 1 A T ( 1HO»10X. *RLOW - *, F<J .4 * 2 X » *RUP » *» F9. *, 2 X» * 4 VSP AN « *,F9.<t
1 / 1 1 < » * C 2 * * » F 1 0 . 4 , 2 X , *OCL » * , F U . 4 / 1 1 X »
2*FHl « *F9 .< (»2X»*FME « * > F9. * f 2X, *FMZ « *»F9.n/
3 1 1 X » * A V « 1 C ) » *»F9.<». 2 X . * A V tl i> - +,F9.<»I
1080 F O R H A T U H O / l O X , * F A C T A V « *»2e l2 .^ )
1C25 F O B - * A T ( 1 H O » * TEMPI « *, F9 .<» »2 X» *TE MP2 » *» F9. <>• 2 X»* TEMP3 « *»F9.<>/
1 1X»* FMM « * » F 9 . < » » 2 X » * C a S T H S » ** F9. 4» 2 X »* S I N3E T A'* ,F9. «/
2 IX,* F A C T A V - *,2E12.t)
1090 F O R ^ A T l 1 H O » 1 0 X , * F A C T A V « *, 26 12. <t » 2X* *C A P L T * *»2E12.<O
1102 F O R 1 A T ( I H O , 1 0 X , * F A C T A V * *, 2c 12 . <t » 2 X / *TE MP2 =« *»2E12 . * )
'120 r - O S H A T ( 1HO/10X, * F A C T A V * * , 2E1 2. *>. 2X» *V ALU I NT -*
111X» * INT£GRL «*2£12.41




Purpose: This subroutine computes the mode amplitudes for a given har-
monic. The pressure results from the nonstationary lift
induced on the rotor blades as they cut through an eddy which
is convected with the flow. The computation consists of deter-
mining which modes contribute significantly to the sum,
computing the required modal parameters, and evaluating a
definite integral per mode. The integral is equation (9)
from appendix I of volume I and is expressed for numerical
evaluation:
N biCITR JSUB





— -iV ~~ 7(CONSTANT)
 m -N ^ mn
(FACTOR ( = 4g_ 6
(NON-OSCILLATORY) / _dCL\
 M f^±_ +
( FACTOR j \ da y Z \ p Kmn
/OSCILLATORY
1 FACTOR
See the FORTRAN dictionary (sec. 2.2) for FACTINU.
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Method: The procedure is as follows:
1) Obtain the eigenvalue generation parameters (the input
to EGNVAL2).
2) Compare these parameters to stored values to determine
if the required eigenvalues are already available. If
values are equal, proceed to step ^ .
3) Compute the mode indexes and the corresponding eigen-
values .
k) Error return if correct eigenvalues have not been
computed.
5) Loop on the spinning mode index.
6) Set values of required integers.
7) Loop on the radial mode index.
8) Compute the propagation constants and the normalization
of the duct radial eigenfunction.
9) Compute the constant factor in the mode amplitude
expression.
10) Initialize the value of the integral to zero.
11) Compute the number of equal subintervals required,
which is determined by the total number of zeros of the
oscillatory factor on the full integration interval.
12) Loop on subintervals.
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13) Compute the lower and upper bound and the midpoint of
the subinterval.
lU) Set up for accessing the input geometric and aerodynamic
data.
15) If the average value over the full interval of a geo-
metric or aerodynamic variable is input, use it and
proceed to step 17.
16) Compute an average value on the subinterval for the
geometric or aerodynamic variable.
17) Initialize the nonoscillatory factor to the product of
the average value of the first two variables appearing
in that factor.
18) Multiply the average axial Mach number into the non-
oscillatory factor.
19) Compute the inner product, or projection, factor and
multiply into the nonoscillatory factor.
20) Integrate the oscillatory factor over the subinterval.
21) Multiply the nonoscillatory and the integrated oscilla-
tory factors together and accumulate in the integral
value, completing the loop on the subintervals.
22) Multiply the constant factor into the integral value
giving the mode amplitude for the current spinning mode
index and radial mode index.
23) Save the current eigenvalue generation parameters from
step 1. The eigenvalues will not have to be recomputed








Restrictions: The use and restrictions on the input arrays ARMISC and AR
and the input/output NOFM,MUSE,MAXN.ARMUMN are given in
section 2.2.
The maximum spinning mode is limited (see subroutine EGNVAL2)
in absolute value to 100, and the maximum radial mode index
as a result is at most ^0.
Error Return: IERROR (see the FORTRAN dictionary, sec. 2.2)
Printout and See the definition of ARMISC(6).ITRACE, in the dictionary.
Diagnostics:






































CALCULATE THE NUMBER AND
WIDTH OF THE SUBINTERVALS
NOSCE, WIDTH1
LOOP ON THE NUMBER
OF SUB INTERVALS
DO 600 ITRVL=1, NOSCE
CALCULATE SUBINTERVAL
LOWER AND UPPER BOUNDS
RLOW, RUP, AVSPAN
LOOP ON AVERAGE VALUE INDEX
DO 400 IAV = 3,U
= IAV+ARMISC<18* K)
109
MFdAV.EQ. 3 ) J = 2 |
AVERAGE VALUE IS INPUT
AV(IAV)'AR(2. J, KU)
CALL
AVERAGE VALUE IS OBTAINED
BY INTERPOLATION
ALONG SPAN
INITALIZE THENON OSCILLATORY FACTOR
FACTAV C2 *DCL
FACTAV = FACTAV • FMZ
CALCULATE PROJECTION FACTOR
T E M P 2
FACTAV = FACTAV * TEMP2
110
0
INTEGRATE OSCILLATORY FACTOR CALL
VALUINT
ACCUMULATE PARTIAL SUM
INTEGRL -INTEGRL + FACTAV • VALUINT
600 CONTINUE
INCLUDE CONSTANT FACTOR
INTEGRL - INTEGRL » FACTCON
STORE MODAL AMPLITUDE
ALPHAMN (N,IOFM)- INTEGRL
SAVE THE EIGEN VALUE
GENERATION PARAMETERS
C R E T U R N )
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SUBROUTINE B B C A A < A R 1 l S C » M A X D I M » M A X J i AR,HO I N»NO M » AMUMN. NOFM.MUS E ,
1 M A X S , A L P H A M N » I E R R O R )
REAL MS3T
C O M P L E X A L P H A M N I N D I M . M O I M )
COM* LEX C A P L T , F A C T A V , F A C T C O N . F A C T I N * » I N T E G R L » V A L U I " t T
DIMENSION A R M l S C U t . A R ( M A X O l * » H A X J , 3 ) » A R M U M N < N 3 I M , H O I M ) .
I N U S E < M O I M ) , M A X N I M O I « )
D IMENSION A V ( l l )
DATA EGNBNDO,ETAO.NDIMO»NDIMO,RNOFSVO»SI G*N*BO/
1 -l.»-l. *0 'OO.»O.S
D A T A P I . T W O P I /3.1<»159265358979,&.283i3533717359/
C O M M O N / : F A C T / M»N»RMUMN»CAPNMN,ETA»SIGN,L»CAPK1N
E Q U I V A L E N C E ( A V ( 1) »AV S P A N )» U V I 3 ) » C 2 I »
l ( A V { 6 ) » O C L > » U V ( 7 ) » F I U 1 » ( A V ( 3 ) * F M E ) » ( A V < 9 ) » F M Z I
E X T E R N A L F A C T I N 4
I T R A C E « A R M I S C ( 6 »
!FUTR4:E .GE. It W R I T E ( 6 , 1010)
GENERATE THE E I G E N V A L U E S
N S 3 < 3 * A R M I S C ( I O )
S IG^A - A R M I S C ( 1 < » I
S 1 G H R 6 « S I G M A * N S B R 3
MSBT « A R M I S C ( 7 )
RK * S I G N R 8 * H S B T
RKS30» RK**2
A X I A L H » A R < 2 > 9 , 2 )
CMA:H « i . -Ax iALH**2
EGNJND « RK/ S O R T I C N A C H l
RNOFSV « 1
ETA • A * f 1 I S C « 3 )
I F U T R A C E .GE. 1) H R I T E ( 6 » 1020) NSBR8.S I GMA, S I5NR3 , M S 3 T , R K » R K S Q O »
I AXIALM.C*UCH,EGSBHO.RN3FSV.ETA
IFI EGN3ND .HE. EGNBNOO
IF( ETA .NE. ETA3
IF( MOM .NE. MDIHO
IF( NDIM .NE. NOIHO
1F( RNOFSV .NE. RNOFSVO
IFI S IGNRB .NE. S IGNRBO

















I F ( | E R E 3 N V . E Q . O I CO TO 200
I F « I E R E 3 N V - 2 ) 150,130.150
130 IFCl T R A C E . NE .O) WR ITE <b. 1 <tO )
140 F O R 1 A T ( / / 1 H D , 7 0 ( 1 H * ) / / 1 H O » * A REDUCED SET OF E IGENVALUES IS A Y A I L A B
1LE* /1HO.COMPUTATIONS rfILL P*(JCEDE*/1HO» 70I1H*) )
CO TO 230
150 IFlt EREGNV-<»» 200,160,200
163 I F I I T R A C E . N E . O ) W R I T E < o . i 6 3 )
160 FOR1AT| / /1HO,70(1H* I / /1HC»*THERE ARE NO PROPAGATING R A D I A L MODES*/
UNO. *NO C O M P U T A T I O N S CAN BE (1AOE*/'l HO. 70 ( 1H* ) )
GO TO 1000
203 CONTINUE
2SBIR - A R M I S C ( 17)
I F L 3 W * A R H I S C ( 4 )
C
C LOOP ON M
00 300 IOFH«1,NOFM
f
C SET M.L. AND NOFN
M • MUSEt IOFM)
L « C M - S I G N R 8 ) / R N O F S V
NOFN • NAXN( IOFMJ
IF(I OFM.CT. l .AND. ITiUCE.CE. 1) WR I TE ( 6. 1005 I
I F d T R A C E .GE. 1) WR ITE ( 6. U*w> M, L ,
C
Z LOOP ON N
00 700 N-l.NOFN
C C A L C U L A T E PROPAGATION F A C T O R S
RHU1N • ARHUHN(N»
B E T A M N • SORT! RKSOD-C MACH*RM'JMN**2i
C A P K H N * < - R K * A X l A L M » I F LOb* BE T AHN ) /C.1AC H
I F d T f A C E .GE. 1) WR ITE(6» 10501 N»RHUMN»BETAMN»C APKHN.C APNNN
COMPUTE MODAL AMPLITUDES
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C CALCULATE CONSTANT F A C T O R * FACTCON
C
TEMPI - - C A P K M N * Z S B I R
F A C r C O N * ( -NSBR8KMPLXIC05 (TEMPI ) ,S IN t TEMPI) » /
1 I 4.*BETAf1M)
SET THE NUMBER OF SJB- INTERVALS FOR WHICH THE
L A S T TWO TERMS ARE E V A L U A T E D
I O R 3 G S • 2
I N T E G P L « ( O . » 0 . )
SET NUMBER OSCILLAT IONS
NOS:E « i
NOS:E * HAxo iNoscE 'N)
NOS:E • 1.5 * NOSCE
NQS:E * M A X O I N O S C E ^ I
wiorni « i I . - E T A J / N D S C E
I F U T P A C E .GE. 1) W « I T E < 6 . l O f a O ) FACTCON. NOSC E
•
C LOOP ON NUMBER OF S U B I N T E R V A L S
00 400 ITRVL- l .NOSCE
RLOrf * ETA » ( I T R V L - 1 ) * W I D T H I
RUP * » L Q W * WIOTHI
270 CONriNUE
w
: E V A L U A T E T E R M TO BE AVERAGED
C
C SET A V E R A G E SPAN
A V S P A N - ( R L O W » RUP I*.5
A V d l • A V S P A N
C
C SET K INDEX
K - 2
C
C SET A V E R A G E VALUES




IF I IAV.E0.3) J>2
I F ( t A V . E 3 . I 3 ) J " 9 » A R M I S C ( 1 8 » K ) * l
IFU AV.EO. 11 J J.=)»A«Hi SCI 18+KI »2
IF< J.EQ.* ) GO TO OO
IF( J.E3.5 I iO T3 <.OC
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SET K INDEX TO BE USED
KU - K
SET SPAN WHEN J«l
NSPH * AR< l . J .KU)
A V E R A G E VALUE IS INPUT
IF< NSPN ) 400.330*340
330 AVI I A V > * AR12»J,KJ)
GO TO 400
INTERPOLATE F3R A V E R A G E VALUE
340 IPA«-1
CALL KTLU?UVSi>AN,AVl UY » ,1 >NSPN»NSPN» U lt»i» ARt 1» 1* KU) » *R < 3* 4.KU >>
400 CONTINUE
I F U T R A C E .GE. 1) U* ITE (6» 137O R L D W . R U P » A V S P A S >C2 »OCL,FMI,
1 F M E » F M Z » A m O ) » A V < 11)
CALCULATE THE A V E R A G E FACTOR. F A C T A V
F A C T A V « . C2+OCL
I H I T f c A C E .GE. 1) WR ITE(6»1080> F A C T A V
TEN'l « S O R T ( FNI**Z -F?1Z**E J
TEM^E » S Q R T < FHE'»*£ -FnZ**Z )
TEMPI *0 .25*<TEMP1»TEMP2)**2
TE«?i - SORU FHZ**2 * T E M P I >
F A C T A V « F A C T A V * F M Z
I F d T R A C E .GE. I) « < R I T E ( 6 , 1090) TEMPI, TE.-P2.FAC TAV
COSTHS » F M Z / T E M P l
SINTHS ' S Q R T l l . - COSTHS*»2 I
T£N»2 - M * C O S T H S / A V S - f AN * C APKMN*S INTHS
F A C T A V » F A C T A V * T E M P 2
I F d T R A C E .GE. 1) W R 1 T E ( 6 » U G O > F A C T A V , T E M P 2
C PERFORM GAJSSIAN INTEGRATION
CALL G A U S S 2 ( R L O W » R U P . IQROGS»VALUINT.FACTINt ,ARMl SC. 1AXOI N . M A X J , A R )
C
C ACCUMULATE THE TERMS
C
INT6GRL • INTEGRL » F A C T A V * V A L U I N T




: APPLY FIRST TERM AND STORE
m
I N T E C R L - F A C T C O N * I N T E G R L
A L P H A M N t N . I O F H ) » I N T E G R L
I F U T R A C E .GE. L I W R I T E C 6 » U 3 0 I I N T E G R L
700 C O N T I N U E
300 C O N T I N U E




N O H O
R N O F S V O
S I G ^ R B O
R E T J R N
END N AND N LOOPS
S A V E T H E E I G E N V A L U E D E T E R M I N I N G P A R A M E T E R S
EGN3NO
ETA
H O I *
NO in
R N O F S V
S I G N R 8
1005 F O R I A T d H l / / )
1010 F O R 1 A T d H l / / l l X , » O P T I O N A L P R I N T O U T FROM S U B R O U T I N E 8 8 C 4 A * )
1020 F O R M A T d H O * 1 0 X » * E l G E N V A L U £ P A R A M E T E R S C E N E R A T E O * / 1 3 X , * N S 8 R 8 > * .
1 I 3 . 2 X , * S I G M A * * » F 3 . 3 , a x . + S I G N R S • *» F6. 0. 2X» *MS 8T » *»F 10. <t /13X .
Z*RK * * , F 1 0 . 4 » 2 X . * R K S O D * **F 10. * » 2 X * * A X I ALM * * .F10 .* /13X,
3 * C H » C H * *»F 1 0 . ^ . . 2 X . » E G N 3 N O * * »a X, F 10. 5 . 2X, * R N 3 F S V « « » F 1 0 . 4 / 1 3 X *
4*ETA • *»F10.5)
1030 F O R 1 A T J I H O t 10X.*THE E I G E N V A L U E S F R O M P R E V I O U S C A L L T O S U B R O U T I N E 8
. U'**«E R 6 U S E O F O R T H I S C A S E * )
I O X » * H * * > t * » £ X « * L - « » J < » » 2 X .
*• I 3 . 2 X » * N O P N * *> I* )
1050 F O R S A T U H » I O X » « N « * » I * » 2 X » * R M U M N - *»F 10.*» 2X» *8E T ANN -
1 2 0 X . * C A P K H N « * » F I O . * » 2 X » * C A P N H N « * .F10 .<»)
1060 F O f t l A T U H » 10X , * F A C T C C N • « »2612. 4, 2 X , * N O S C E * * » U )
IOTO F O R l A T t l H » 1 0 X » * R L Q W - *» F9.1. 2X, « « U P * »»F9. <i,2 X** A VSP AN
*OCL * * > F 1 3 . 4 / 1 1 X >
* . F<? .* . 2 X » *F«Z » *»F9.W
3 1 1 X . * A V ( 1 3 » • *»F<>.*, 2 X » * A V U l ) • » . F 9 . < » J
1090 F O R I A T d H , 1 0 X , * F A C T * V . * » 2 E i 2 . i )
1090 F O R l A T d H » 1 0 X » * T E M P 1 » * » F U . *.2X. *TE1P2 » *»Fl <3.<t • 5X» *F ACT AV » *
1130 F O R I A T d H , 1 0 X , * F A C T A V * *, 2E 12. *. 2X, *TE MP2 • * » 2 E 1 2 . < i )
1120 F O R n A T d H , 1 0 X , * F A C T A V - * ,2E1 2. <i» 2X, * V A L U I NT **,2E12.4/
1 1 1 X , * I N T E G R L •*2E12.*.)
1130 FORIATdH » I O X » * I N T E G R L «*»2£12 .* )
E N D
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3.2 Secondary Special-Purpose Subprogram Descriptions
3.2.1 Subroutine EGNVAL2
Purpose: This subroutine computes the double subscripted array of
hardwall, annular duct eigenvalues required by the modal
representation of the acoustic pressure in such a duct. The
first subscript is referred to as the spinning mode index,
while the second is referred to as the radial mode index.
For each member of a set of spinning mode indexes, m = m-^,
mg,... , determined by the cutoff criterion (equation (M
of appendix I, volume I), the eigenvalues are the ordered set
of zeros of the transcendental function:
J ' (nx)
P(x) = Jn'(x) - Ym'(x) Ym, ( j
m
solved for by the subroutine ZEROS, i.e.,
x = y , n = 1, 2, ...Hmn ' '
with J and Y the Bessel and Neumann functions, respectively;
m m
the primes denoting differentiation with respect to the argu-
ment; and n denoting the hub-to-tip ratio.
Method: The procedure is as follows:
1) Establish the spinning mode index having the largest
absolute value, m , from the inequality (see equation
(U), appendix I, of volume I):
im I < y < E-,
1 maxl
 -
 mmax'n ' B
where EL is EGHBND (see the FORTRAN dictionary, sec. 2.2),
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This inequality is satisfied by the integer which is
less than or equal to the real number EL.
2) Restrict the above bound, m , to be at most 100
max
(based on the restriction on the Bessel function evalu-
ation BSSLS, sec. 3-3.6).
3) Calculate the smallest negative fc, t , according to
the above bound, which is derived as follows:
Since m
m - oN_










U) Determine all m's according to the above equation
defining m and within the bounds on m and i given above
by starting with the lowest £ and stepping through the
£'s, calculating the m's, and storing those m's within
the established bounds.
5) Set an error counter in the case that either the list
of m's is not exhausted or no m's were obtained, con-
tinuing only in the former case.
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o) Calculate an upper bound, n , on the radial mode index
ni&x
n derived as follows. From reference 30, formula (9.5.31)
(see also APROX1, sec. 3.3.1), the eigenvalues are ulti-
mately spaced by ir/l-n. The bound used is
n =
max \ ir / " max
7) Calculate the eigenvalues for the m's determined above
and n = 1 to n for each m.
max
8) Restrict the eigenvalues according to the bound y < £„,
mn B
counting the number of eigenvalues within the bound, if
any, for each m.
9) Eliminate any m for which there are no eigenvalues less









Timing: The timing is dominated by the eigenvalue calculation, sub-
routine ZEROS (sec. 3.2.3). According to sample runs, the
time is
2 x EGNBND x (l. - ETA) + 2























LOOP ON m INDEX
D0390IM*!, NOFM
CALCULATE THE NUMBER
OF EIGEN VALUES WITHIN





LOOP ON m INDEX
00 490 IM=1. NOFM
NOFN-MAXN(IM)





MAXN (LUSE) =• NOFN
AftMUMN UOFN.LUSE) =
ARMUMN (IOFN.IM),
IOFN = 1, NOFN
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SUBROUTINE E G N V A L 2 U Z E R O .EGNBNi), ET A.HD1 K»NOIM.*NOF S V » S 1 ONRB ,
1 I T R A C E » N O F M . n j S E » M A X N » A a M U M N , I E R E G N V )
PURPOSE
INPUT
O B T A I N THE A P P R O P R I A T E SPINNING AND * A 3 I A L MOOeS.













ARE FOUND WHICH 00 NOT E X C E E D
W H I C H IS lERO FOR C I R C U L A R
E I G E N V A L U E S
ON THE
D E F I N I T I O N
ALL E I G E N V A L U E S
THIS NUMBER.
HUB TO TIP R A T I O *
DUCT
COLUMN o inENSios OF M A T R I X IN WHICH' EIGEN-
VALUES ARE PLACED. PROVIDENG A MAXIMUM ON
THE NUMBER OF SPINNING MOOES.
ROW DIMENSION OF M A T R I X IN W H I C H
ARE P L A C E D / P R O V I D I N G A M A K l M J M
NUMBER OF R A D I A L EIviEN V A L J E S .
NUMBER OF S T A T O R V A N E S
PRODUCT 3F HAkMONIC INDEX, S I G M A /
Al*D THE NUMBER OF ROTO% 8L \OES >
M A T R I X OF EIGENVALUES WHERE
nUMNl IOFN. IOFN>
IS THE E I G E N V A L U E FOR SPIN 'J IN£ MODE I NO EX
IOFM AND R A D I A L IOOE INDEX IOFN W H E R E
IOFN-1*. . . .«AXN« 1 Q F M )
A f t * A Y OF THE NUMBER OF RAOUL 1QDES
WHERE 1AXNI IOFM)
CORRESPONDS TO MUSEUOFM). IOF ^ -i . . . . » NOFM
A R R A Y OF THE NOFM SPINNING 10DE INDICES
NUMBER OF SPINNING 100E INDICES
* 0 ALL E I G E N V A L U E S REQUIRE} ARE R E T U R N E D
2 THERE ARE MORE E I C E N V A L J E S « E O U I R E O THAN
THERE IS S P A C E FOR* AS MASY AS POSSIBLE
ARE RETURNED
* THERE ARE N3 E I G E N V A L U E S
01 MENSI ON MUSE(MO IM)»MAXNIMOIH)»ARMUMN1NO IH»MDH
D I M E N S I O N S C < < * 0 >
D A T A KBES/100/
IEREGNV « 0
S E T T H E MAXIKJ1 SPINNING MODE T H A T C A N P O S S I B L Y P R O P A G A T E
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MEG* - EGNBNO + 1








: SET THE LOr fEST L THAT IS USABLE
C
L * -A3SI I EGNBND »S I&NRB) /RNOFSV >
LUSe » 0
210 IF{ LZE»0 .60. 1 .AND.L .EO.O ) GO TO 225
M « SIGSft f l * L * R N O F S V
I A B S M = I A B S I M >
JFt U B S M - M 9 E S E G N ) 220.220*215
2 1 5 I F { 1 ) 2 2 5 , 2 2 5 » 2 & 0
220 L U S £ « t U S E * 1
M U S S U U S E I » M
225 L • L » 1
IF! L U S E - M O I M ) 210.250*259
250 I E R E G N V * 2
260 NGF1 ' L U S E
300 CONTINUE
CHECK TO BE SURE THEKE ARE SPINNING MODES
IF( NCFM ) 310*310*320
310
GO TO 900
320 C O N T I N U E
OBTAIN THE EIGENVALUES
SET BOUNDS FOR EIGENVALUE C A L C U L A T I O N
N B E S E G N « U . - £ T A I * I M 8 E S » 1 . >/ 3. l*15<»2&5 «• 1.
N M A X « H I N O I M B E S E G N > N O I M - 1 )
CALL Z E R O S ( E T A . N O F M , M U S E * N M A X * N D I M , I T R A C E . S C * A R ^ U H N )
C
C C O M P U T E THE NJM3ER OF R A D I A L M O D E S FO* E A C H SPINNING MODE
^
330 00 390 IM»1»NOFM
M • MUSEUM)
MP1 « I A B S ( M ) * 1
N • I
3*0 IF{ A P H U N N ( N » ! M » - EGNBNO > 350.350*370
350 N « N <• I
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IF! N - NHAX ) 340.3*0*360
360 IEREGNV * £
370 NM1 » N - 1
MAX1UM1 * NH1
IF( NHL - N01N I 390*393*380












IF( NOFN I 490*490*410
410 LUSE « LUSE * I
MUSEUUSE) - MUSE( IM)
H A X M ( L U S E ) • NOFN
00 47C I OFN«1*NOFN
470 ARNJKNII OFN»LUSE) « A RflUHNt IQFN* I Ml
490 CONTINUE
NOF1 * LUSE
IF( NOF.1 ) 500*500*1003
500 IEREGNV « 4
C










Purpose: This subroutine computes the first NMAX zeros, in increasing
order starting with the lowest, of the function:
F(x) - J' (x) - Y1 '-" m (nx)
for each m
For m = 0, the first zero is x = 0; all other zeros are nonzero
positive and equal to the zeros of the function:
G(x)
with Jm and Ym the Bessel and Neumann functions, respectively;
the primes denoting differentiation with respect to the argu-
ment; and n denoting the hub-to-tip ratio. The zeros of G(x)
are computed for m = 0, 1, ..., MMAX, the largest input m in
absolute value, using subroutine JARBATT (sec. 3.3.3) with
selected iteration starting values. The zeros corresponding
to (m,, mg,...} are saved as computed with zeros corresponding
to m < 0 being the same as -m.
Method: The procedure is as follows:
1) Set the tolerances and iteration limit for subroutine
JARRATT (see sec. 3.3.3) used in steps 6 and 13 below.
2) Set the largest |m| input, MMAX.
3) Set the first zero of F(x) to zero when m = 0.
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It) Set the index of the i* zero of F(x) for m = 0, i = 2,
..., NMAX by a DO loop.
5) For m = 0, calculate the three iteration starting values
for the i zero of F(x). The first starting value is
computed by subroutine APROX1 (sec. 3-3.1) for n > .2,
and by subroutine APROX2 (sec. 3.3.2) for n < .2. The
second and third starting values are the first +.1 and
-.1, respectively.
6) Calculate the i zero of F(x) by solving equation G(x) = 0
using subroutine JARRATT with the values set in steps 1
and 5.
7) When m = 0 is input, save the zeros calculated in steps
3 to 6 in an output array.
8) Return if only ra = 0 is input.
9) Reset the first zero for m = 0 to 1 for use in step 12.
10) Set the value of m, m = 1, 2, ..., MMAX by a DO loop.
11) Set the index of the i zero of F(x) for the m in step
9 by a DO loop.
12) Calculate the three iteration starting values for the i
zero of F(x). The first value is the ith aero for the
previous m. For n > 0, the second and third starting values
are the first -.1 and +.1; for n = 0, the values are the
first + .1 and +.2.
13) Calculate the i zero of F(x) by solving the equation
G(x) = 0 using subroutine JARRATT with the values set in
steps 1 and 12.
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Usage:
lU) When |m|, m set in step 10 is input, except for the zeros






The zero, the corresponding function value, the starting guess
(GUESS[l])» and the error return code IERJAR from subroutine
JARRATT (see sec. 3-3.3) can be printed as calculated according
to the input ITRACE (see the FORTRAN dictionary, sec. 2.2).
Restrictions: MUSE(l) or MUSE(NOFM) must be the largest m in absolute value;
UMAX < NDIM.
Timing: The timing is proportional to the nearest integer to
2(EGNBND - ETA)
3
times a unit call to subroutine JARRATT.
Accuracy; The accuracy is of the algorithmic type and, in particular,
is dominated by the Bessel function evaluators BSSLS (sec.3.3.6
and BFUF [ref. Ul]). The zeros are calculated by subroutine
JARRATT with given starting values so that the cross product
of Bessel functions (see subroutine EQATION) is less than 10~ .
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CALLING LIST
ETA. NOFM. MUSE, NMAX,









LOOP ON n INDEX
D050IOFN-2. NMAX
130





RESET FIRST ZERO FOR
NEXTSTEP
S ( 1 ) = i.
SAVE IN OUTPUT















SUBROUTINE Z E R O S ( E T A . N a F M » M U S E » N N A X » N O I M , I T R A C E * SC» ARMU1N I
PURPOSE
K-fTHOD
COMPUTE THE ZEROS OF THE E Q U A T I O N
JPIH, X » * Y P | M . E T A * X > - Y P I M » X ) * J P M * E T A * X )
WHERE JP AND YP ARE THE D E R I V A T I V E S OF THE B E S S E L
FUNCTIONS OF THE FUST AND SECOND KINDS. R E S P E C T I V E L Y ,
OF ORDER M AND ARGUMENT X OR E T A * X .
THE EQUATION IS TO BE S O L V E D FOR THE F I R S T M Z E R O S
FOR E A C H OROER, THE UROER M - 0» l *2» . . . »M1AX. F0» THIS
PURP3SE THE ZEROS FOR 1 - 0 ARE FOUND 3t F I *ST APPLYING
AN A P P R O X I M A T I O N FORMULA THEN A R E F I N E M E N T P R O C E D U R E
USING BESSE FUNCTION E V A L U A T O R S . THE Z E R O S FOR HIGHER
ORDERS ARE FOUND BY S T E P P I N G THROUGH ORDER USMG A
NONLINEAR E Q U A T I O N S O L V E R ANO 8 E S S E L t V A L ' J A T O R S ( AS THE
REFINEMENT » r f tTH S T A R T I N G V A L U E S BEING THE Z E R O S FOR
THE PREVIOUS ORDER.
, . ; - *OGR4MS J A R R A T T NONLINEAR EQUATION SOLVER
A P R O X 1 A P P R O X I M A T I O N TO EQUATION FOR ETA AT L E A S T .2
•
A P R O X Z COMBINATION OF A P P R O X I M A T I O N AND I N T E R P O L A T I O N
FOR ETA L E S S THAN .1
X T E R N A L S E Q A T I O N E V A L U A T E S T H E E Q U A T I O N
DIMENSION G U E S S ( 3 ) » A R M U M N < N D I M , 1 > , S C ( 1 > , N U S E ( 1J
EXTERNAL E O A T I O N
THIS COMMON P A S S E S 1 AND ETA TO EQUATION E V A L U A T O R
COH10N/CEQUAT/M.CETA




C E T A « ETA
MMAX - M A X O l I A f l S < M U S E « 1 I ) , I A B S J M U S E < N O F M ) ) I
M M A X * l
S O L V E THE E J U A T I O ^ F CR d Z E R C
[33
GUESSU) » SCIIOFNI
cuess (2 ) -Guess ( LI-.I
I F iETA .EO.O. ) GUESSU )*GUESSt 1 >*.2
GUE5Sm*GUESS( I)*. I
CALL JA*RATT(5UESS, ITLIM.EPl . tP2»EOATION,ZE*0*FT. IE<UAR)




- I A 8 S C MUSEHDFM))
:.!0 DO 530 IOFN»1,NHAX
<!iQ AR*JMN(IOFN, IOFM ) . SCIIOFN)
5VO C ONT I NUE
003 CONMNUE




Purposei This function evaluates the cross-product expression:
J'(x) Y'(nx) - Y'(x) J'(nx)
n m m m
with the prime denoting differentiation with respsct to the
argument. J and Y denote, respectively, the Besael and
Neumann functions of integer order and real argument. The
hub-to-tip ratio is given by T).
Method: The procedure is as follows:
l) Evaluate J1 (x) using the recursion relationship (ref. 30):
2) If T) = 0, the cross product is J'(x).
3) Evaluate Y'(x), J'(nx), and Y'(nx), using the recursion
m m m
relationship for the derivatives, as referenced above.




CRSPRD = EQATION (X;
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Restrictions: 3X + M + 12 < 1000 (see BSSLS)
M > 0
0 < n < 1
Timing: The timing is dominated by the Bessel function evaluation and
is approximately equal to twice the sum of the unit time for
a call to BFUF (ref. l»l) and BSSLS (sec. 3.3.6).
Accuracy: The accuracy is of the algorithmic type and, in particular,












FUNCTION E Q A T I O N 1 X I
"PURPOSE
C
EVALUATE THE FOLLOWING EQUATION USING BESSEL
FUNCTION E V A L U A T O R S
JP(M»X I * Y P ( M » E T A * X ) - YP < M,X»* JP T A * X »
.-I PUT
- N O T A T I O N
„•- i f -RCGRiMS
ID
WHERE JP AND YP ARE THE D E R I V A T I V E S OF THE BESSEL
FUNCTIONS OF F IRST AND SECOND K1SO, R E S P E C T I V E L Y .
FOR INTEGER ORDER M AND R E A L ARGUMENT X AND E T A * X .
ETA A G IVEN P A R A M E T E R .
V A R I A B L E DEFINITION
X REAL ARGUMENT X
N INTEGER O K O E R M, O B T A I N E D FROM COMM3N
E T A P A R A M E T E R £ T A , O B T A I N E D F R O M C O M M O N
V A R I A B L E D E F I N I T I O N
FNFP Y P ( M » E T A * X )
FJFP J P I H , E T A + X »
F J P J P < M , X )
FNP Y P ( M . X )
LRC LIBRARY ROUTINES BSSLS AND BF4F THAT EVALUATE
BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF FIRST AND SECOND .< I NO, RESPECTIVELY.
3*X * M * 12 CAN BE AT MOST 1000
C O M 1 Q N / C E O U A T / M . E T A
C OM1 ON/SCR AT C H / 8 E S C 1003)
D A T A ISIGN/-1/
HP1-N + 1
CALL B S S L S « X , B E S » M P 1 . IERR)
A l « 3 6 S < 1 P l )
F J P » - A 2 * ( M / X » * A l
IFIETA.NE.O.) GO TO 10
EQAMGN » FJP
GO TO 30
CALL 8 F * F < X , 3 E S , M P 1 , IERR,ISIGN)
A 3 » B E S ( N P l )
A * * 3 E 5 ( " P 2 J
-At * ( M / X
Y - X * E T A




SC( l ) « 0.
T R A C E FORMATS
I F U T R A C E . E 3 . 2 ) W R I T E < 6 » 5 ) E T A
5 F O R 1 A T C 1H1,*TRACE THE C A L C U L A T I O N FDR THE Z E R O S OF THE ANNULAR
I E I3ENFUNCTION*/1HO,2X,+THE R A T I O OF THE INNER TO OJTER RADIUS IS*
2,F10.5)
IF(I T R A C E . E Q . 2 J W R I T E < b » 1 0 ) M
10 FOR1ATUHO,* THE ORDER H - *, I W iHO» 18X, + ZERO*» 8X»*FUNCTION V A L U E
l*» 8 X > * S T A R T I N G GUES S *» 2X ,*CONV£RGE* )
IFII T R A C E . EO. 2) W R I T E ( 6 , 1 5 )
15 FORMATUH / *0. * » b8X* * SET * )
FIND THE N-TH ZERO BY A P P L Y I N G THE APP* OXI X AT I JN
FORMULA THEN THE REFINEMENT PROCEDURE
DO 50 IOFN»2>NMAX
NTHZERO * IOFN - I
I F ( E T A .GE. .21 CALL APROX 1< RM.NTHZ ERO* E T A ,ZER3 )
I F t E T A .LT. .2) CALL A P R O X 2 ( RM, NTHZ£RO» ETA, ZERJ )
GUE5S11) « Z E R O
G U £ S S ( 2 ) « Z E R O * .1
C - U E S S < 3 > ». Z E R O - .1
CALL J A * R A T T < G U E S S » I T L I M > E P 1 » E P 2 , E O A T I O N » Z E R O » F T . I E - U A R )
I F U T F A C E .60. 2) W R I T E ( 6 * 2 0 ) ZERO* FT, GUESS « i ) » I £* J AR
S C ( I O F N ) »
20 F O R 1 A T J 1 H
50 CONT INUE
DO 24C IOFM«l.NOF«
M S A / E - I A 3 S J HUSEUOFH))
I F I M - K S A V E ) 2^0/210,240
210 00 23C IOFN«L.NMAX
.230 ARMJMNUOFN, IOFM ) « SCUOFNI
2>0 CONTINUE
SC<1 I - I.
<F( HHAX.EQ.O ) GO TO 700
NOW STEP THROUGH THE OKDERS
DO bOC H « 1 » H M A X
RM»1
I F l l T R A C E . E O . Z ) W R I T E ( b * 1 0 ) K
FIND THE N-TH Z E R O 3Y i T t S A T I O N
00 500 tOFN* l ,N*AX
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Di - B E S ( M P l )
02 « B E S ( H P 2 >
FJFP - -02 * < « / Y ) * D l
C A L L B F * F I T , B E S » « P I » I E R R » I S J G N )
03 * B E S ( M P i l
04 « 8 E S I M P 2 )
FNF? « ~0>t * ( M / Y ) * 0 3
E O A T I Q N > F J F P * F N P - FJP*FNFP
?0 R E T J R N
END
140
v P\ ~ *** Y /m) Ym(nV) m(
3.2.U Function UNEGHFN
Purpose: This function subprogram computes the m order (m an integer)
unnormalized radial eigenfunction for a hardwalled annular
duct of hub-to-tip ratio, n, when the argument is u p, where
4- Vi 4" \\ *m*
y is the n hardwall eigenvalue of an m order duct mode
ran
and p is the polar radial coordinate nondimensionalized on
the duct outer radius :
R
*
where J and Y are the Bessel and Neumann functions, respec-
m m
tively; the primes denote differentiation with respect to the
argument; and n indicates the hub-to-tip ratio.
Method: The procedure is as follows :
1) Set working m to absolute value of input m.
2) Test for y =0, and, when true, set R|m|dJmnP) ~ *
( for all p ) .
3) Evaluate J^ I^ P).
U) Evaluate J> i ' (y n), Y( i'(y TI), and Yi i (y n) using|m[ mn |m| mn |m| mn






Usage : CALLING SEQUENCE
COMMON/SCRATCH/BBS(1000)
CAPRMN=UNEGNFN(M,RMUMN,ETA,S)




Timing: The timing is dominated "by the Bessel function evaluators BSSLS
and BFUF. It is, therefore, approximately equal to the sum of
two unit calls to each.
Accuracy: The accuracy is of the algorithmic type and is dominated by that















P U R P O S E C O H P U T E THE U N N O R M A L I Z E D A N N U L A R E1CEN F U N C T I O N
I N P U T
G U T P U T
J M P [ E T A * M U M N » * Y M ( M J M N * S ) / Y M ? ( E T A * ^ U > 1 N )
WHERE S IS B E T W E E N 3 AND 1
MUNN IS THE N-TH E I G E N V A L U E OF THE A N N U L 4 R EIGEN-
V A L U E E Q U A T I O N J B T A I N E O B Y D I F F E R E N T I A T I N G T H E
A B O V E E Q U A T I O N
ETA IS THE R A T I O OF THE INNER TO O U T E R R A D I U S OF
THE AN4ULUS
JM AND YM ARE THE B E S S E L F U N C T I O N S OF THE F I R S T AND
S E C O N D < I N D S CF I N T E G E R O R D E R 1
J M P A N D Y M P A R E T H E D E R I V A T I V E S 3 F J M A N } Y M
V A R I A B L E DEFINITION
M INTEGER O R D E R CF B E S S E L F U N C T I O N
RMUMN N-THE E I G E N V A L U E O F A N N U L A R E I G E N V A L U E E Q U A T I O N *
J f « P ( X ) - J M P < E T A * X ) * Y P P C X ) / Y I P ( E T A * < )
MUH.N A 3 3 V E
€ T A R A T I O C F INNER T O O U T E R A N N U L A R R A D I I
S A R G U M E N T B E T w E E N 3 AND 1, IN G E N E R A L RMN IS O N L Y
M E A N I N G F U L F O R S G R E A T E R T H A N O R E 5 U A L T O E T A
UNEGNFN
t S 3 S S L S
T H E V A L U E O F R M N ( P U 1 N * S I
E V A L U A T E S J 1 FPG1 L R C L I 3 ? A R Y
E V A L U A T E S Y ' l FKG1 L R C L I B R A - < r
1 R E S T S I C T I ON 3 * R M J M N * M * 12 CAN 3£ AT -I3ST 1C 3 3 I S 5 E
ETA B E T W E E N 3 A S3 i
S B E T W E E N 0 A N D i t G E N E R A L L Y A T L E A S T E T A
9J
C O I M O N / S C R A T C - I / B E S U C O O )
O A T * IS IGN/ -1 /
I A 3 S M
C O M P U T E 3 E S S E L R E L A T E D F U N C T I O N S W I T H ' O S I T I V E O R D E R A N D
S W I T C H SIGN FJR 03 0 N E G A T I V E O R D E R
J 100, 10.23
U S E L I M I T I N G V A L U E F 0 » RMUHN'O W H E R E
13 I Ml 45!
G; :o i:c
Z 3 C C N T I N J E
fPi « uas,"
.EC. : > J S E 3 N F • 1.
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Ml>2 « MP1+1
A R G E T A * ETA'RMUMN
ARCS * S*RMUMN
COMPUTE JWHUHN*S)
CALL 8 S S L S ( 4 R G S » 8 E S » I A 8 S M . I E R R )
T2 • B E S ( M P 1 )
UNE3NFN * T2
I F t E T A . E Q . O . ) GO TO 90
C O M P U T E YMP( ETA*HUHN»
CALL BF^FI A R G E T A * 8ES* HP 1» IER*,ISIGN)
Tl « - B E S ( N P 2 ) * ( I A 8 S M / A R G E T A I * 3 E S < M P l »
C O M P U T E JMP( ETA*MUHN»
CALL B S S L S ( A R G E T A , B E S » M P 1 , I E R R )
T3 « - 8 E S < M P 2 > * ( l A a S M / A R G E T A > * B E S < M P D
C O M P U T E Y M ( M U M M * S )
CALL BF*F( A R G S > B E S * I A B S M , IERR* IS IGN)
T^ « B E S J M P 1 )
UNESNFN » U M E 3 N F N - T 3 * T < » / T i
90 CONTINUE
IF! M.LT.D .AND. MOO C M, 2 ) .,ME. C )UNEGNFN « -UNEG^FN




Purpose: This function computes the normalization factor for the hard
wall duct
UNEGNFH):
 radial eigenfunction R (u p) (see description of
m inn
Ntnn
for m =|= 0 and m = 0, n f 0 and
1
\2
Method: The procedure is as follows:
1) Set N when v = 0.
oo mn
2) Compute the ratio (m/jj ) .
mn
3) Evaluate R (p ) and R (y n) where R (u n) is set to
m mn m mn m mn
zero when n = U.
Usage:
Timing:




The timing is dominated by function UNEGITFN (sec. 3.2.1*),
approximately equal to two unit calls to that function.
Accuracy.
146
Tne accuracy is of the algorithmic type, and, in particular,



















WHERE RMN IS THE UNNORHALIZED ANNULAR E I G E N FUNCTION
H IS B E S S E L FUNCTION ORDER FOR R1N
MUMN IS ANNULAR E IGENVALUE
ETA IS RAT IO INNER TO OUTER ANNULAR DUCT RADII
V A R I A B L E DEFINITION
M B E S S E L FUNCTION 3ROER
MUMN ANNULAR E IGENVALUE
ETA R A T I O INNER TO OUTER ANNULAR OJCT R A D I I
EGNNORM VALUE OF NMN
UNEGNFN E V A L U A T E S UNNQRMALIZED ANNULAR £IGEMFUNCTION
T - R I C T I O N S SEE FUNCTION UNEGNFN
I F U M U M S ) 103.10*20
USE LIMITING VALUE FDR RMUMN«0 WHERE M-0
10 IFI M.EQ.O )EGNNORM » S Q R T < .5*(1. -ETA**21 I
GO TO 100
20 CONTINUE
RATI 0 » (M /RNUMN»**2
CAP40NE «UNEGNFN(M*RMUMN>£TA«1 . )
C A P * E T A -0 .
I F ( E T A . N E . O . > C A P R E T A * U N E G N F N ( M * R M U M N » E T A » E T A )
EGNNORM- .5+( < l . -RAT10 ) *CAPRONE**2 - • E T A * * 2 - R 4 T 1 3 ) * C A ? R £ T A * * 2 )





Purpose: This function evaluates the oscillatory factor in the integral
expression for the modal amplitudes for primary subroutine
AAAAA:
d
-18N 0R / \ ±£NIS
e ft.. I MmnP 1 e P






 ,P\ e P cos*
for the rotor-outlet stator (see equation [36], appendix I, of
volume I).
Method: The procedure is as follows:
1) Evaluate the normalized duct radial eigenfunction.
2) Compute the first exponential term.
3) Compute M and M from input or spanvise interpolation
Z J^ TJ
and the flow angle,
1*) Compute the second exponential factor.




COMMON/CFACT/M ,N ,RMUMN .CAPNMN ,ETA .SIGN ,L.CAPKMN
COMMON/CFACTIR/NSBIR,SIGOL,PHISBIR
FACTRPD = FACTINT (RHO)
Restrictions: ETA < RHO < 1
Timing: The timing is dominated "by the eigenfunction evaluation, which
is approximately equal to a unit call to the function UNEGNFN
(see sec. 3.2.1*).
































COMPLEX FUNCTION F A C T I N T ( R H O » A R M I S C » H A X O I M » M A X J » A R )
PURPOSE E V A L U A T E THE INTEGRAND F A C T I N T TO 8E C A L L E O Bf THE
INTEGRATOR GAUSS 2 1*4 P R I M A R Y SUBROUTINE A A A A A
COMMON C F A C T
BLOC<S C F A C T I R
SUBPROGRAMS UNEGNFN
C A L L E O
DIMENSION A R I M A X D 1 K . M A X J , 3 ) > A R M I S C ( 1 )
COMPLEX E X P F A C T » C T E M P 2
•»
COM1ON/CFACT/ M»N**MU>1N»CAPNMN,ETA,SIGN.L»CAPK!1N
COMION/ :FACTI* /NSBIR.S IGOL,PHISBIR
r
E V A L U A T E N O R M A L I Z E D £ I GENFUNC T I ON
SCPTRHN > UNEGNFNCM»RMUNN»ETA»RHO) /CAPNMN
E V A L U A T E FIRST EXPONENTIAL TRIGNOMETRI: F A C T O R
ARGEXP2 - S I G N * S I G O L * N S B I R * P H I S 6 l R * ( R H O - E T A ) / ( l . - E T A )
£ X P ? A C T • C M P L X ( C O S J A S G E X P 2 ) * S I N ( A R G E X P 2 ) I
•
E V A L U A T E N E X T EXPONENTIAL TRIGNOMETRi: FACTOR
COMPUTE FMZ AMD FH1E
ISOLDS « A R M I S C < 5 >
J - 9
K * ISQROS + 1
NSPS • AR( I tJ ,K)
IFHSPN ) 40*30,40
30 FMZ « A « 1 2 » J » K )
GO TO 53
40 I PA « -1
CALL M T L U P ( R H 3 » F * 2 » i » N S P N * N S P N , l » I P A « A R ( 3 , l , K ) » A R ( 3 » J * K > )
50 J - 8
K « ISOLDS
NSPS * A R < 1 » J , K )
IFINSPNI 70»60»70
60 FM1E « A R ( 2 , J , K )
GO TO 30
TO IPA - -1
CALL I"ITLUP(RHO,FN1E,UNSPN,NSPN,1, I P A» AR ( 3, I ,K ) , AR( 3.J.K) )
: E V A L U A T E THE F A C T S *
C
80 C O S P S I » FMZ/FNIE
152
SIN'SI « SORT(l.-CaSPSl**2l
DSP4C - A R M I S C I I S 0 8 Q S )
TE1»l » S I G O L * N S B I R * O S P 4 C * S I M P S I / ( R H O * C O S P S I »
CTEHP2 • C H P L X { C Q S < T E.1P 1). Si NITEMP1 > )
COMBINE TO FORM F A C T I N T





Purpose: This function computes the oscillatory factor in the integral
expression for the modal amplitudes of primary subroutine
AABAA:
o -idK K1(P)
MM>K1(p)rK2(p)aK)K1(p)HK>Kl(p) e > K
(See equation [Vf], appendix I, of volume I.)
Method: The procedure is as follows:
1) Initialize the component index to Kl.
2) Initialize the table lookup position index.
3) Determine the value of the inlet, exit, and axial Mach
numbers and the chord at the given span position by using
the input average values, or by interpolating on the input
tables of spanvise values .
U) Compute Mj^
 K1(p) a
5) Repeat steps 2, 3, and k for component index K2.
6) Compute the Glauert coefficients for component K2 using
the procedure described in step 3.
7) Compute r°K2(p) and aK»
154
8) Compute the Bessel function argument
9) Compute g,.._(p) for index n = 1, up to the number of
Glauert coefficients which were input.
10) Compute the Bessel function J (h,.-) for zero and the n's
in step 9.




* K1(P)12) Compute d
 r.(p) and e ' x1C ^ IvX
13) Compute y and A and the corresponding value of the lift
function.
me dC
lU) Compute the factor
15) Compute the normalized duct radial eigenfunction.









Restrictions: ETA < RHO < 1
3 < ARMISC (18 + K2) < 15
Timing: The timing is dominated by the interpolation, Bessel function
evaluation, and lift function evaluation and is approximately
equal to five unit calls to subroutine MPLUP (see ref. U2)
plus one unit call to subroutine ROCABES (see sec. 3.3.11) and
one unit call to subroutine LIFTFN2 (see sec. 3.2.10).
Accuracy* The accuracy is of the algorithmic type and, in particular, it




























• LOOK UP INDEX
IP = -1
JL























































GNRHO(INO), IND = 1,MAXIND
COMPUTE Jnfl|<2l_
(BJHR(I), BJHI (0),























C O M P L E X FUNCTION f A C T IN2 ( R H O , A R N l S C , M A X D I I , M A X J . A R )
P E A L * S B E ( 3 ) . M 5 3 I ( 3 ) » M S B K ( 3 » » M S B Z ( 3 )
C O M P L E X CAPHRMa,CONL I F T » C T E M P 1 , C T E N P 2 » H * H Q » L A H 0 4 » L I F T » T E R M »1 5>
C O M P L E X C t P K R H O , E X P O P H a
Oi l EN S IGN A R ( M A X D I M . 1 A X J , 3 I , AS.I ISCi 1 » » B J H < ? ( 2 5 0 ) . 3 J H I 1 2 5 O / C A P A U 5 )
D I M E N S I O N C H O S C ( 3 ) » O C S b L ( 3 ) , G N i ? H D ( 1 5 > , Y * E ( 2 0 » , Y M ( . > 0 ) , T H E T A m
C O M M O N / S C R A T C H / 3 E S ( i : C O )
C 3 M M O N / C F f i C T 2 / B » C A ? < M N » C A P N M M , C 3 » C t » C 7 , C d » C 9 > C i l » C l 2 » C 1 3 , C 1 4 , K U
1 K 2 » L . M » N » N K 2 * R M U M N » S I G O L
E Q U I V A L E N C E IB JHRIM»3ES( I M » ( B J H l ( l ) , B E S ( 2 5 l ) >
KI « KI
10 IP « -1
I F U R I 1 . 7 , K I I .GT . 0 . ) G O T O 2 0
M S B I ( l U ) = A R « 2 » 7 > K I >
GO TO 40
20 N P T S . = A I ? { 1,7, KI »
C A L L MTLUPtP .HO.^Sa i lK I U L , N P T S » N P T S » l » I P » A * ( 3 . l » < M / A R l 3 , 7 » K i n
40 IF( Ai*( l » 3 » K . I » .GT. O.I GO TO 50
M S B E ( K I ) = A P . ( 2 » d » K I J
GO TO 70
: 0 N P T S * A C J 1 * 8 » K I I
C A L L KTLJP(RHQi1SBE«I I » l » r 4 P T S » N P T S » l » I P » A R ( 3 » l » K l ) , A R I 3 » a » K I ) )
?0 I F { A R ( 1»9 .K I ) .GT. 0.) GO TO 30
* . S 3 Z ( K I ) =
GO TU 100
., N P T S ^ iftj 1
C A L L M T L U P ( R H a * M S B Z « K I ) » l » . N P T S » N P T S * l » I P » A R ( 3 » l » K I ) » A R { 3 » 9 * K I > )
'.CO IF ( A=M 1,2,K1 I .GT. O.J GO TO 110
CHOfiDKI J = A R ( 2 » 2 » K I )
GO TO 130
110 N P T S * A P ( 1 / 2 . K I )
C A L L M T L U P ( R H O » C H O R D J K I ) , 1, NPTS . N PT S • 1, I P » i ^ ( 3 , l » K I ) » A R ( 3 * 2 * ! < I )l
130 I c ( M S a i l K I ) ,LT. I S B Z ( K I ) ) TE^P l * C.
I F I W S B K K I I .Gfc . M S B Z ( K I ) ) TEMPI « SOR T( MS 8 I « I) * *2
1 - M S B * ( K I > * * 2 )
I F ( H S 8 E ( K I ) .LT. M S 3 Z I K I ) ) T E M P 2 « 0.
IF ( P S B E t K I ) .GE. M S 3 Z « I » ) TEMP2 « SOR T< MS BE « I ) * *2
1 - M S B Z t K I > * * 2 »
TEMP3 = TEMPI * T E M P 2
T E M P 4 = « T E M P 3 * * 2 ) / 4 . + M S B Z ( K I > * * 2
H S 3 P 1 K I ) = S O R T 1 T E M P 4 )
TE1PI = A C G S ( V S S Z I K I ) / M S d M ( K I I \
T H E T A ( K I ) = A B S t T E ^ l )
I F ( K I . E C . K 2 ) G O T 3 1 4 0
KI = K2
CO TO 1C
1 4 0 M A X I N O = A R M I S C ! K 2 * 1 8 >
'}•} 173 I- , ; = l » - « i X l N J
; •- ' j« ! . • ; " * • - • ' _ : . »"< . . . 13 '3 1 >C
L - P ^ J :•,:; = A < i ^ , r , j * - , < 2 )
GO TO 17C
150 N P T S = A5U
161
CALL M T L U P I R H O , C A P A ( l N O » , l , N P T S » N P T S . l , I P » A R ( 3 » l . K 2 ) *
1 A R ( 3 , I N D » 9 » K 2 ) )
70 CONTINUE
GA*1A » 3. H 1 5 9 2 6 5 3 5 3 9 3 * C H O R D I K 2 ) * M S 8 M I K 2 ) * ( C A P A ( 1» «• C 4 P A ( 2 »
TEMPI » C6*( C H O R O ( K l ) / ( 2.*RHQ) ) *NK2
TEM?2 " - C 7 * S I G O L * < B /RHO I*NK2
TEMP3 « E X P ( T E M P 2 >
ARH] « T E * P 1 * T E M P 3
TEMPI » < C 1 2 * S I G Q L * : H O * 0 ( K 2 ) * N K 2 » / (2 .*RHO)
T E M ? 2 » C13M1. 57075o326795 -. C l< t *THETA t K2 »
CTEHP1 - C M P L X ( 0 . » T E M P 2 )
M«H3 « T E M P 1 * C E X P < C T E M P 1 J
TEMPI • C A P A < 1 ) * C A P A « 2 )
C A P 4 ( M 4 X I N O * 1 ) « 0.
C A P A l ^ A X I N O * 2 ) " 0.
DO 18C I N O « 1 » M A X J N O
&0 GNRHOUND) » ( C A P A ( I N O * 2 J - CAPAdNOU / TEMPI
HRH3R » R E A L ( H R H O )
HRH3I - A I M A G ( H R H O )
C A L L RO:A8ES«HRH08,HKHai »0. » M A X I N D » 3 J H R * 8 J H I , Y R E > Y I M )
CAPHRHQ » C ^ P L X I B J H R J D»BJHH n>
DO 19C l * l » M A X J N O
£
.'0 TER1(I) » <CMPLX(0.»C ll)**t )*GN*HQ( II*CMPLX(BJH:i( I + i)«3JHI (I+1
00 20C I»1,1AXINO





C 8 * T H E T A ( K U
C9*SIGOL*NK2
( B /RHO ) * T A N < T H E T A « 1 ) )
J A R M I S C ( 7 ) * C H O . R D ( K 2 ) ) / ( 2 . *MSBM ( K2 J )
TEMPI » T E M P 2 * ( T E M P 3 * TEMP* )
C T E 1 P 1 « C M P L X ( 0 . > - O R H O »
EXPDRHO - C E X P ( C T E M P l >
RNU<APA * (ARI i SC(7>*N.<2*CHO*0( i< l ) *S lGOL ) / C M S B M « 1 ) * 2 . )
RNU<APA « C6*RNUKAPA
TEMPI - C3* l 1.570796326795 - T H E T A ( K D )
CT6NP1 « C M P L X ( 0 . * T E M P l »
CTE1P2 - C E X P ( C T E M P l )
TEMP2 « C 5 * S I G Q L * ( NK2/ (2 . *«HO) ) * C H C a O ( K L )
L A M J A « TEMP2*CT£.1P2
C A L L L I F T F N 2 ( S N U K A P A » L A M D A , L I F T , C O N I I F T I
CAP.<RHQ " L I F T
SINTHS » S I N l T H E T A J K i ))
COSTH5 » C O S ( T H E T A « 1 H
INOX2 « A R M I S C I 5 J * A R 1 I S C C 1 3 )
1 F J I N D X 2 .EO. 1 .OR. I N O X 2 .EO. 2) 221/222
221 T E M P 3 « ( M * C O S T H S ) / RrlQ
O G T O 2 2 3
223 TEMP<t » T E M P 3 * CA»»< .1.1*5 1NHS
J F I 4 R ( 1»6»K1) .GT. 3.) GO TO
O C S 3 L «Ki I * AX I 2 .0»<1 )
GO TO 225
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22<r N P T S * AR( 1.6,K1)
IP • -I
C A L L r T L U P ( R H O » DCSBU K l ) , l , N P T S » N P T S » l , I P » A R ( 3 » l » K l l , A * ( 3 » 6 » K l ) »
225 T E M P * - < D C S B l IKl)/6.23313531,71796 ) * T E H P 4
S C P T R M N - U N E S N F N ( M » * M J M N , A R , 1 I S C ( 3 ) . R H O ) / CAPS1N
F A C M N 2 « M S 3 M ( K 1 ) * G A M F A * A R H O * C A P H R H Q * E X P O R H Q * C A ? K R H J * T E ^ P A * S C P T R M N
l F t 4 R M S : « 6 > .EO. 3 . ) * k J T £ l 6 . 2 3 C ) »HQ» M S 8 M C K 1) . GA ^ M A » 4 R H O »
1 C A P H R H O * E X P O R H Q , C A P K R H O » T e > 1 P < . , S C P T * M N * F A C T I N 2
220 F O R 1 A K 1 H , F7. *» F5.3. 2( 1X,E9. 2) , 3< 1X,2E9. 2 )» 2( l< » E9. 2) • IX, 2E 10.3 »




Purpose: This function evaluates the interval of the oscillatory factor
called by subroutine GAUSS2 in the primary subroutine BBCAA.
Method: The procedure is as follows:
1) Evaluate the normalized eigenfunction.
2) Initialize the distortion coefficient to zero.
3) If the distortion coefficient index I is zero, proceed
to step 16.
U) If the cone model is not being used, proceed to step 8.
5) Calculate D = (1- V^/V^/U - l) , «£^0 and 6 + 6^.
6) Evaluate the integral part by dividing the interval into
two equispaced subintervals , integrating on each subinterval
with an eight-point Gaussian formula, and summing the
integrals .
T) Compute V (p) and W (p) in the cone model and proceed to
step 16.
8) If the power model is not being used, proceed to step 12.
9) If the average value of a. is input, use it and proceed
to step 11.
10} Compute an average value of a .
11) Compute W (p) in the power model and proceed to step 16.
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Usage:
12) If the distortion coefficients are not input, proceed to
step 16.
13) Determine if the distortion coefficient index \SL\ corre-
sponds to an input value. If it does not, proceed to
step 16; if it does, determine which index.
Ik) Compute the distortion sine and cosine coefficients for
the present index, depending upon whether average or
spanwise data is input.
15) For £ < 0, conjugate the coefficient.
16) Compute the integrand as the product of the eigenfunction






Timing: The timing is approximately equal to the time for a unit call
to UNEGNFN plus, for the cone model, 2 x \SL\ unit calls to
GAUSS. For the power model, the timing is equal to one unit
call to MTLUP and, for input values, two unit calls to MTLUP.
Accuracy: The accuracy is of the algorithmic type and is dominated by
UNEGNFN and, for the cone model, GAUSS, and for the power




















DO 10 ITRVL=1, NOSCE
COMPUTE SUBINTERVAL









COMPUTE THE J INDEX OF Aj
USED IN POWER MODEL
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DISTORTION COEFFICIENT FOR |i|
IABSL
COMPUTE THE FOURIER INDEX
CORRESPONDING TO IABSL IN
THE INPUT, IF ANY
ICOEF
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COMPUTE THE J LOCATION OF THE INPUT
DATA CORRESPONDING TO ICOEF FOR THE










COMPUTE THE COMPLEX DISTORTION





FACT IN3=SCPTRMN • WSBLRHO
RETURN j
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COMPLEX FUNCTION F A C T I N 3 ( R H O » A R M I S C * M A X D I M , M A X J » A R »
PURPOSE E V A L U A T E THE INTEGRAND FACTIN3 TO 3E C A L L E D BY THE
INTEGRATOR GAUSS2
DIMENSION A R ( M A X O I M , M A X J » 3 ) » A R M I S C U ) » A B N ( 2 »
C O M ^ Q N / C F A C T / M»N,aMU*N»CAPNMN*ETA,S IGN
C O M P L E X W S B L R H O * V S B L R H 3 . D I S INT,VALUINT
COMMON/CGI SI N T / C A P A D I S » R H O I N C
EXTERNAL O I S I M T
DATA PI/3.14159265353979/
E V A L U A T E NORMALIZED EIGENFUNCTION
SCPTRHN « UNEGNFNJM»*MJMN*ETA,RHO)/CAPNMN
COMPUTE THE DISTORTION FACTOR
WS6LRHO * (O.»0. )
IF(L.EQ.O) GO TO 100
IF( A R M I S C t 2 2 > .EQ. 0. t GO TO 100
COMPUTE THE FOURIER COEFF IC IENTS FROM CONE MODE
IF( A R M I S C C 2 2 ) .NE. 1. ) GO TO 20
RHOI NC > RHO
V A 0 3 V 1 • A R 1 I S C ( 2 3 )
C A P A O I S * A R M I S C ( 2 < i )
O V A L U E • ( l . - V A D B V l ) / < C A P A O I S * * 2 - l . )
O E L T A L O * 0.
IF (L .E0 .3 )OELTALO*1 .
OELTAL1- 0.
IABSL * I A 3 S I L )
IFU ABSL.EO.DDELTAL1-U
IOR3GS • 2
NOSCE * N A X 0 1 2 /2+UBSL)
WIO'HI • 2.*PI /NOSCE
00 10 I T S V L - l . N O S C E
RLOrf « { I IRVL - l ) *« IDTH[
RUP * RLOH *• W I O T H I
CALL G A J S S J R L O W » a U P » V A L U I N T , D I S I N T » I O R D G S I
10 W S B L R H O « HSBLRHO + VAL 'J INT
WS3LRHO - t l . * O V A L U E I * 3 6 L T A L 3 - . 5*C AP A3 I S*<HO*OEtT Ml + 'JV ALUE
1 - . j* j /-LJ£ * «fJ3LKHu/ f i
WSBLRHO • -2 . *PI* r fS3LKHO
GO TO 130
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: C O M P U T E THE FOURIER C O E F F I C I E N T FROM P O W E R MODEL
/.C IF( A R M I S C I 2 2 ) .NE. 2. ) CO TO 60
0 • A R M 1 S C 1 2 3 )
I A 3 S L • I A 3 S I L )
J « 9 + A R M I S C < 20) »2 »1
NSP-4 - AR( l,J,2 )
IF( NSPM » 40.30,40
32 C O E F A l » A R ( 2 » J , 2 )
GO TO 53
40 IPA « -1
CALL KTL UP(RH3,COEFAl , i ,NSPNf NSPN, 1»IPA. A R ( 3 » l » 2 » » d f ? ( 3 » J»2 ) )
50 W S 8 L R H O • . 5 * C O E F A l / F L a A T ( U a S L ) * * 0
GO TO 130
COMPUTE THE FOURIER COEFFICIENT FRQH ISPUT VALUES
(.0 IF{ A R M I S C J 2 2 ) .NE. 3. » GO TO ICO
I A B S L = l A B S ( L )
H A X : O E F « A R M I S C J 2 3 J / 2
MULTFCT * A R . 1 I S C < 2 < » )
00 55 N C O E F « 1 » M A X C O E F





t-7 00 ^0 I 4 8 « l » 2
J - 9 *• A R M I S C C 2 0 ) * 2 * 2 *< ICOEF-1 ) *• IAB
NSPM » A*i l»J ,2)
IF( NSPS ) 30,70,80
7? A B N i I A B ) » A R ( 2 , J , 2 1
GO fO 93
80 IPA * -1
CALL f T L U P ( R H a , A 8 N « l 4 B ) , l , N S P N , N S P N , l , l P A , A R ( 3 » l , 2 ) , A R ( 3 , J » 2 H
90 CONTINUE
W S B L R H O « . 5 * C M P L X ( A B N ( 1 I , -ABN(2 ) )
IF( L .LT .O ) W S B L R H O * CONJGt W S 3 L R H O )
COMBINE TO FO*M F A C T I N 3
100 F A C T I N 3 - S C P T R M N * W S 3 L » H O






This function evaluates the oscillatory factor of subroutine
BBCAA.
If ARMESC(25) = 3 (i.e., LIFTFN3 or NONCPT is specified)




2 BTj SIN (BT) if
BT
if .!< BT.< 10
if 10<BT
L T






COS (« T) d
-B
If ARMISC(38) = 0, then:
F1(p)
-f(p)Mz 2(p)Ff
F2(P) = (p)Fa (v£(p))
+f(p)MM 2(p)SIN(02(p)Ff
If ARMISC(38) j 0, then:
-f(p)M (p) ,. ..,














If ARMISC(25) » b (i.e., LIFTFNU is specified)
FACTINU = 2 \/2rF <R
where:
- K^a^ /2
r 1 ( p - R ) K T*(h(p ,K) ,+(p ,K))e" V dK
LIFTFHU calculates T(h,i|»)
C0(p), p / 9 T ? 1
h(p ,K) - ~ - V^ + [-.^  SIN 02(p)J








Method: The procedure is as follows:
1} Evaluate normalized eignfunction, ft (y ).in mn
2) Compute BT .
J
3) If BT < .1, calculate P. as in equation above and go to
J J
step 6.
1*) If .1 < BT < 10, then calculate E by using subroutine
GAUSS with [2tB/ir] + 1 subintervals of the interval [0,B]
(the integrand is an even function so the interval [0,B]
was used). Calculate P and go to step 6.
J
5) If 10 < BT , calculate P .
d J
. -pR/a,2
6) Calculate I (pR/a, ) e J.
7) Calculate e"
8) Obtain M,
 0(p)» M~ 0(p), M «(p), C0(p) from array ARJ-»^ *-,<; z*^ ^.
using lirear interpolation, if necessary.
9) If ARMISC(25) = 3 (i.e., LIPTFN3 or NONCPT is specified),
obtain f (p), ct(p) from array AR.
10) Calculate Vi.
 0(p) and sin 9_(p).M,<i 2
11) If ARMISC(25) = 3 (i.e., LIFTFN3 or NONCPT is specified),
calculate g ; use subroutine LIFTFN3 or NONCPT F and
J •••
F . Calculate FACTINU and return.




al rule open at upper limit" as given on
175
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lRe e"i(p"R)K T* (h'*) e " R a j dK
- dx<





 ¥/ V _x2/2J










COMMON/CFACT/M.N ,RMUMN ,CAPNMN ,ETA ,SIGN ,L .CAPKMN
COMMON/SCRATCH/BES(1000)
Z = FACTINMRHO, ARMISC, MAXDIM ,MAXJ,AR)
Accuracy: If ARMISC(25) = 3, the accuracy is dominated by the accuracy
of subroutines UNEGNFN and LIFTFN3 or NONCPT.
If ARMISC(25) = U, the accuracy is dominated by the accuracy














































COMPLEX FUNCTION FAC T W( RHO, ARMISC,HAXD I M.MAX J, AR>




REAL INTEGJ ,MSB£ ,MSBI ,MSBM,MSBT,MS 82
C O M P L E X C A P F l» C A P F 2 » C LI F T <», CT E HP 1 » C T E M P 2 » FUMING. G4{ 2 > » L I F T A »
i . VALUINT
DIMENSION A R « M A X O I M , M A X J , 3 ) , A R M I S C < 1 ) , A B N ( 2 ) » E J ( 2 > » I N T E G J J 2 )
DIMENSION B E S I E J I 2 >, BTJ I 2 >» P J < 2 ) » T J ( 2 >
C Q M 1 0 N / C F A C T / M,N.RMUHN,CAPNMN,ETA,SIGN,L»CAPK1N
C O M H O N / C F U N I N W C T J / T A U
C Q M 1 0 N / S C R A T C H / 8 E S ( I O O Q )
E X T E R N A L FUNIN*
DATA P I » T W O P I / 3.1*159265358979, 6.28318 530717959/
DATA SQRT2PI/2.50662827*631/
E V A L U A T E NORMALIZED EIGENFUNCTI ON
SCPTRMN * UNEGNFNlMfKMJMN»ET4 ,RHO) /CAPNMN
1C DO 50 J«l»2
T J ( J ) * A R M I S C « 3 3 * J » / A R ( 2 » 9 , 2 I
B T J ( J ) « A R M I S C ( 3 6 ) * T J ( J )
(F( 6TJ (J ) . . LE . 10. ) GO TO 20
T E M ? 1 - - A R M I S C ( 3 7 I * A R M I S C ( 3 7 ) / ( 2 . * T J ( J ) * T J ( J ) )
P J < J ) • A R M I S C ( 2 9 * J ) * E X P J T E M P 1 I
GQ TO *0
iF< B T J ( J ) .LT. .1 ) GO TO 30
I3RJGS * 2
TAU « A « M I S C ( 3 7 )
CTJ - T J C J )
E J ( J ) • 0.
NOS:E " 2 * IF IX ( T 4 U * 4 R 1 I S C ( 3 S J / PI I * 1
KIDTHI « A R M I S C O 6 ) / NOSCE
DO 25 I N » 1 » N O S C E
RL04 * F L O A T ( I N - 1 ) * W I D T H I
RUP - RLOW •*• WIDTH!
CALL G 4 J S S ( R L O W , R U P » V A L U I N T , F U N I N ' f , I O R O G S )
EJiJ) « EJ (J ) + REALtVALUINT)
25 CONTINUE
E J ( J ) - ( 2 . / S O R T 2 P I ) * T J ( J J * E J ( J )
P J ( J ) « A R M I S C J 2 9 * J ) * E J « J )
GO TO <.3
30 BTAJ » A R M I S C I 3 6 ) * A X N I S C ( 373
I F J 3 T A U .EO. 0. ) TEMPI - 1.
I F O T A U .NE. D.» T E M P I « S I M 3 T A U J / B T A U
?J-«J ! = 4kMI SC ( £•?* j) »^. rtJ <J ! J i * f E W ? l / S 3 R T 2 P I
tJ TEMPI * R H O * A * M I S C J23 ) / ( AR-1 ISC i Jl » J ) *A AM ISC I 3 1 * J J )
CALL BES IEU,TEMPI ,BES IEJ U M
50 CONTINUE
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C M P L X ( 0 . , - L * A R M I S C « 2 9 ) )
CTE1P1 - C E X P ( C T E M P l )
IP « -1
Ifl AMI,7,2) . GT. 9. } CO TO 60
MS8I » A R ( 2 » 7 , 2 )
GO TO 7D
NPTS * AR< 1,7.2)
CALL KTLUP«RHO,MSBl , 1,NPTS, NPTS, I,IP,AR<3.1»2 I . 4 R < 3 , 7, 2 M
iF( A R < 1 , 8 , 2 » .GT. 0. ) GO TO 80
KS8E * A R ( 2 , 3 , 2 )
GO TO 90
' •:• NPTS * AR< 1,8, 2)
CALL M T L U P ( R H O , M S 8 E , l , N P T S , N P T S , i , I P . A R « 3 . 1 . 2 ) » A R ( 3 » 8. 2) )
IF( A R ( 1 , 9 , 2 ) .GT. 3. 1 GO TO 100
KS5Z - A R ( 2 » 9 » 2 )
GO TO 110
fJPTS - AR< 1,9»2>
CALL H T L U P U H Q , M S 8 Z » l » N P T S » N P T S » l * I P » A R t 3 * l » 2 ) » A R » 3 » 9 * 2 > )
» F { A R ( l . 2 » 2 > .GT. 0.) GO TQ 120
CHQtD ' A R I 2 » 2 » 2 )
GO TO 130
; :• NPTS * ARI i » 2 » 2 >
C A L L MTLUP««HO.CHORD,1, NPTS,NPTS , 1* I P, A R ( 2 , 1 , 2 » » A « ( 3*2,2 ) )
' ' IF! A > i M l S C ( 2 5 ) .EO. *. > GO TO 170
IFURd, 10 *2 ) .GT. 0.) GO TO ItO
FRH3 « AR l2^13*21
CO TO 150
SPTS •« ARC 1»10»2»
CALL « T L U P ( R H Q , F R H O » l , S P T S » N P T S » l > I P » A R ( 3 » 1 , 2 ) » A R ( 3 » 1 0 , 2 ) )
I F U R U . H . 2 ) .GT. 3.) GO TO loO
A L F A - A R ( 2 , 1 1 / 2 )
GO TO 170
' .<Q NPTS » AR( 1*11,2)
CALL HTLUPCRHO,ALFA,1,NPTS,NPTS, 1,1 P»AR( 3.1.2), AR(3,11,2) )
• "0 IF(1S6I .LE. M S 8 Z ) TEMPI - 0 .
IFJ1SBI ,GT. M S 8 Z ) TEMPI - SORT (MSB.I *HS81 - M S S Z * M S 8 Z )
IFdSBE .LE. M S 8 Z ) T E H P 2 - 0.
1FMSBE .GT. .1S8Z) TEH»2 « S O R T ! M S 8 E * M S 8 E - M S 3 Z * M S 3 Z )
T E M P 3 « . 2 5 * < T E M P 1 > TEMP 2) *< TEMP 1 «• T E M P 2 ) * N S B Z * M S 8 Z
KS81 « S O R T U E M P 3 )
^ t t ; T M S « ( T E M P I * TEHP2I / <2 . * f1SBM»
C O S T H S • S Q R T ( 1.-S1NTHS**2 )
COTTHS - C O S T H S / SINTHS
IF( A f t « I S C ( 2 5 ) .EO. 4. ) GO TO 190
00 ISO J'1.2
TEMPI « - ( R H O - A R M I S : « 2 3 ) ) * « R H O - A R M I S C J 2 3 ) ) /
1 < 2 . * A R M I S C « 31»J) *AR«1SC(31*J ) )
ISO G J U 5 - T W O P I * P J ( J ) * E X P ( T E M P l ) * 8 E S I E J ( J ) * C T E M P l
?1S3T » A R M I S C I 7)
•JNU « C H O R O * L * M S 3 T / < 2 . * M S 8 N )
81 « 1.




IFURmSC(33 ) .EQ.O. )




I ? ( A R « I S C ( 3 3 >
CALL L IFTFN3(RNU»8 l , 82»83» :APF l I
CALL N O N C P T < B l , B 2 , 8 3 , C H O R O . C A ? K f < N I » C O S T H S » K .
RHO,RNU*SINTr )S»C4PFl |
iEO.0. )
IF (ARKISC138 ) .NE .O . )
1






CALL L I F T F N 3 < R N U * 8 i , B 2 . 8 3 » C A P F 2 »
CALL N a N C P T ( B l » B 2 » a 3 » C H O R O » CAtM MN»COSTHS.M
R H Q » % N U « S I N T H S » C A P F 2 )




A R M t S C ( 3 l + J > / A R M I S C ( 2 8 >
f N T E G J ( J ) « .5
KMAX - F K M A X / D E L K * i.
00 2*0 K « l » K H A X
TEMPI « DELK»K / ARM I SC J 3 1* J»
TEMP2 « - (RHQ - A R * I S C < 2 8 ) » * T E M P l
CTE1P2 » C M P L X < 0 . » T E N P 2 )
• C E X P « C T £ M P 2 ) * E X P ( - . 5 * ( O E L K * K ) * * 2 )
F1LOTAS L. R. F
TEMP2 • TEHP1**2 * ( L*SINTHS / RHO )**2
HRH3K « , 5 * C H O R O * S O R T ( T E M P 2 )
FSI • A T A N ( L * S I N T H S / (RHO*TE«PU )
CALL L IFTFN*(HRHOK,PSI . IFQRM»LIFT<»,1ERLFT*>
A C C U M U L A T E INTEGRAL
C L I F T * « C O N J G ( L I F T * J
INTEGJ(J) » I N T E G J C J ) » R E A L ( C T E « P 2 * C L I FT*)
CONTINUE
I N T E G J ( J ) - OELK* INTEGJ( J)
CONTINUE
F A C T I N * « 2 . *SQRT2PI *SCPTRMN*CTEHP1*
1 I MS8M*S INTHS*P ja ) *BES IEJ ( i ) * INTEGJ( l )




Purpose: This subroutine computes a generalized airfoil lift response
function (see ref. 33). Subroutine LIFTFN3 computes the air-
foil lift response to a simple harmonic gust "frozen" in the
fluid (the Sears function) , while this subroutine computes
the corresponding response when the gust is simple harmonic
but not frozen in the fluid. Both response functions arise
in thin airfoil theory with two-dimensional, uniform, inviscid,
incompressible flow.
The response function, which is the return variable LIFT,
depends on v and X, where:
v = reduced temporal frequency
A = complex reduced spatial frequency
LIFT =
v > 0
-v, -A) . v < 0




u(2) * *H, vv; 4-
I
\\ i -t M /i T f T. "\
• (2) (j) l ^
if vX £ 0
+ • 4 \ i / O - 4 £ T i t - X A A v O, ^ x 1 V / Z I t V r U , A = U
I (A) if v = 0,X ^ 0
if' v = 0,A = 0
-100 < v < 100 and X is complex with |x| < 100.
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Method: The procedure is as follows:
1) If v > 0, go to step 3 to calculate KL(v,X).
2) If v < 0, go to step 3 to calculate KL(-V,-X)





U) If X ? 0, calculate BESJLAM » JQ(x) -i J (X).
5) If v ¥ 0 and X ?« 0,. calculate•CAPKL = BESJLAM * HANKEL
+ i v J (X)/X and go to step 9.
6) If v ? 0 and X = 0, calculate CAPKL = HANKEL + i v/2
and go to step 9.
7) If v = 0 and X 1 0, calculate CAPKL = BESJLAM and go
to step 9.
8) If v = 0 and X = 0, let CAPKL = 1 and go to step 9.
9) If step 3 reached from step 1, go to step 10.
If step 3 reached from step 2, go to step 11.
10) Calculate CONLIPT = CAPKL = KL (v, X), LIFT = CONLIFT =
1C. (v, X)t and return.
11) Calculate LIFT = CAPKL = 1C. (-v, -X) and calculate






Restrictions: -100 < RNU < 100 and |LAMDA| < 100
Timing: The average time over li*00 calls to LIFTFN2 is .015 second
per call.
Accuracy: Each value checked had six significant digits. The table






0; e16, 6 = 10°, 20°, ... , 90°; 5ei8 , 8 = 10°, 20°, ... , 90°;
i fl
10e , 8 = 10°, 30°, 60°, 90°
0; ei6, 8 = 10°, 30°, 60°, 90°; 5el8, 8 = 10°, 30°, 60°, 90°
0

























I G O = 1
20
CALCULATE
CONLIFT = CAPKL =





LI FT = CAPKL = KL (-2/7-A)
CONLIFT = OFF = KL(-7y7-7t)
RES ET"*/- AND A
RETURN J
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SUBROUTINE L IPTFN2(RNU» LAH04.i l FT, C O N L J F T )
REAL L A 1 0 A R . L A H O A I
COMPLEX BESJLAM,8J1LAM,BJ2LAM,CAPKI»CONI IFT,HAN<EL»H1RNU*H2RNU
C O M P L E X L A M O A . L I F T . S A V E L A N
D I M E N S I O N 8 J L A M R < 2 5 C I , 3 J L A , 1 I C 2 5 0 i , B Y L A M R I 5 0 I . B r L * M I { 50 t
C O M 1 0 N / S C R A T C H / 8 E S U 0 0 3 *
E OUI V A L E N C E ( a E S < l > , B J L A M R < l | } , ( B E S ( 2 5 1 » * B J L A M I ( l ) l
E GUI V A L E N C E < 8 E S ( 5 0 1 > , 8 Y L A 1 R ( i M , ( B E S ( 5 5 U » a Y L A ' < l < l l l
IFUNU .GE. 3.) 10*33
1.0 ICO * I
GO TO 53 •
.
 r
 COML IFT • C A P K L
LIFT « CONJG(CONLIFT)
R E T J R N
S A V E R N U » RNU
S A V E L A M « L A M O A
RNU « -»NU
LAMIA - - C O N J S ( L A M O A )
ICO - 2
GC TO 53
LIFT « C A P K L
C O N L I F T « C O N J G ( L I F T )
isNU - S 4 V E R N U
1 A M D A - S A V E L A M
• M J R N
S l i N - -I *
NCi • 1
A B S l A M » C A B S I L A M O A i
IF«NU . EQ. 3. ) GO TO 63
CALL B S S L S ( S N U , 3 E S . N a , I E R R )
BJUNU > 8 E S I 1 J
B J 2 < N U « B E S ( 2 I
C A L L BF<,F(RHU,8ES,NB» IERR»ISIGN)
BYHNU • - B E S ( 1 )
B Y 2 < N U « - B E S « 2)
H1RSU « C M P L X I 8 J l«NU» BY 1« NU )
H2RSU « C M P L X ( 8 J2RNU, BY2RNU)
HAN<EL * H2RNJ / {H2RNJ * ( 0. , 1. » *HlRNU)
: I F ( 4 3 S L A M .EO. 0.) GO TO 70
L A " < 3 A R " R E A L ( L A M D A )
L A M D A I » A MAS ( LA1DA)
C A L L F Q C A B E S ( L A M D A R » L A M 3 A l » 0 . » N 3 » B J L A H « , B J L A M I » 3 Y L A l R , 3 r L A H I )
B J l L A f - C M P L X t SJLAI^ (1 > , B J L A M I ( 1 ) I
B J 2 L A H =» C M P L X ( 3 J L A M K (2) > B J L A H M 2 ) I
B E S J L A M « 8 J 1 L A M - ( 3 .» i . 1*8 J 2L AM
70 1F I *NU .EO. 0. I GO TO 93




I F ( 43!
". A f>< L
jO y
C A P < L
GO ro








» H A N K E L
(20 .
I F ( 4 8 S L A 1
C A P < L
GO TO

















L «• (3 .»
1. 1 *RNU/
TO 130










Purpose: LIFTFN3 computes the complex frequency response of aerodynamic
lift of a thin, two-dimensional airfoil with parabolic mean
camber line and angle of attack in a. uniform, inviscid, incom-
pressible subsonic mean flow. The current procedure is to use
a linear combination of the responses to the transverse and
longitudinal components of the incident velocity perturba-
tion. The response to the transverse component corresponds
to the Sears function (see ref. 32), while the response to
the longitudinal component is the sum of two terms, one pro-
portional to the angle of attack and the other proportional
to the ratio of maximum camber to half-chord (see ref. 35):
L(v) = S(v) - COTgff F (v) 4- aF
with v the reduced frequency, g the angle made by the
velocity perturbation and the mean flow through the cascade,
S the Sears function, f and a the ratio of maximum
camber to the half-chord and the angle of attack, respectively,
and F_, F the camber and angle of attack responses to thef a
longitudinal component'of the velocity perturbation.
H02)(v) + i H(2)(v) r J (v) -I
F (v) = —^ ^— J0(v)--± i J (v)
1
 -Ho (v) + i H2'(v) L u l J
,
v J1(V)
J1(v) , S(v) = -^ i
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It should be noted that these response functions, including





L(v) = bjSCv) + b2 Fa(v) + b3 Ff (v)
where b_ = 1., b = -a cote, and b~ = -f cot$ are calculated
outside the subroutine.
Method: The procedure is as follows:
1) Input v, b., b2, b_ through calling sequence.
2) Set S(v) = 1, FO(V) = 1, Ff(v) = 2, and go to step 8 if
v = 0.
3) Compute J0(|v|), J]L(|v|), Y0(|v|), YI(|V|).
U) Compute Ho(2)(|v|), H^ 2)(|v|).
(S(|v|) if v > 0 )
5) Compute S(v) = j |
(s(|v|) if v < 0 )
6) Compute F (v) = ]
fFa(|v|) if v > 0
P (IvJ) if v < 0
(F (|v|) if v > 0
7) Compute F (v) =.j
(F (|v|) if v < 0
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Accuracy: The accuracy is of the algorithmic type and, in particular,




C R E F E R E N C E H. NAUMANN AND H. YEN* L IFT AND PRESSURE F L U C T U A T I O N S OF
C A C A M B E R E D A I R F O I L UNDER P E R I O D I C G U S T S ANO A P P L I C A T I O N S
: IN TURBOMACH INERY. JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING FOR P O W E R *
~ T R A N S A C T I O N S OF THE A S M E * J A N U A R Y 1973.
C O M P L E X C A P L T , C T E M P l . FAL PHNU» FFNU»H1RNU» H2RNU,
C OM1 O N / S C R A T C H / B E S 1 1003)
D A T A PI, ISIGN/3.1<»159255358979,-1/
T FOR RNU IN A B S O L U T E V A L U E LESS THAN l.E-10* SET THE
FUNCTIONS TO I AND RETURN
SNU - (U.O.I
FALPHNU =( 1..0. )
FFNJ * ( 2 . » O . J
A B S S U • A B S ( R N U )
IF( ABSNU .LE. l.E-10 } CO TO 3J
COMPUTE FUNCTIONS FOR ABSNU AND THEN RNU
COMPUTE REQUIRED BESSEL FUNCTIONS
«
20 CALL B S S L S ( A B S N U » 8 E S » l » l E R R > -
BJ1 * B E S 1 1 )
BJ2 - 8 E S ( 2 )
CALL BF<»FUBSNU,BES, 1.1ERR, IS 1GN)
BYl - B E S « 1)
BY2 - BESm
COMPUTE HANKEL FUNCTIONS AN SNU
HIRNU * C M P L X ( B J 1 . - B Y I)
H2RNU « C M P L X C B J 2 * - B Y 2 I
CTE1P1 - C M P L X « 8 J 1 - B Y 2 * - B J 2 - 8 Y U
SNU « !./( .5*PI *ABSNU*CTEMPD
IF( RNU.LT.O.) SNU • CONJGt SNU )
COMPUTE FALPHNU
FALPHNU * C M P L X < 8 J 1 » B J 2 >
IF( RNU.LT.O. I FALPHNU « CONJG( FALPHNU )
f*
W
" C O M P U T E T» F» AND FALPHNU
CTEHPl " (HL*NU * ( 0 .t I . )*H2RNU ) / (-HIRNU * ( J . » i . I *HiRNU \
TEMPI « BJ1 - 8 J 2 / A B S N U
FFNJ « :TEMP1*CMPLX<TE1P1 , -BJ2 ) - CMPL X( T EMP it 8 J 2 > * 4 . * 8 J 2 / A B S N U
IF( RNU.LT. 0. > FFNU * CONJG(FFNU)
k .






Purpose: This subroutine computes the lift response function of a flat-
plate, thin, two-dimensional airfoil in incompressible flow
to an oblique, frozen-convected gust (see fig. 12).
The response function T(v,6) depends on v and 8 , where:
v = reduced frequency
8 = gust yaw angle
and




F(v,B) = $v + e <v. K.(v_)-iK0(v )V -v SEC.B
G(x,a) = J elaz K0(z) dz
where v = V sin8, Vp = v cos8, Ig*1! and Kn'Ki are the
modified B<
functions.
essel functions, and J and J.. are the Bessel
An approximation, formula (ref. 36) is:
r ir6 (1-4-COS3) -,
-iv SIN 6 - = - : -
L 1 + 2 (^1 + COSe)J
ll + Tiv(l - SIN2S + TT v COSSMl
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Ilie subroutine evaluates either the response function or the
approximation in the return variable LIFTU.
Method: The procedure is as follows:
1) Initialize the error return to zero.
2) Set v-j^  = |v| sing and v2 = |v| cosg.
3) When |v| < EPS = 10~10, T(|v|,B) = (l.,0.) and return.
4) When the approximation is to be evaluated, proceed to
step 16; otherwise continue with step 5.
5) When |$ - n/2| < EPS = 10~10, proceed to step 13.
6) When |g - Tr/2| > EPS = 10~ , compute G(v2> tang) using
a Gaussian formula according to steps 7 to 9•
*
7) Divide the range of integration into subintervals of
width A = ir/max(l,tan&) starting at v2<
8) Compute the integral on each subinterval by a 12-point
Gaussian formula, an 8-point Gaussian formula when
1 < v2 < 10^ and a U.-point Gaussian formula when v? > 10,
with the 12-point being used whenever interval bound
/A < 1* and summing the integrals.
9) When the integral on a subinterval in absolute value is
less than EPS = 10~ times the sum in absolute value,
accept the value and proceed to step 10.
10) When an interval lower bound is more than 1000., set an
error return and proceed to step 10; otherwise go to
step 7.
11) Compute the modified Bessel functions I ,1 ,KQ, and K
at v2.
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12) Evaluate F(|v|, 6) and proceed to step 13.
13) Compute F(|v|, 6) directly as:
F(|v|,|-) = COSv + v Si(v) + i ("v Ci(v) - SINvl
where Si and Ci are the sine and cosine integrals.
lU) Compute the complex Bessel functions:
J0(v,-iv2) and J.. (v^ -iv.) .
15) Compute T(v, g) using the appropriate formula, depending
on whether v is positive or negative, and return.
16) Evaluate the approximation formula and return.
Usage: CALLING SEQUENCE
COMPLEX LIFTU
CALL LIFTFNU (RNU ,THETA, IFORM, LIFT**, lERLFTl*)
Restrictions: RNU > 0
Timing: The timing is dependent upon the input variables v and 0,
especially in the computation of G(x,a).
Accuracy: The accuracy is of the algorithmic type and, in particular,
is dominated "by the computation of G(x,a) and the Bessel













































SUBROUTINE IIFTFN4UNU. THETA. IFORM* LIFT<i»
COM1ON/SCRATCH/BES<10001
C O M ^ O N / A L P H A / A L P H A
COMPLEX CTEMPl»CTEMP2*CT£MP3 .FRTH,GRTHFCN.L IFT< .
EXTERNAL GRTHFCN
D A T A PI.HALFPI/3.Ul59265358975*1. 57079632679493/
SET RESULT FOR SMALL R.NU
IERLFT<» » 0
EPS = l.E-10
ABS^U A B S ( R N U )
TEMP3 S I N ( T H E T A )




L I F T 4 » d.,0. )
GO TO 1000
IFII FORM.E0.2 ) GO TO 500
COMPUTE E X A C T F I L O T A S NUMERICALLY
COMPUTE F (ABSNU»THETAI
I F ( A B S ( T H E T A - H A L F P I ) . L E . E P S ) GO TO 300
COMPUTE G ( A S S N U » T H E T A > USING GAUSS FORMULA B E T W E E N HALF
CYCLES OF THE T * I G H 3 M E T * I C F A C T O R
UNTIL A CONTRIBJTION IS SMALL
ALP^A * T E M P 3 / T E M P 4
W I O T H I - P t / 'ANAXH l . ,ALPHA)
CTE1P2 « ( O . / O . )
RLOrf « TE1P2
IFI RLOtf .GE. 1000.) GO TO130
1.
RUP * RUP * WIDTHI
Nl " T E H P 2 / W I D T H I <
RUP » N1*WIOTHI
IFUUP .LE. R L Q W )
110 IOR3GS « 3
IF ITEHP2 .GT. 1.)
IF ITEPP2 .GT. 10.)
IFHUP/WIDTHI .LT.
C A L L C - A ' J S S ( R L O W , » U P . C T E 1 P 3 ,
C T E 1 P Z * C T S M P c * CTE; iP3
IFI C A 8 S I C T E M P 3 ) .LE. EPS*C AdS (CTE.1P2)
RLOK « RUP








THFCN» I 010G S t
GO TO
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m RLQW - looo. ) uo.iio.iao
,:C IERLFT4 « 1
. iD C A L L BESI«TEMP2 ,&»BESIO .BESI 1»BESKD,8ESK1 , IERB=S)
C T E M P 1 - C M P L X J C O S ( T E M P l ) . - S l N ( T E M P l ) )
FRTH « H A L F P I * A B S N U * C T E M P 1 * C M P L X ( TEMP2*BESKU - TE.1 P l*Bc SKO )
I - ABSNU*CTEMP2/TEMP* i
GO TO 400
COMPUTE F (ABSNU,HALFPI )
r;?0 CONTINUE
COMPUTE T < * N U , T H E T A » USING F ( A8SNU. THE TA)
CALL SIC I J S I * C ! .ABSNU)
SI -SI+HAIFPI
FRTH * C H P L X t C O S ( A B S N U ) * ABSNU*SI* ABSNU*CI - S I M ( A B S N U ) )
BESIO1.
BESI 1-0.
CALL R Q C A B £ S ( T E M P U - T E f 1 P 2 > 0 . . 1»BES( 1) »BES < «50) »B ES( 900 ) , B ES ( <550 ) )
IF(^NU) 410»1000»^20
LIFT^ » (l./«-HALFPI*AaSNU + CONJG I FRTH ) ) ) *
1 «8ESIO-BESH)/(CMPLX(BES(H>8£S(450))*CMPLX(BES(:t51)»-BES(2))})
GO TO 1000
; L I F T 4 * { i . / ( H A L F P I * A B S N U * FRTHH *
1 ( « a E S I 3 * B E S I l ) / » C M P L X 1 8 E S 1 1 ) * B E S J ^ 5 0 ) ) - C M P L X ( B E S ( ^ 5 1 ) , - B E S ( 2 ) » » )
GO TO 1300
C O M P U T E A P P R O X I M A T I O N T O T ( R , T H E T A ) J E O U A T I O N 3 2 )
500 TEMPI- P I *RNU*< 1. * .5*TEMPt )
TEMP1«RNU*TEMP3 - THE TA*T EMP1 / ( 1. * 2.*TEMP1 )
TEMP2 « 1. * PI*RNU*( I. *• TEMP3**2 * PI*RNU*TE1P4 )
TEM»2 - 1. / S O R T I T E 1 P 2 )






purpose: This routine evaluates the function:
[(Ap COS* -I)2 - (A2-1)(P2-1)]
Method:
which is called by GAUSS in the computation of the Fourier
coefficients in the cone distortion model.
The procedure is as follows:
1) Compute the square root.
2) Multiply the square root with the trigonometric (expo-






Accuracy: The accuracy is of the algorithmic type and is dominated by









COMPLEX FUNCTION OISINT(PHI )
C
: PURPOSE E V A L U A T E THE INTEGRAND OF THE INTEGRAL IN THE
C D I S T O R T I O N C O E F F I C I E N T
ft
W
C O H 1 0 N / C O I S l N T / C A P A D I S . R H O I N C
C O K 1 0 N / C F A C T / M»N,RMU.1N»CAPNHN,ETA,SIGN»L.CAPK^N
C
FUNPHI - C A P A D I S * R H O I N C * C O S ( P H I ) - 1 .
FUNPHI « FUNPHI**2 - <CAPAOIS**2-1 . ) * (RHQINC**2-1 . I
FUNPHI » S Q R T ( FUNPHI )
ARC • -L*PHI "









An integral of this function is needed in function FACTINU.
Subroutine GAUSS, which requires a complex function subprogram
to evaluate the function, is used to compute this integral.




Y = FUNINU (OMEGA)




TEMPI • -.5*1 ( O M E G A * C T J ) * * 2 >
T £ M ? 2 • E X P ( T E M P l ) * C O S ( O M E G A * T A U »





Purpose: This subroutine computes the acoustic response function for
a noncompact airfoil from an integration of the pressure
difference function of reference 35.
Subroutine NONCPT computes:










^ ,vaiaj j-i 1 )1mno-'l






F(X) - T(X) j (X) -
J, (X) -i
_1
~ Y IA J
.±
mna FK±I mn e. - — ep z ,and
bl>b2'b3'C2'Kmn'e<ti' are inPut
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Method: l) Set F(|vj) = 0, S(|v|) = 1 and if v = 0, go to step 5
2) Compute H02)(|v|), H^ 2)(|v|) and S(|v|).
!
3(|v|) if v > 0
_
S ( | v | ) if v < 0
U) Compute F(|v|) and
!
F(|v|) if v > O
FTN^ if v < o
5) Compute. <*
mn a
6) Compute J0 ( -v + K^ ) , (v +
2J, /v -f K ^






if v + <± - 0, then J (0) = 1, Jn(0) = 0, and TEMP3 = 1,inn a o -L
7) If v Kmna = 0, go to step 12.
8) Set JMAX. = max ( [<* | , | v | j+ l
9) Compute J ( |v | ) , j = 1,2, ---,JMAX and
J









10) Compute J, (X) = (-1)^  J (|x|) where X = v, K*j j mna
JMAX
11) Compute SUM = f £ (-l)j J., (v) [ J.
 + 1
, ,J - 1 V mno
and go to step lU.
12) Compute necessary Bessel functions for steps 13 and lit,
i.e., compute J0 ( < Q^) , ^( <*no) for step 14,
compute J2(<*no)if <*no 4 0
compute J1 (v) if v =f 0 .
and
y-l if v = 0 and K~ = 0mna
13) Compute SUM ± \1 - *
'2V"mno^ ' "0 V mna/J mna
^-( - )j, (v) if v + 0 and K* =0V v / 1 ' mna







Accuracy: The accuracy is of the computer type.
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Calling List
B1, B2,. B3, C2, CAPKMN
COSTHS, M, RHO, RNU,
SINTHS, CAPLT.
Calculate
H0<2'(l I), H,<2)(| I)






J2< K mn a '= -J2<|K £„„'>
BES (502)
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SUBROUTINE N O N C P T < B 1 , B 2 , B 3 , C 2 , C A P K M N » C O S T H S . M * * H O * * N U * S I N T H S .
I C A P L T )
C O M P L E X C A P L T » C T E M P 1 , F S U » H I R N U » H 2 R N U » S N U
C O H 1 0 N / S C R A T C H / B E S « 1 0 0 3 >
D A T A ISIGN,PI/-1.3. l t l59265358979/
A 8 S X U * A B S J R N U )
FNU < (0..0.)
SNU * (1..0.)
1F<*NU .EQ. 0. ) GO TO 10
CALL 6 S S L S < A B S N U * B E S , 1 , I E R R )
8JI » B E S t I) .
BJ2 * B E S ( 2 )
CALL BF<,F< A3SNU.BES»1,IERR. IS1GN)
an - 8Esm
BY2 • B E S 1 2 )
HIRSU * C M P L X ( B J 1 » < - B Y 1 )
H2RNU « C M P L X ( 8 J2» -BY2)
C T E M P 1 « C M P L X i 8 J l - 3 Y 2 » - B J 2 - 3 Y I )
SNU - l./( , 5 *P I *ABSS»U*CTEMPH
IF(*NU .LT. 0.) SNJ « C O N J G ( S N U )
CTE1P1 * (H1RNU * (3..1.)*H2«NUI / (-H1RNU * (0. . 1. )*H2RNU)
TEMPI « 8JL - 8 J 2 / A B S N J
FNU * C T E M P l * C M P L X ( T c M P 1 . - 8 J 2 ) - C M P L X ( T E M P I * 8 J 2 >
IFUNU .LT. 0.) FNU * C O N J G ( F N U )
R K A P A » (C2 /2 . ) * « C A P K M H * C O S T H S - ( M*S I NTHS I/RHO )
TEMP 1 * RNU- * R K A P A
3J1 • 1.
BJ2 * 0.
TEMP 3 « 1.
IFUEMPL .EO. 0.) GO TO 20
TEMP2 - A B S ( T E M P l )
CALL B S S L S < T E M P 2 , B E S , 1 , IERR)
BJ1 « 8 E S ( I)
BJ2 > 8 E S ( 2 >
I F ( T E K P l .LT. 0.) 8J2 » -BJ2
TEMP3 - < 2 . * B J 2 ) / TEMPI
i:0 IFRNU+RKAPA . E 0. 0.) GO TO 80
A B S < A P A « A B S ( R K A P A )
JMAX * I F IX ( A M A X 1 ( A 8 S K A P A * A 9 S N U > ) *• 1
J M A X 1 * J M A X + I
J M A X 2 * J M A X * 2
IFUMAX1 .GT. 100> GO TO 30
CALL B S S L S U S S N U / B E S , J:IAX i, IERRI
C A L L S S S L S U S S K A P A , B E s < 5 0 1 ) . J M A X Z , I E R R I
GO TO <rD
30 C A L L B E S N X J J M A X I » A B S N U » B E S »
CALL B E S N X ( J M A X Z . A B S K APA. BES< s o i ) )
<»0 IF l ^NU . G T . 0. ) GO TQ 6C
00 30 1 = ;» ~ * i x 2 / £
BES( I ) - - 3 E S ( I )
50 8 E S ( 5 0 0 * 1 ) - - B E S « 5 D O » I »
60 C T E 1 P 1 * (O.»0. )
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00 70 J-l .JMAX
SIGS » 1.
IF< MOD(J,2I .NE. 3) SIGN < -1.
70 CT61PI - CTEMP l * S I G N * 8 £ S < J * I ) * < 8ES(502+JI *. 3 E S C 5 0 0 + J I )
SUM » « 2 . / R N U > * C T E M P l
GO TO 90
30 IFUKAPi .EQ. 0. ) BES1501) > 1.
IF(4KAPA ,EO. 0. ) 8ES1502) - 0.
A B S < A P A - A 3 S I K K A P A )
I F ( R K A P A .NE. 0.) CALL B SSLS I A 8 S K A P A,BE S ( 501) • 2 , IE RIO
IFUKAPA .LT. 0.) 8 E S ( 5 0 2 ) = - B E S I 5 G 2 )
IF«NU .NE. 0.) CALL aSSLSUBSNlUBES.l* IERR)
I F C ^ N U .LT. 0.3 B E S < 2 > * - B E S C 2 )
IF«NU.E3.0. .AND. RKAP4 .EO.O . ) SUM- -1.
IFKNU.EO.O. .AND. R K A P A . N E . 3 . ) SUM « - ( 6 E S I 5 0 3 ) + 8 6 S ( 5 C 1 ) )
IFKNU.NE.O. .AND. R K A P A . E O . O . ) SUM > - ( 2. /RNU ) *BE S 1 2 )
90 CTE1PI - C M P L X ( 8 E S ( 5 0 l » » 8 E S ( 5 C 2 » )
C A P L T « Bl*SNU*CTEMPl * 8 2 * C M P L X ( 8 J 1 » B J 2 \
I *83* (CTEMP1*FNU * TEMP3 - SUM)
R E T J R N
END
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3.3 Secondary General-Purpose Subprogram Descriptions
3.3.1 Subroutine APROX1
Purpose: This subroutine evaluates the asymptotic expression, formulas
(9.5.28) and (9..5.31) of reference 30, for the zeros of the
function:
J' (Z) Y' (AZ) - J' (AZ) Y1 (Z)





with S equal to the ordinal number of zero when v = 0
P = ~3 . q = (U2 + 46y - 63) (A3 - 1)
(y3 + 185u2 - 2053u + 1899)(A5 - 1)
5(4A)5 (A- 1)
Method: The procedure is as follows:
1 21) Given n » »2 < n < 1» calculate A = — , A - l , y,y , and 3,
2) Calculate p, q, r.
3) Calculate Z.





RM the value of v
NS the value of S, a positive integer
ETA the value of n, where X = 1/n
OUTPUT
RZ the computed value of ZX
Restrictions: .2 < n < 1
Timing: The time is proportional to the number of arithmetic operations,
which is U8 multiplications, 8 divisions, 7 additions, and 7
subtractions.











fPURPOSE APPLY APPROXIMATION FORMULA TO THE ZEROS 3F THE EQUATION
t*
C JP(M,X)*YP(M,ETA*X)-YP(M»X)*JP(M.ETA*X» » R(M.X)
Z WHERE JP AND YP ARE THE D E R I V A T I V E S OF THE 8 E S S E L
f FUNCTIONS OF THE F I R S T AND SECOND KINO. R E S P E C T I V E L Y ,
•• OF ORDER M AND ARGUMENT X OR E T A * X . THE A P P R O X I M A T I O N
I E X P A N S I O N IS FORMULA 9.5.31 OF THE R E F E R E N C E . IN
APPLYING THE E X P A N S I O N . THE V A L U E OF ETA IS R E S T R I C T E D
TO BE AT L E A S T .2 BUT LESS THAN 1 I ETA * 1/LA18DA IN
REFERENCE ) . - T H E FORMULA IS COOED FOR *EAL NON-NEGATIVE
ORDER RM BUT SHOULD BE USED FOR VERY SMALL ORDER.




HANDBOOK OF MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS EDITED 3Y
M. ABRAMOWITZ AND I. STEGUM. NATIONAL 8U4EAU OF
STANDARDS APPLIED MATHEMATICS SERIES 55 ISSUED JUNE 1964
V A R I A B L E DEFINITION
RM REAL ORDER M. SHOULD BE S M A L L
NS FIND THE NS-TH ZERO A P P R O X I M A T I O N , THE L A R G E R
NS W.R .T . THE ORDER. THE S E T T E R THE A P P R O X .
ETA AT LEAST .2 ( TO FIND NS-TH Ze*0, E S P . FOR
NS SMALL » AND LESS THAN 1 < THIS IS R A T I O
OF INNER TO OUTER RADI I IN ANNULAR DUCT ).
RZ THE A P P R O X I M A T I O N TO THE Z E 3 0
THE RESTRICT ION P L A C E D ON THE INPUT A B O V E
GUARESTEE AN V A L I D A P P R O X . TO NS-TH Z E R O IS FOUND
(PLACING ETA«.15. RM«0.» NS»l W I L L G I V E E S T I M A T E
NOT OF F I R S T BUT MUCH HIGHER ZE<0 >.







Q - (U2+46.*U-63.)*(FL**3-1.J/(o.*( I 4. *FL)**3)*FLI)








Purpose: This subroutine computes an approximate value for one zero of
the ordered set of zeros of the cross-product function:
J0(X) Y0(nX) - Y0(X)
when n < 0.2, where J and Y are, respectively, the Bessel
+ii
and Neumann functions of the zero order, and primes denote
differentiation with respect to the argument. For n = 0,
formula (9.5.13) of reference 30 is used. For 0 < n < .2,
quadratic interpolation is used with the values of n = 0,
obtained from this routine, and for n = .2 and .3, obtained
from subroutine APROX1 (see preceding description of APROXl).
t
Method: The procedure is as follows :
1) If the ordinal number of the zero is one, equate the zeros
to stored values.
2) If the ordinal number of the zero is not one and the input
n > 0, obtain approximate values for the zeros for the
table values n = .2 and .3 from subroutine APROXl.
3) If the ordinal number of the zero is not one, compute the
approximate value for the zero for the table value n = 0
using formula (9.5.13) of reference 30.
U) If the input n = 0, return the computed value from step 3.







thNS the n positive zero is to be approximated
ETA the hub-to-tip ratio, .0 < n < .2
OUTPUT
Timing:
RZ the corresponding approximation
For T) = 0, the time is equal to that of APROX1; for n > 0, the
time is three unit times for APROX1 plus the unit time for
MTLUP.








FOR7 =.2 AND .3
Y(2), Y(3)
CALCULATE ZEROS




























FIND AN A P P R O X I M A T I O N TO THE Z E R O S OF
J P ( M . X ) * Y P ( M , E T A * X ) - Y P ( M » X ) * J P ( M , E T A * X )
IN THE REGION W H E R E A P R Q X 1 F A I L S
WHERE JP ASD YP ARE THE D E R I V A T I V E S OF THE BESSEL
FUNCTIONS OF THE FUST AND SECOND KINO. R E S P E C T I V E L Y .
OF ARGUMENT X AND E T A * X » ETA BETWEEN 0 AND 1*
HANDBOOK Of MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS E D I T E D 3Y
M. A B R A M O W I T Z AND I. STEGUM. N A T I O N A L 3 U R E A U OF
S T A N D A R D S A P P L I E D M A T H E M A T I C S S E R I E S 55 ISSUED JUNE
SUBROUTINE A P 3 0 X 1 U S E S FORMULA 9.5.31 FR01 THE R E F E R E N C E
TO A P P R O X I M A T E THE NS-TH ZERO OF THE A 9 0 V E E Q U A T I O N
BUT THIS F A I L S FO* ETA BELOW .2 . TO C 3 * R E C T THIS PROBLEM
THIS ROUTINE IS PROVIDED. THE A P P R O X I M A T I O N TO THE ZERO
IS FOUND BY Q U A D R A T I C I N T E R P O L A T I O N US ING THE
A P P R O X I M A T I O N S FOR ETA .2 AND .3 AND T •) E A P P R O X I M A T I O N
FORMULA 9.5.13 OF THE R E F E R E N C E FOR J P ( M , X ) » 3 W H I C H
CORRESPONDS TO E T A « 0 . FOR THE F I R S T P O S I T I V E Z E R O . THE
CORRESPONDING Z E R O S ARE TABULATED B E C A J S E THE
A P P R O X I M A T I O N FORMULA ARE POOR FOR THE FUST ZERO.
V A R I A B L E DEFINITION
RM B E S S E L ORDER M AND IS 0 HERE
•NS THE NS-TH P O S I T I V E Z E R O IS TO BE A P P R O X I M A T E D
ETA HU8 TO TIP RATIO . 0 .LT. ETA ,LT. .2
RZ A P P R O X I M A T I O N TO ZERO
APROX1 A P P R O X I M A T I O N FOR ETA.GE. .2




DIMENSION X ( 3 ) . Y ( 3 )
DATA X/0...2..3/
N O E T A T - S S
IFCNOETAT-l)10.10.20
USE E X A C T ZEROS FOR NS»1._ THE A P P R O X I M A T I O N IS TOO POOR
10 Yd) «3.8317 » Y ( 2 ) « 4.2357 » Y ( 3 ) -4.7058
CO TO 33
USE A P R O X 1 FOR ZERO A P P R O X I M A T I O N AT ETA .2 AND .3
20 I F C E T A . E O . O . I GO TO 25
CALL A H O X n * M , N O E T A T , X ( 2 ) » Y< 2» )
CALL A P R O X 1 ( R M » N O E T A T . X ( 3 ) . Y ( 3) >
224
c
C APPLY REFERENCE FORMULA 9.5.13 FOR ETA 0 AND H«0
C
25 B E T A P • ( N O E T A T «• . 2 5) *3 . 14 1 59265
B E T 4 P 8 - 8 . * B 6 T A P
TER-^ l - - 3 . / B E f A P 8
TER12 - 36. / ( 3 . *BETAP 3 * * 3 >
TER13 —11318*. / « 1 5 . * B E T A P 8 * * 5 J
TER1* - 37*632128. /< I 05. 'BE T A P 8 * * 7 )
Y C 1 ) «
30 I F ( E T A ) 4 0 * 4 0 / 5 0
43 RZ * Yd)
GO TO 63
50 tPA - -I





Purpose: This subroutine computes a single, real zero of a real valued,
nonlinear function, i.e., it computes X such that f(X) < e,
with e a controllably small number. The method is that of
reference U7. This is an iterative method in which a rational
function is fitted through previously computed values, giving
the iteration formula:
(X - X wX - X
 Oxf (f - f »\\ n n-l/V n n-2) n\ n-1 n-2)
Xn+l = Xn + (X,, - X wf - f \ f +/x ^ ~ X I \ 7 f I ~ f ~ \ f ~V n n-1/ V n-2 n/ n-1 V n n-2J\_ n n-1/ n-2
where fR is f (>n).
Method: The procedure is as follows:
1) Set the perturbation value used in step h.
2) Initialize the error return (see ERROR subsection of this
routine description), the iteration counter, and the counter
used in the subloop of step U.
3) Generate the iteration values and corresponding function
values required in the initial evaluation of the iteration
formula by equating the first three iterates to the ordered
triplet of input starting values and computing the function
values.
U) Test for equal function values, changing one of them when
this happens by reevaluation with the argument equal to the
corresponding iterate plus the perturbation constant from
step 1. This procedure should be repeated at most three times
(see ERROR subsection).
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5) Compute the current iteration value for the zero with the
iteration formula.
6) Compute the function value for the argument equal to the
current iterate.
7) Test for convergence of iteration by comparing percentage
difference between new and old iterates with an input
tolerance or by comparing the function value from step 6
with an input tolerance, and exit from the algorithm with
the current iterate when the test is successful.
8) Compare iteration counter to limit and exit from the
algorithm when the limit is exceeded, accompanied by an
error message.
9) Generate new iteration values and corresponding function







START(3)- an array of three nonequal starting values for
the iterates X.^ X2, X3
MAXITER maximum number of iterations allowed
TOLITER maximum relative difference between consecutive
iterates 227
TOLFUN tolerance on the absolute function value
FUN the function generator; this must be EXTERNAL
and of the form FUNCTION FUN (X)
OUTPUT
ROOT the value of the zero when TOLITER or TOLFUN
tolerance is satisfied
FUNROOT the function value corresponding to ROOT
ERROR
IERJAR
Errors: Upon return, the error return parameter is set as follows:
IERJAR = 0 successful
1 the convergence criterion was not satisfied
within the maximum number of iterations
allowed
2 the function appears constant
Restrictions: START(l) * START(2) / START(3)
Timing: The timing is proportional to the number of iterations multi-
plied by the execution time per call to FUN. Hence, good starting
values are important to timing.






FUN ROOT, IERJAR c ENTER




SET INITIAL ITERATES AND
FUNCTION VALUES
XI. X2, X3 Fl, F2, F3
CHECK EACH PAIRF1,F2.

























1 I E R J A R )













TO FIND THE ZERO OF A
A REAL V A R I A B L E B A S E D
SINGLE R E A L V A L J e D FUNCTION OF
UPON J A R R A T T METHOD
V A R I A B L E DEF IN IT ION
S T A R T AN A R R A Y OF THREE S T A R T I N G V A L U E S FOR X E R O
M A X I T E R MAXIMUM NUMBER OF I T E R A T I O M S USED
T O L I T E R R E L A T I V E - T O L E R A N C E ON THE C L O S E N E S S OF TWO
S U C C E S S I V E I T E R A T E S
TOLFUN T O L E R A N C E ON S M A L L N E S S OF FUNCTION V A L U E
FUN E X T E R N A L F U N C T I O N E V A L U A T O * . WHERE Y * F U N ( X )
ROOT ZER.O C A L C U L A T E D
FUNROOT FUNCTION V A L U E C O R R E S P O N D I N G TO ROOT
I E R J A R « 0 SUCCESSFUL E X E C U T I O N
1 FAIL TO CONVERGE IN M A X I T E R I T E R A T I O N S
2 FUNCTION A P P E A R S C O N S T A N T
P. J A R R A T T AN3 D. NUOOS. THE USE OF R A T I O N A L FJNCTIONS
IN THE I T E R A T I V E S O L U T I O N OF E Q U A T I O N S ON A D I G I T A L
COMPUTER* THE C O M P U T E R JOURNAL* APRIL I9b3. VOL. 3* NO. .
DIMENSION S T A R T O )
THIS D A T A S T A T E M E N T DEFINES
SIGNIFICANTLY ADDING TO 1.0
S M A L L E S T NUMBER
D A T A SMALL/7.11E-15/
USESMAL « 3. * SMALL
INIT IALIZE ER*OR RETURN AND CONSTANT FUNCTION INDICATOR












SET STARTING FUNCTION V A L U E S
S T A R T ( l )
S T A R T < 2 »
S T A R T O )
FU.M(X l )
F U N C X 2 1
FUN 1 X 3 )
CHECK FOR EQUAL FUNCTION V A L U E S . WHEN TWO ARE EQUAL
P E R T U R B THE S T A R T I N G V A L U E AND R E - E V A L J A T E THE FUNCTION,
AND 00 THIS AT M O S T 3 T I K E S




















GO TO 23IFU F L A T . L T . 3 )
IERJAR - 2
GO TO 1000
IF(F1.NE.F2) GO TO 30
X2 « U1 + X 2 J / U S E S M A L
F2 » FUN(X2)
IF(F1.NE.F3) GO TO 35
X3 « I X 1 * X 3 ) / U S E S M A L
F3 » F U , M ( X 3 )
35 1FIF2.NE.F3) GO TO 53
X3 - ( X 2 + X 3 ) / U S E S M A L
F3 - F U N ( X 3 >
GO ro 2i>
50 CONTINUE
P E R F O R M J A R R A T T I T E R A T I O N
X12 • X1-X2
X13 • X 1 - X 3
R O O r » X l * ( X 1 2 * X 1 3 * F l * { F 2 - F 3 » » / « X 1 2 * ( F 3 - F l » * F 2 * X 1 3 * J F l - F 2 ) * F 3 )
f UNROOT » FUNUOOT)
CHECK FOR C O N V E R G E N C E
IF( A 8 S ( R O O T - X 1 ) . L E . T O L I T E R * A 6 S ( R O O T ) > G O TO 1000
IF( A B S I F U N 2 0 0 T J . L E . T O L F U N l GO TO 1000
CHECK MAX I T E R A T I O N
ITE* « ITER*1
IF(I T E R - M A X I T E R ) 6 0 » 6 0 » 5 5
55 I E R J A R « 1
GO TO 1000


















Purpose! This subroutine computes the definite integral of a complex
valued function of a single, real variable using either 1+-,
8-, or 12-point Gaussian integration formulas (formula [25.^ .30]
on page 887 of ref. 30).
Method: The procedure is as follows:
1) Obtain the weights for 4-, 8-, and 12-point Gaussian
integration.
2) Compute the half-width and midpoint of the integration
interval.
3) Obtain the U-, 8-, and 12-point abscissas.
U) If U-point integration, go to step 5;
If 8-point integration, go to step 6;
If 12-point integration, go to step 7.
5) Perform -^point Gaussian integration and go to step 8.
6) Perform 8-point Gaussian integration and go to step 8.
7) Perform 12-point Gaussian integration.








A lower limit of integral
B upper limit of integral
FUN name of the complex function subprogram which calcu-
lates the integrand
INT indicator for order of Gaussian integration:
INT = 1 indicates U point
2 indicates 8 point
3 indicates 12 point
OUTPUT
ANS the value of the definite integral
Timing:
Accuracy:
N point—N x time for FUN
The remainder term for the N-point Gaussian integration
formula is:
(B-A)2N+1(N!)422N;






























C 4-» 8-, AND 12-POINT GAUSSIAN WEIGHTING C O E F F I C I E N T S
** <•
*•
D I M E N S I O N W 4 ( 2 ) , W 8 < 4 > , W 1 2 ( 6 ) , 24 ( 2 ) » Z8< 4 I * Z 1 2 I 5 )
D A T A W4< i ) . W 4 ( 2 » . ( W 8 < II » I =1 » * J » ( W 12 ( II » I » 1»6) / . b 521 ^ 51 5<» 8625^b,
1.347 85484 5 1374 5 4,. 362 6337 83 378362*. 3 1370 664 5877 387.. 22238 1 C3 4453 37
14. .131228536290376. .249147345313403*. 233492535533355,




H * CB-f l /2 .
H » A 3 S ( H >
X « Y * H*SGN
C
C 4-POINT A B S C I S S A E
ZM U-. 3 399810 43 58485 6*H
1 41 E) ..8611363 11 59405 3*H
C
C 8-POINT A B S C I S S A E
t*
Z 8(1) -.18343464 249565 0*H
28(2J* .525532409916329*H
Z8( 3)«. 796666477413627*H
I 814 I ». 96023985 649753 6*H
r
C 12-POINT A B S C I S S A E
C
Z12C 1)». 1252334085U469*H




Z12( 6) «.98 15606 342467 19*H
^
C E V A L U A T E FUNCTION AND PERFORM WEIGHTED SUM
C
GO TO (10,20*40) INT
10 C O N T I N U E
G 4 » H * ( W 4 ( 1 } * { F A C T I N T ( X+Z4 (1M * F A C T INTJ X - Z 4 (I J ) I +






Z l » F A C T I N T ( X + Z 8 < m
236
Z 2 « F A C T I N T ( X - Z 8 U »






fO G12-C12*«12< I J * ( F A C T I N n X * Z 1 2 l l ) ) » l : A C T I N T J X - Z 1 2 < I ) ) )
G 1 2 = G 1 2 * H
03-312
i D C O N T I N U E






Purpose: This subroutine has the same purpose as subroutine GAUSS. It
is a modification of GAUSS to pass the primary subroutine input
to FACTINT, FACTIN2, FACTIN3, and FACTINl*.






A , lower limit of integral
B upper limit of integral
INT indicator for order of Gaussian integration:
INT = 1 indicates k point
2 indicates 8 point
3 indicates 12 point
FACTIN2 general name for any of the oscillatory factor
evaluators named in the purpose
ARMISC, MAXDIM, MAXJ, AR (see FORTRAN dictionary, sec. 2.2)
OUTPUT
ANS the value of the definite integral
Storage: 513 (octal)
238
Timing; N point—N x time for FACTIN2
Accuracy: Same as subroutine GAUSS
Flowchart: See subroutine GAUSS.
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SUBROUTINE GAUSS2(A»B»INT,ANS*FACTIN2»ARHISC,MAXDI !1 .MAXJ,AR)
C
COMPLEX ANS»FACTIN2.G4»G8»G12»Z1»Z2
DIMENSION A R ( M A X D I M , M A X J , 3 ) > A R H I S C ( 1 >
C
C 4-* 8-» AND 12-POINT GAUSSIAN WEIGHTING COEFFIC IENTS
C
DIMENSION W 4 I 2 ) » W 8 < 4 » . W 1 2 ( 6 ) » Z 4 I 2 ) » Z 8 ( 4 ) , 212(6 )
DATA N 4 ( l ) » W 4 ( 2 ) * ( U 8 ( I), I *1,4 \ » I W12 CI) , I -1, 61 /. J> 521 451 5-« 362546,
1. 34785484513745*».3626337833783o2*. 313706645877337, .2223810344533?








X • Y * H*SGN
C











C 12-POINT A B S C I S S A E
C
Z12( 1)
2 1 2 ( 2 )
Z 1 2 < 3 )
Z 1 2 C 4 )
Z12( 5)








C EVALUATE FUNCTION ASD PERFORM WEIGHTED SUM
C
GO TO (10,20,40» INT
10 C O N T I N U E
G4 - H*( W 4 ( i ) * < F A C T I N 2 ( X * Z 4 < 1 ) , A R M I S C , H A X O I M , 1 A X J , A R )
1 * F A C T I N 2 ( X - 2 4 < D ,ARMISC,MAXOIM,1AXJ ,AR)
2 * W 4 ( 2 ) * ( FACTIN2 (X* -Z4 (2) , ARMISC, M A X O I M , 1 A X J , A R )







Zl * F A C T I N 2 ( X * Z 3 < I ) » A R M I S C . M A X D I M » M A X J , A R )
II « F A C T I N 2 < X - Z 8 < I J » A * M I S C » H A X D I M * « A X J , A R )






;0 G12 * G12 * W l 2 ( I ) * t F A C T I N 2 ( X*Z12 { I > » A R M I S C * M A < O I 1 , M A X J , AR)










Purpose: This subroutine computes values for the first n Bessel functions
of integer order for the real argument x: J (x), J..(x), . . . ,
This subroutine is a modification of the NASA-Langley Research
Center library subroutine BSSLS (see ref. U3). The restriction
on the order has been removed from the library routine . The .
calling sequence has not been changed. The usage of the modified
routine differs from the library routine in that:
1) Orders greater than 30 can be used while the error code
remains equal to 0.
2) A deck of this modified routine must be loaded vith the
source deck.
Values produced by this routine for orders up to 100 for argu-
ments up to 100 were compared with the published tables on
page kQl of reference 30 and agreed in the first nine signifi-
cant figures. This represents the justification for the use
of this modified routine.
242
i 702 F ( I ) « 0 . 3
SUBROUTINE B S S L S (X,F.N»IERR)
C COMPUTES BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE F IRST KIN3 FOR P O S I T I V E
C REAL ARGUMENT AND INTEGER ORDER
C '
THIS IS A MODIFIED V E R S I O N OF SUBROUTINE BSSLS. THE
R E S T R I C T I O N ON THE OROE*»N* HAS BEEN R E M O V E D FROM THE
S T A N D A R D LRC L I B R A R Y V E R S I O N . THE S T A T E M E N T S R E M O V E D
FROM THE LRC L I B R A R Y V E R S I O N HAVE 3EEN M A D E INTO C O M M E N T
S T A T E M E N T S O E L I M I T T E D BY **. THIS WAS DONE ON




** N M A X - 3 0 **




NO. OF FUNCTIONS COMPUTED
NPP«3*MX*12+10*( I A B S ( N-D/10)
IF(X.GT.N)NPP«3.0*X*12.
I F ( M O D J N P P » 2 ) . E O . O ) N P P » N P P * 1





700 IF (X .GE. .1E-6 )GO TO 703
SMALL V A L U E S OF X
J » Z * * N / F A C T O R I A L M




70* FIKM ) « F I K ) * ( Z / F L O A T ( Kl)
RETJRN
B A C K W A R D RECURSION
703 NP = ^ PP*-1
NPR»NPP-1
F(Nf»-l)«.lE-37
F ( N ? J - 0 . 0
00 1 1 I « 1 » N P R
NP-1PP-I
X N ^ S P
11 F l N f » ) = 2 . 0 * X N / X * F ( N P + l ) -F (NP*2 )
XN 3 ? ( 1)
00 7 I»3»NPP>2
7 X N « 2 . G * F ( I ) * X N
XN*1. /XN
UO 3 I-l.NPP
F ( I ) « X N * F ( I )





Purpose: BESNX computes the Bessel function of the first kind, J (x),
for integer order, n, and real argument, x. In fact, if real
argument, X, and integer order, N, is input, BESNX will
compute:
JQ(X), JX(X) JN(X) (if N > 0), or
JQ(X), J .^ X), . . . , JH(X) (if N < 0).
Method: The step-^ by-step procedure is as follows:
Step 1: Determine index, UMAX, to start backward recursion
from the equations:
IX = max (5 |x|1/3, 10)
UMAX » max (|N| + IX + 2, |x| + IX + 1)
where N is the integer order and X is the real argument. For
discussions of the algorithms used, see references k8 through 51.
Step 2: Determine overflow and underflow bounds using:
OVEH - and _
Step 3: Calculate uncorrected ^ (X), K = NMAX, NMAX-1, . . . ,
K
1,0 by backward recursion using:
wiere J M A t X ) = 1 and JmjAy+-|(x) = °« When using this recur
sion formula, prevent from overflow by using OVER and UNDER.
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Step k: Calculate the correction relation REL from:
'
No
REL = JQ(X) +2 J2j(X)
where N = [NMAX/2], the largest integer, which is less than
or equal to MAX/2. When calculating REL, account for the pre-
ventive measures (for overflow and underflow) which were taken
in step 3.
Step 5: Calculate the corrected J.,(X) for K = 1,2, . . . , N
K.
by dividing the uncorrected values by REL.
Step 6: In case the argument X is zero, let J (X) = 1, J (X) =
Jg(X) = . . . = J|K|(X) = 0.
Step 7: If N < 0, then correct for sign using the equation




DIMENSION JNX ( > |N| + l)
CALL BESHX (N, X, JNX)
INPUT
N integer order of the Bessel function
X real argument of the Bessel function
245
OUTPUT
JNX array where JNX(l) to JNX(|NJ + l) contains the values
of the Bessel function of the first kind for argument
X and orders 0 to N, respectively
Accuracy: On the CDC 6600, the least number of significant figures for
several ranges of arguments is given below (see refs. U8, 51>
and 52).
Range of argument x Least number of
and index n significant figures
x = ,001(.001).009 9
n = 0(1)50
x = .Ol(.0l).09 12
n = 0(1)50
x = .!(.!).9 12
n = 0(1)50
x = l.(l.)9. 12
n = 0(1)50 .
x = 10.(10.)90. 5
n = 0(1)50












Compute the K = 0 Term
in P and Q
Temp 6, Temp 8
Initialize the sums
in P and Q to the
K = 0 Term
Temp 5. Temp 7
Loop on K
DO 100 K = 1, KMAX
Compute the Term in
P and Q for present K
Temp 6, Temp 8
Accumulate the
Terms in the P and Q
Sums









C PURPOSE EVALUATE THE 8ESSEL FUNCTION OF THE FUST KINO FOR
C INTEGER ORDER AND REAL ARGUMENT. USING THE RECJRRENCE
C ALGORITHM Of 1ULER AN ARRAlf OF BESSEL FUNCTION
C VALUES IS GENERATED.
C INPUT V A R I A B L E D E F I N I T I O N
C N INTEGER ORDER
C X REAL ARGUMENT
C OUTPUT JNX ARRAY OF LENGTH AT LEAST 1*1 + I W H E R E
C UPON RETJRN JNXlU TO J N X J / N / + 1 ) C O N T A I N THE
C 8ESSEL FUNCTION CORRESPONDING TO ARGUMENT X
C AND ORDERS 0 TO N» R E S P E C T I V E L Y
M
REAL JN, JNM, JNP/JNX* JX
DIMENSION J N X ( 1 >
DATA SML»BIG/0000140003000000COOOO»037767777777777777777/
IF(X .60. 0.) GO TO 133
C DETERMINE INDEX TO S T A R T B A C K W A R D K E C U 3 S I O N
ABSX • 4 8 5 I X )
IABSX » I F I X ( A B S X )
IABSN1 - I A B S J N ) * 1
IF IABSX .LT. 3.) 10*20
10 IX « 10
GO TO 33 I
20 IX - 5 . * (ABSX* * .333333333333333 )
30 IF i lABSX .GE. U8SN1) SO TO 40
NMAX • IABSN1 * IX + 1
GO TO 50
40 NMAX * I A B S X » IX * I
C DETERMINE O V E R F L O W AND UNDERFLOW CONSTANTS
50 OVR * ( B I G / 4 . ) * ( A B S X / F L O A T (NMAX) )
UNDER * QVER*SML
C CALCULATE UNCORRECTEO JNX BY B A C K W A R D <ECJ*SION




I IA3SN1 * 1ABSN1
DO 1 4C I » 1 / S « A X
INDEX - NMAX - I * 1
IFUNOEX .GT. IABSNI) 60,70
60 NDEX * IABSNI
GO ro 33
70 N O E < « I N D E X
80 JNM * ( £ . * F L O A T ( I N O E X ) / X ) * J N - JNP
JNX(NDEX) • JNM
C PREVENT FROM OVERFLOW AND UNDERFLOW
ABSJNM - ABS(JNM)
IFUBSJNN .LE. OVER) GQ TO HO
JN • JN / OVER
JNM « JNM / O V E R
248
P.El » RiL / OVER
IFUNOEX . GT. IABSNI ) GO TO 110
00 90 I I»1NOEX, I IA3SN1
J - II
JX * JNX< I I)
A B S J N X * A B S U X )
I F < 4 B S J N X .LE. UNDER) Gd TO 100
90 JNXt II) » JNX( I I) / OVER
GO TO 110
JCO I IA3SNI « J - I
1.0 IFUNOEX .NE. 1) GO TO 120
REL - REL * JNM
GO TO 130
.-; c i » nco( I N D E X , 2 i
IFd .E3. 0) GO TO 130
REL « REL * 2.*JNM
0 JNP « JN
JN « JN.1
C A L C U L A T E CORRECTED JNX
SMUEL - SML * REL
DO 15C I '1» I IABSN1
MAX * I
JX =• JNX( I)
A B S J N X * A B S ( J X )
I F ( 4 B S J N X .LE. S N L R E L ) GO TO 160
JNX( I ) * JNXU I / REL
IFUUaSNl . EO. IABSN1) GO TO 200
KAX m HABSNl * 1
00 17C I * M A X , I A B S N 1
J N X ( I ) « 0.
GO TO 230
It 3 JNXI 1 ) » 1.
DO 1<9C I « 2 * I A B S N 1
• ' 0 J N X C I ) * 0.
:> IFn .GE. OJ RETURN
DO 210 I*2»IABSN1,2





Purpose: This subroutine evaluates Hankel's asymptotic expansion for
the Bessel function Jv(z)» for formulas (9.2.5), (9.2.9), and
(9.2.10) of reference 30, where K is the larger of v/2 + 1XQCLX
and 3.














Method: The procedure is as follows:
1) Evaluate w, X, 8Z, and (8Z) .
2) Set Kmax'
3) Compute the K * 0 term for P and Q and initialize P and
Q to that term.
1*) For each K. K = 1, . . . . K , compute P and Q
max
(recursively) by multiplying the previous term by the
appropriate factor and accumulate P and Q.





ARG real positive argument Z
OUTPUT
BESVAL value of the expansion
Restrictions: ORD > 0
ARG > 0
Timing: The timing is proportional to the number of arithmetic opera-
tions which is 8 + 13 K multiplications, 2 + 2 K divisions.
max max
2 + 2 K additions, and 3 * 6 K subtractions plus tine for
max max
a call to SQRT.
251
Accuracy: The accuracy is of the computer type.
Note: The value of BESJLA compares well (five to seven places) with
the results of subroutines BSSLS (sec. 3.3.6) and BESNX when
025the argument is at least 20 * e* * ORD.
252
253
SUBROUTINE B E S J L A ( O R D » A R G , 8 E S V A L )
to
^ PURPOSE COMPUTE HANKELS A S Y M P T O T I C EXPANSION F3R LARGE
C ARGUMENT TO THE BESSEL FUNCTION
C INPUT ORO NON-NEGATIVE ORDER
C ARC POSITIVE ARGUMENT
: OUTPUT B E S V A L E V A L U T I O N OF HANKELS EXPANSION
C
r REFEREN:E HANDBOOK OF M A T H E M A T I C A L FUNCTIONS,
i EDITED BY M. A B K A H O W l T Z AND I. A. STEGUM
I N A T I O N A L BUREAU OF S T A N D A R D S APPLIED M A T H E M A T I C S SERIED
;. NUMBER 55, ISSUED 19b4,
: S E C T I O N 9.2* FORMULAS 9.2.5* 9.2.9 AND 9.2.10
BASIC FORMULA V A R I A B L E S
TEMPI «• <r.*ORO*ORD
TEMP2 - ARG - ( .5*ORD «• . 25 )*3.14159265358979
T E M ? 3 * 8.*ARG
TEMP* « TEMP3*TEMP3
COMPUTE MAXIMUM SUM INDEX
KMAX * . 5*ORO 4- 1.
IF( KMAX.LT .3 ) KMAX-3
COMPUTE FORMULAS 9.2.9 AND 9.2.10
INITIALIZE SUM TO K»0 TERN
TEMP 5 * 1.
TEMP6 » TEMPS
TEN»7 « <TE1Pl - l . ) /TEMP3
TEMPS " TEMP7
ACCUMULATE THE SUM IN 9.2.9 AND 9.2.10 GENERATING EACH
ELEMENT IN THE SUM BY RECURSION
00 100 K « UKMAX
TEMP 9 » 4.*K
TEM?10«2.*K
TEM?6 • -T£MP6*<TEMPI - (TEMP9-3 . ) * *2>* (TEMP1-<TE1P9-1 . ) * *2 ) /
1 ( TEMP10*(TEMP10-1 . ) *TEMP* )
TEN'S - TEMPS » TEMP6
TEM!»3 » -TEMP3* (TEMPl - (TEMP9- l . ) **2)+ ( TE NP 1-( TE1P9* 1. ) **2 ) /
1 ( (TEMPU»l . ) *TEMP10*TE.<1P4 )
TEMP7 * TEMP7 * TEMP3
100 C O S T I SUE
- <t
; COMPUTE HANKELS A P P R O X I M A T I O N
B 6 S V A L « SORT( 2. / (3.1*159265353979*ARGII *





Purpose: This subroutine evaluates approximation formulas for I (x)e~ ,
JC
The formulas are given in reference 30. For x < 1, formula
(9.6.7) is used. For 1 < x < A, formula (9.6.52) where
A = max (20|£|,5), is used. For A < x, formula (9.6) is
approximated. Formula (9.6.6), I (x) = I0(x), is indirectly
••Jt Xf
used.
Method: The procedure is as follovs




2) If ARG > max (20|L|,5), to to step 6.
3) Set NMAX = / (2.5) (ARG) + 1 if ARG < 50
3; bet NMAX - | (1>25)(ARG) + x if ARG > 50
Calculate J)L(+n(ARG), n = 0,1,..., NMAX.
a) if |L| + NMAX < 100, use BSSLS.
b) if |L| + NMAX > 100 and ARG > 20
 e'
02 \^ + mAX
use BESJLA.
c) if |L|








BESIEX = i / 1- i=L. ' + (u-D(u-9) _ (y-l)(u-9)(w-25)-
77 (ARG)17 2! (8 ARG)2 3! (8 ARG)3
where u = 4|LJ
f/so^ e: CALLING SEQUENCE
COMMON/SCRATCH/BES(1000)
' . CALL BESIE(L,ARG.BESIEX)
INPUT
L the order of the modified Bessel function
ARG the argument of the function
OUTPUT
BESIEX the value of the function
Restrictions: If ARG < max (20|LJ,5), then array BES having dimension 1000
implies |L| + 1.25(ARG) + 2 < 1000.









SUBROUTINE B E S I E U * A R G . B E S I E X J
COM10N/SCRATCH/8ESI1000 )
DATA SQRT2PI /2 . 506628274631/
LABS « I A B S I L )
IF{ ARC .CE. 1. I CO TO 30
IF( L .SE. 0 I GO TO 10
B E S I E X » 1.
8 E S I E X * B E S I E X * E X P ( - A R G )
RETJRN
B E S I E X * A R G / 2 .
IF( LABS .EQ. 1 ) 3 E S I E X * 3 E S I E X * E X P ( - A R C )
IF I LASS .EO. 1 ) RETURN
00 20 I « 2 * L A 8 S
B E S I E X - B E S I E X * A R G / ( F L O A T < I ) * 2 . )
B E S I E X = B E S I E X * E X P ( - A * G >
RETJRN
T E M f > l » F L Q A T ( M A X O < 2 C * L A B S » 5 ) )
1F( ARG .GT. TEMPI > GO TO 90
IF( ARG .LE. 50. 1 NMAX » I f IXI 2 .5 *ARG) * 1
IF( ARG .GT. 50. ) N1AX > I F I X ( 1 . 2 5 * A S G ) * 1
NMAX * 1AXO(N1AX»10)
LNMAX > L A B S + NMAX
IF( LNMAX .GT. 100 ) GO TO 40
CALL B S S L S U R G » 8 E S » L N M A X » IERR)
GO TO 70
TEMPI - 20. + E«XPI .025*LNMAX>
IF( ARG .LT. TEMPI ) GO TO 60
00 50 N * L A B S * L N M A X
ORDER « F L O A T ( N )
CALL B E S J L A ( 0 « D E R / A R G » 8 E S ( N * l »
GO TO 70
C A L L 8 E S N X ( L N M i X , A R G » B 6 S )
TEM' l « 1.
PSU1 « 8 E S C L A 8 S * D
DO SO N« l.NHAX
TEM?1 « T E M P 1 * { A R G / F L O A T < N ) )
PSU1 « PSUM «• T E M P 1 * B 6 S < L A B S * N •»• I)
B E S I E X * PSUM*EXP(-A*G1
RETJRN
TEMPI - 1. / < S O R T 2 P l * S Q R T J A R G M
t £ K ? 2 > ( <*.*( F L O A T ( L A 8 S » * * 2 > - ! . » / t
TEMP3 * TEMP2*( 4.*( FLO A T( LA BS) **2 ) - 9. ) / (16.*ARG>
TEM?* - T E M P 3 * ( 4.*( FLO AT( L A B S ) **2 ) - 25. ) / ' < 2 t . * A R a )





This subroutine evaluates the modified Bessel functions I ,
C for a real argument.
Method: the procedure is as follows:
1) Set the error code and return when the argument is not
positive.
2) Compute IQ(x) using formulas (9.8.1) and (9.8.2) of ref-
erence 30 when x < 3.75 and x > 3.75, respectively.
3) Compute I.(x) using formulas (9.8.3) and (9.8.U) of ref-
erence 30 when x < 3.75 and > 3.75, respectively.
U) Compute K (x) using formulas (9.8.5) and 9.8.6) of ref-
erence 30 when x < 2 and x > 2, respectively.
5) Compute K using formulas (9.8.7) and (9.8.8) of reference





IFCN = 1 to compute I
2 to compute I
3 to compute I > K
1+ to compute I., K..








depending on IFCN above
Error Return: IERR = 0 unless x < 0 and then IERR = 1 and no computations
are made.
Timing: The timing is approximately equal to twice the time for 7
additions and 10 multiplies.
Accuracy: The accuracy is of the algorithmic type and, in particular,
according to reference 30, the maximum error in using the
_7














( 1000 "^NReturn J
262
SUBROUTINE 8ESIK(X, lFCN»BF.SI3,eESI l ,BESKO»8ESKl , IER*>
C
C PURPOSE COMPUTE THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS I ANO K OF ORDERS
C 0 AND 1 USING POLYNOMIAL A P P R O X I M A T I O N S FROM KeF.
REFERENCE M. A B R A M O W I T Z ANQ I. A. STEGUM, HANBOO< OF M A T H E M A T I C A L
FUNCTIONS* N A T I O N A L BUREAU OF S T A N D A R D S APPL IED
M A T H E M A T I C S SERIES 55
CHECK THE ARGUMENT
I E R < * 0
IF( X > 10,10.20
10 I E R * - 1
GO TO 1DOO
20 IF< I F C M . E Q . 2 J GO TO 100
IF( IFCN.E0.5 ) GO TO 100
IF< X . G T . 3.75 ) GO TO 50
COMPUTE I FOR ORDER 0 AND ARGUMENT AT 10ST 3.75
USING FORMULA 9.3.1 OF REF.
T * X /3 ,75
T2 - T*T
B E S I O » l . + T 2 * < 3.5156229»T2*< 3.089942<r + T2* (1. 23i7*92«-T2* ( .2659732
I »T2*<.0360763 *T2* . 00*5813) ) ) ) )
GO TO 100
COMPUTE I FOR ORDER 0 AND ARGUMENT AT L E A S T 3.75
USING FORMULA 9.8.2 OF REF.
50 Ti * 3 . 7 5 / X
B E S I O - .39894228 «• T 1*< . 01 328512 » T l * ( .OC225319*T1* (-. 001 57565
i * T l * < . 03916231»T1*(-. 020 577C& + T 1*1. 02039937 *Tl* {-. Olo*7e>33
2*Tl» .00392377) ) ) ) ) ) )
BESIO • B E S I O * E X P ( X ) / S 3 R T ( X )
1C3 1F( IFCN.EO.l I GO TO 230
IF( IFCN.E0.4 ) GO TO 230
IF( X.GT.3.75 ) GO TO 150
COMPUTE I FOR ORDER 1 AND ARGUMENT AT MOST 3.75
USING FORMULA 9.3.3 OF REF.
T - X / 3 . 7 5
T2 - T«T
8 E S I 1 • .5 » T 2 * ( . 3 7 3 9 C 5 9 « . » T2 * (. 5 iO3-Jo9 *T2* ( . i 5C d H93*
1 *T2*«.02658733 »T2*».3C301532 *T2*.0032t1 1) )) ) )




C COMPUTE I FOR ORDER 1 AND ARGUMENT AT L E A S T 3.75
: USING FORMULA 9.8.4 OF REF
C
150 Tl «3 .75 /X
B E S I 1 * .39894228 *Tl*(-.03936024 *Tl*(-.00362018 *T1*<.00163801
1 »T1*(-.01031555+T1*( .02232967 *Tl*(-.02895312 +T1*(.C1787654
2 » T 1 * ( - . 0 0 4 2 0 0 5 9 } ) ) ) ) ) ) )
B E S I 1 • B E S I 1 * E X P < X ) / S O R T C X )
C
200 IF( I F C N . L T . 4 ) GO TO 1000
IF( I F C N . E 0 . 5 ) GO TO 303
IF( X.GT.2 . ) GO TO 250
**
C COMPUTE K FOR ORDER 1 AND ARGUMENT AT 10ST 2.
: USING REF. FORMULA 9.8.5
C
X2 * .25*X*X
B E S < 0 —.57721566 * X2M . 42278420+X2*< .23C69756 + X2* ( .03488590
1 *X2*(.00262698+ X2*I .0301C753+X2* .00000740 > ) > ) )
8ES<0 « -ALOCIX* .5 I *3ESIO * 9ESKO
GO TO 390
C
C COMPUTE K FOR ORDER 1 AND ARGUMENT AT L E A S T 2.
C USING
253 X2 « 2 . /X
B E S < 0 « 1.25331414 *• X2*(-.07832358 + X 2 * ( .02189568+X2*(-.01062446
1 »X2*( .00587872 * X2* (-. 00 251540*X2*. 00053203 » » » )
BES<0 « BESKO*EXP( -X ) /SORTUI
C
300 IFIIFCN.E0.4) GO TO 1000
IF( X.GT. 2.t GO TO 353
C
C COMPUTE K FOR ORDER 1 AND ARGUMENT AT MOST 2
C USING REF FORMULA 9.8.7
C
X2 • .25*X*X
B E S < 1 • 1 .+X2M. 15443144 »X2* (-.67278579 *X2*(-. 181 56897
i *X2*<-.01919402*X2M-. 30110404 +X2M-. 00034686 » I) »
BES<1 * A L Q G ( X * . 5 ) * B E S I 1 » B E S K 1 / X
GO TO 1300
M
C COMPUTE K FOR ORDER 1 AND ARGUMENT AT L E A S T 2.
C USING REF. FORMULA 9.8.8
t*
353 X2 « 2 . /X
8ES<1 « i.2533141<.*X2*(.234986l9*X2*(-.Q3655620»X2*l .01504268







Purpose: ROCABES computes the Bessel functions of the first and
second kinds for real order and complex argument.
Discussion: This subroutine returns a table of |N| +1 values of these
Bessel functions of the first and second kinds for complex
arguments and real orders where N is a user-assigned parameter.
ROCABES is a modification of subroutine NYU BESU (see ref. 53),
including a change from complex order to real order.
Method: The method is the same as that of reference 8 but modified for
real order. Let the Bessel functions of the first and second
kinds be J,,(z) and Y,T(z) where the argument isz = x + i y ,w w
and the order W is real. For W > 0, define N = [w] (the greatest
integer less than or equal to W), a = W - N, and the orders
W = a+n , n = 0,1,...., N ,
and for W < 0, define N = [w]+l, a = W - N, and the orders
W = ct+n , n = 0,-!,...., - |N|.
The Bessel functions Jy(z) and YW(Z) are computed for all orders
as defined above.
The results are stored in the following arrays: BJRE contains
the real part of J. (z); BJIM contains the imaginary part of
W
J (z); YRE contains the real part of Y.,(z); and YIM contains










and similarly for the arrays BJIM, YRE, and YIM.
CALLING SEQUENCE
DIMENSION BJRE(K) ,BJIM(K) ,YRE( |N| +l) ,YIM( JNJ+l)
vhere: K = max (|z| + 25, |N| + 15)
CALL ROCABES (X,Y,ALPHA,N,BJRE,BJIM,YRE,YIM)
INPUT
X the real part of the argument z
Y the imaginary part of the argument z
ALPHA the fractional part of the real part of the
order W
N the integral part of the real order W and










ALGAMF; see reference 51*
Note that ROCABES uses the following subroutines of its
own: MBEGIN, MJRECUR, MJSUM, MFACTOR, MCOMLOG, MCOMEXP,
MJNORM, MYSUM, MYGNU, MYZERO, MWRONSK, MNEGN, MYRECUR,
MYGNUP, MYSUMP
Storage: 2^ 55 octal, which includes all subroutines listed above under
SUBPROGRAMS CALLED except ALGAMF
267
SU8*aUTINEROCA8ES(X,Y .A lPHA,N,BJRE»BJ l«»YRE»YIH)
*
DIMENSION BJREJ 1)»BJIH(1)»YRE( l ) .YIH( l )
C A L L M 8 E G I N < X » Y , N , K , R ) BES40030
C A L L M J R E C U R ( X » Y * A L P H A » K / R » B J R E » B J I M )
C A L I M J S U N ( A L P H A . K . B J R E » 8 J I * . S U M R A , S U M l A »
C A L I M F A C T O R J X » Y » A L P H A » 3 , R )
C A L L M J N O K M ( K * a , R , 5 U M R A , S U M l A. BJ f tE»8J IM) BES40070
7 C A U M Y S U N C X » Y , A L P H A » K » B J P . E » B J I M.ASUMR,ASUMI )
8 C A L I M Y G N U ( X » Y . A L P H A , Q » R , A S U M * » A S U M * B J R E * B J I H , Y * E » Y I H )
9 CALIMKRONSK « X , Y , B J R E » 9 J I M , Y * E » Y I M) 8ES40100
B J S O « B J R E a ) * * 2 * B J J M ( l ) * * 2 BES40UO
IF(34SO-.5E-U) 14»14»15
14 C ALL M Y S U M P < X » Y » ALPHA, K.iJ JRE»B JI »1» ASUMR* ASUMI)
CAUNYGNUPU/Y, ALPHA* Q, R» AS Ulfc, A SUM I »B JR E» 8 J I M, Y RE. Y IM )
15 IF (N-l)10»12*ll BES40150
10 IF ( N ) 1 3 » 1 2 » 1 2 8ES40160
13 C A L L M N E G N I X * Y , A L P H A » N » 8 J R E . 8 J I M » Y R E , Y I M )
GO TO 12 . 8ESO1 80




S S O - X * X * Y * Y






S U a R O U T I N E M J « E C U R ( X » Y , A L P H A » \ , R . 8 J R E » O J l 1 )
DIMENSION B J R E J l ) , 8 J I M ( i »
R A L P H A « R » A L P H A 8ES40350
S S O - X * X * Y + Y
BJKE(K*2>»0 . 8ES40370
BJI1(K*2)«0. B E S 4 330
8JRE(K» l»«UOE-37 BES40390
BJIM(K+1)<0.0 8ES40400
T X » 2 . * X / S S O
T Y - 2 . * Y / S S O
004!>1>K 8 E S A 0 4 1 0
R A L P H A - R A L P H A - l . 0 8 E S 4 0 4 3 0
A*R4LPHA*TX
268
B J R E ( L l ) « l A * 8 J R E ( L l * i ) I - (8 *BJ IN(L1+1) ) -BJRE(L1*2 )
RETJRN • BES40*80
END
S U 8 J O U T I N E M J S U H ( A L P H A , < , B J R E , 8 j I H , S U M R A , S U H I A I
DIMENSION BJREI l ) ,BJ IMi l>
801 S U M * A = B J » E < 3 J * { A L P H A + 2 . 0 »
SUMl A « U L P H A « - 2 . 0 ) + B J I M < 3 )





GREM-GREX ALPHA+S-1 .0 ) /S
GIM»GIM* (ALPHA*S-1 .0 ) /S
GRE'GPEN BES40620
A L P T S « A L P H A * 2 . 0 * S BES40630
G J R « G R E * B J R E ( I )
GJI«G1M+BJ1HU>
GJRI»GRE*BJ IM( I ) BES40&60
G J U « G I M * 3 J R E ( I ) 8ES40670
S U M < B - A L P T S * « G J R - G J I ) + S U M R A
SUMI 8 « A L P T S * ( G J I R + G J R I ) + S U N IA
C
C THE F O L L O W I N G S T A T E M E N T IS ADDED TO C O M P E N S A T E THE O E F F I C I E N C Y
C FOUND IN THE PURE I M A G I N A R Y C A S E
C
J F ( S U M R A ) 19,21,I1?
19 I F U B S ( ( S U M X B / S U M R A ) - 1 . 0 ) - . 5 E - 1 4 ) 21*21,10
21 IF (SUKU)20 , 11,20 8ES40710
23 I F ( A 8 S < ( S U M t B




S U8* OUT I NE MF AC T OR ( X, Y , A L P HA , 3 , R J
CALL ALGAMH AL PHA* 1. 0,0. , U, V)
C A L L M C 0 1 L O G ( X , Y , A l , 8 i ) BES40300
A 2 » A L P H A * A 1
B 2 « 4 L P H A * B 1
A 2 — A 2 BES40830
8 2 — 8 2
CALL MCOIEXPJ A 2 , 8 2 , A 3 , 8 3 )
4«t«. *JC31»7 l ^Cc» 4LPH4 8 E S 4 0 3 6 0
CALL M C O M E X P l A * , 0 . , A 5 » 3 5 )
A 6 « 4 3 * A 5 - 3 3 * B 5 8ES40390
8 6 « 3 3 * A 5 + A 3 * 8 5 BES40900












SUBiOUTlNEMCCHLOGlX, Y , A , B >
PI«3. 141592654
A- .5 *ALOGIX*X*Y*Y)
I F I X ) 5.1»4
B«.5*PI





B » A T A N ( Y / X )
GO TO 8
B > A T A N ( Y / X )





















SUB*OUTINE«COMEXP(X ,Y ,A ,8»
C « E X P ( X )







S U B R O U T ! N E M J N a R M ( K » a » R » S U M R A » S U M I A » B J R E » B J I N )
D IMENSION B J R E I D.BJI Ml 1)
S»( ( S U M A A * 8 J R E « 1) )*0)-«SU«1IA *BJ I H( !))*«)
T « ( ( S L i M I A « - B J M ( n ) * 0 ) * ( ( S U . 1 f t 4 * B J R E ( l ) ) * R )
I F ( 4 8 S ( S ) - 4 B S ( T ) ) 100*101*101
101 T S « T / S
T S S a » S * ( l . » ( T S * T S ) »
12 0 0 1 3 I > 1 » K
B J R E N - ( B J R E < I»8J1HU > * T S ) / T S S O
B J I 1 ( I ) « ( 8 J I M ( I ) - 8 J R 6 < I » * T S ) / T S S O
13 3 J R E ( D - 8 J R E N
GO TO 14
100 S T « S / T
S T S 3 - T * ( ( S T * S T ) * 1 . )

















103 B J R E U J - B J R E N









S U B * O U T I N E 1 Y S U M ( X » Y » ALPHA.K.B JRE. BJ
DIMENSION B J R E 1 1 » * 8 J I M < 1)
A l -ALPHA-1 .3
42-Ai- l .O
43-4 1* A L P H A
ASU1R* ASU1 1 )
GAMIM«0.
A S U M R = G A M R E * B J R E ( 3 >
A S U 1 I « G A M R E * B J I N ( 3 )
T-l.O
DO 500 I«5,K,2









CRE«H1 / (P1*T )
T E M P - - C R E * G A M R E
GAMI H»- C R E * G A « I M
CAMRE 'TEHP
BSU1R»GAHRE*3JRE( I }-GA1t M*8 JI M( I
B S U 1 I « G A M I M * B J R E ( i ) *GA1«E*8JI MJ I J + A S U M I
l F U a S l ( B S U M R / A S U M R ) - 1 . 0 ) - . 5 E - l < t > 52 l» 521*510
1F |ASU*1 I )520*51U520
i F J i B S t J B S U M I / A S U t l D - l . O ) - . 5E-14) 511*511*510
A S U M R - 3 S U M R
ASU1 J *3Simi
R E T J R N
END















S U 8 < O U T I N E « < Y G N U ( X > Y . A LPHA .0 »< » ASUMR* ASUH I . B JRE» 3 JI,1» YRE» Y IH)
DIMENSION 3 J R E J 1) ,8JIM< 1 ) » Y R E ( 1 ) « Y I N ( 1 )
P l * 3 . 1 ^ 1 5 9 2 t > 5 < »
T P I - 2 . 0 / P I
O R E « T P I * ( 0 * 0 - R * R )
3 I M « T P I * 2 . 0 * 0 * R
O R E » O R E * A S U ^ R - . a i M * A S U ! l « I
1 F I A L F H A ) 1*3*1









C O X - C G S f P A L P H A )
S I X * S I N ( P A L P H A >
E R E * C O X / S I X
A L P 1 E - E R E - ( O R E * A L P H A / A 3 S a 3 )
A L P I M » - Q I M * A L P H A / A a S Q 3
72D Y R E ( 1 > « A L P R E * 8 J R £ ( 1 ) - A L P I H * B J I M ( 1 ) + D R E
YIH( n»ALP IM*BJ«E I l ) *ALPRE*8J IH ( l ) *O IH BE 5*2150
R E T J R N . 8ES42160
END . 8ES*2170
S U B * O U T I N E M Y Z E R O ( X , Y * A L P R E » A L P I M ) BES42190
TPI>2.0/3.1*159265* BES*2200
CALL M C O M L O G < X > Y » A , B ) - BES*2210
A L P * E - T P I + ( - .U593l5 l57«-A» • BES*2220
ALPI M«TPl*8 . .
RETJRN
END 8ES42250
01 HENS I ON 8JRE( 1),BJ[ M< 1 ) ,YRE ( l ) .YIMU)
S S Q » X * X » Y * Y
TPI»2.0/3.1*159265* * BES*2300
A Z R E « T P I * X / S S O BES*2310
A Z I N « - T P I * Y / S S Q BES*2320
Z R E « B J R E ( 2 ) * Y R E ( D-B J lit 2 »* Yl Mt 1» 8ES*2330
Z I M * B J I M « 2 > * Y R E m * 8 J R E 1 2 ) * Y I M t 1) 8ES*23*0
B Z R E - Z R E - A Z R E BES*2350
BZ IN»Z IM-AZ IH BES*2360
B J S 3 - B J R E ( U * 8 J R E ( U»8JIM(1 )*8JIM( H
C Z R E > B J R E f 1) / 3 J S O
C Z I 1 » - 8 J I * < 1 » / B J S Q
Y R E ( 2 ) * 8 Z R E * C Z R E - 8 Z I M * C Z I M
YIHt 2 > 3 d Z l H * C Z R E * 8 Z R E * C Z I M
RETJRN B E S * 2 < 2 0
ENJ '
S U B * O U T I N e « N E G N ( X , Y . A L P H A , N . 3 J R E » B J I M » Y R E » Y I M )
DIMENSION 8 J R E ( 1),BJIM( 1 > , Y R E m,YI,1(l)
L » l A B S ( M ) + l
S S O « X « X * Y * Y
T X » 2 . * X / S S O
T Y » 2 . * Y / S S O
R A L P H A - A L P H A BES*2510
A « R A L P H A * T X
B»- i»ALPHA*TY
B J R E ( 2 ) » A * B J R E 1 1 ) -B*BJ(M( 1 > - B J R E ( 2 ) BES*25*0
8 J M I 2 ) « B * 8 J R E ( 1)*A*8JM( l»-8 J I M ( 2 ) B E S * 2 5 5 0
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Y R E < 2 ) » A * Y R E t l I - B * Y I H ( I ) - Y R E < 2 )
Y I N C 2 I « 3 * Y R E U > * A * Y I H ( l ) - Y i m ^ )
00 1 I«3*l
»ALPHA*RALPHA-1 .0
A « R 4 L P H A * T X
B — * A L P H A * T Y
3 J R £ ( M - A * B J R E < I-1»-B*8JIM( I-i )-B JRE U-2 )
BJI11 I )«8*BJRE( I-1> + A * 3 J I M C I- i )-BJIMU-2)
Y R E C I ) » A * Y R E U - 1 ) - B * Y M( l - l ) -YREU-2»




B E S 4 2 5 7 3
BES42&20




S U B t O U T I N E M Y R E C U R ( X « Y * N » B J R E >
OINENSIQN B J R E ( 1 ) » B J I M « 1) ,YRE ( l ) » Y I M ( 1)
S S O » X * X * Y * Y
TPI«2. 0/3. 1*1592654
A 2 R E « T P I * X / S S O
A Z I H « - T P I * Y / S S O
00 1 1«3»L
Z R E » B J « E « I ) * Y R E ( I - l ) - B J [ H t I } * Y l M J I - l )
2 I M » B J l M l l ) * Y R E ( l - l ) * 8 J « E I I ) * Y I M ( I - l )
B Z R E - Z R E - A Z R E
B Z M - Z I M - A Z I N
B J S O « B J R E ( I-l)*BJREU-l)*8JI1U-l)*BJIfH I -II
C Z R E - B J R E < I -D /BJSO
CZM-BJIM(I - l ) / 8JSO
YRE( I ) - B 2 R E * C Z R E - B Z I H * C Z I H












B E S 4 2 8 5 0
BES42360
BES42870
S U B < O U T I N E H Y G M U P ( X » Y » A L P H A » 0 . R ,ASUMR,ASUM I,3JRE. BJ IM,YRE* Y I M »
DIMENSION BJREI D.BJI H(l) ,YRE ( 1). Y IH( 1)
PI-3.U1592654 8ES^2910
TPI«2.0 /P I BES^^920
O R E « T P l * ( 0 * 0 - R * R )
QIM«TPI*2 .0*0*R BES42940
O R E « O R E * A S U M R - 0 [ M * A S U H I • . BES42950
OIM»OIM*ASUMR*0«E*ASUHI BE^42960
I F ( A L P H A ) 1.3.i
C A L L M Y Z E * O J X , Y , A t P R E . ALPIM) . BES42990
GO TO 720 BES43000
P A L P H A » P I * A L P H A • BES43010
C O X ' C C S J P 4 L P H A )
S I X » S I N ( P i L ? H 4 )
E R E » C O X / S I X
A 8 S 3 3 - 2 . 0 * A L P H A * A L P H A
ALP*E»E<E- I O R E * A L P H A / A S S 03)
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AtPI H—<3IH*ALPHA/ABSi33
720 T R E » A L P R E * 8 J R E ( 2 > - A L P I M * B J I M I 2J+DRE
TIM«AIP I (1 *8JREI2 )+ALPRE*BJ IH(2 I+OIH
S S O « X * X + Y * Y
A L P * E » - « 0 * X + R * Y I /SSO
A L P I M « - I X * R - 0 * Y ) / S S O
Y R E ( 2 > » 4 l P R E * B J R E ( l ) - A L f » I M * B J I M ( 1 ) » T R E





8 E S 4 3 1 B O
BES43190
BES43210
SUB*OUTINEMYSUMP(X,Y, ALPHA/K, 8 JRE»B J I N» A SUMR, ASUMIJ
D I M E N S I O N 8 J R E ( l » * B J I M I i >
A1«4LPHA-1.0
A 2 « A l - l . O
A 3 » A l * A L P H A
ROLDRE — A1*12 .0 *A IPHA> /A8SO
R O L 3 1 M » 0 .
R E S I - - R O L O R E / 2 . 0
VHSl»0 .
S S O » X * X » Y * Y
S T O * E « 3 . * A L P H A * X / S S O
S T O I H * - 3 . * A L P H A * Y / S S O
R E S 2 « < R O i D R E * S T O R E - R a L O I H * S T O I H )
V M S 2 « ( R O L O R E * S T O I M * R O L O I M * S T Q R E )
A S U M R * R E S 1 * 9 J R E ( 2 )
ASU*R«ASUMR + R E S 2 * 8 J R E t 3 > - VMS2 *6 J I Ml 3)
A S U 1 I « R E S 1 * 8 J I M ( 2 )
A S U 1 I « A S U M I « - V H S 2 * B J R E ( 3 ) * R E S 2 * B J I M ( 3 )
T-1.0







C l - F l * F 2
H l » G l * F 3
P1-F5*F6
C R E » H 1 / ( P I * T )






8 E S 4 3 3 3 0
8 E S 4 3 4 2 0
BES<»3<>30
B E S 4 3 4 4 0
BES43470





V M S 2 « ( R N E W R E * S T 0 1 1 * R N E ^ I M * S T Q R E >
BSim«RESl*BJRE< I + l) - VIS I *B Jl M( 1*1J*ASUMR
8ES<»3b&0
BES43670
BE S 436 80
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BSim»V1Sl*Bj«E ( I«-l
B S U 1 R » R E S 2 * B J R E < 1 * 2 ) - V M S 2*8J IM( I * 2J+8SUMR BES43700
B S U < U » V M S 2 * 3 J R E U * 2 » « ' R E S 2 * 8 J I M ( I * 2 > * B S U M I BES43710
m48S«8SU.1R/ASUMR)-1.0) - . 5E-1O 521*521*510
521 I F ( 4 S U H I ) 5 2 0 » 5 1 1 » 5 2 0 . ' BES*3730









Purpose: This subroutine evaluates the sine and cosine integrals
X
Si(X) = f SIN(t)




Ci(X)  COS(t) dt , X > 0





COMPJTES THE SINE AND COSINE INTEGRAL
USAGE
C A L L S I C I ( S I , C I » X »
O E S C R I P f l O N OF P A R A M E T E R S
SI - THE RESULTANT VALUE SI <X)
CI - THE RESULTANT VALUE CHX)
X - THE ARGUMENT OF S I ( X ) AND C K X J
REMARKS
THE ARGUMENT VALUE REMAINS UNCHANGED
SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS CALLED
NONE
METHOD
D E F I N I T I O N
S H X ) » I N T E G R A L ( S I N ( T ) / T I
CKX I * I N T E G R A L ( C O S ( T ) / T )
E V A L J A T I O N
REOU:TIO^ OF RANGE USING SYMMETRY
DIFFERENT APPROXIMAT IONS ARE USED FOR A B S ( X ) GREATER
THAN 4 AND FOR A B S ( X ) LESS THAN <t.
REFERENCE
LUKE AND r f lMP. ^ P O L Y N O M I A L A P P R O X I M A T I O N S TO INTEGRAL
T R A N S F O R M S * * M A T H E M A T I C A L T A B L E S A N D OTHER A I D S T O
COMPJTAT10NS* VOL. J 5. 1<J61» I S S U R E 74, PP. 17^»-l78.
C ******************************************************************C
C TEST ARGUMENT RANGE
Z - A 3 S U )
IF1Z-* . J1»1 .4
1 Y » l * . - 2 ) * ( * . * Z »
SI — 1.570796326
I F ( Z ) 3 . 2 , 3
i CI— I.E75
RETJRN
3 S I « X * « « ( C ( 1.7531* lE-9*Y»l .5fc3933E-7)*Y*-1.37<»i63E-5)*Y*6.
C t » l !5.77215oE-l»AL3GlZ) ) /Z-Z*(tt ( ( 1 . 336985E-






U»«( « ( U H <
l*Z**.98771faE-2)*Z-3. 33251 9E-3 > *Z-2. 3Hbl 7E-2) *Z- I. I 34953E-5) *2
2*6.2 5001 1E-2)*Z*2. S33939E-10
V*« < UUU-5. 108699E-3*Z*2 .a i917QE-2) *Z -6 .537233E-2»*Z
C I » Z * < S I * V ~ Y * U )









where K. is the modified Bessel function.
o
The procedure is as follows:
l) Compute e .
2) Compute K (z).





Timing: The timing is approximately equal to one unit call to subroutine
BESIK.
Accuracy: The accuracy is of the algorithmic type and, in particular,
is dominated by subroutine BESIK.
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company
P.O. Box 3707

















C O M O N / A L P H A / A L P H A
COMPLEX C E X P
ARC « ALPHA*2
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